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Editorial
The Computer Science and InformationTechnology deals with Data Compression, Cryptography, Error Detection and
Correction. And more recently it also can serves Network Coding. Traditionally, Computing studies occupy two partitionsSciences and Engineering, separated by a line roughly at the Computer Architecture level. A more effective organization for
Computer Science and Engineering requires an intrinsically interdisciplinary framework that combines academics and systemsoriented computing perspectives. Researchers have been developing such a framework, which re- aggregates Computer Science
and Computer Engineering, then repartitions the resulting single field into analysis and synthesis components. The framework is
based on the notion that Science is foremost about dissecting and understanding . Engineering is mostly about envisioning and
building. It must be examined that the idea of modeling in a computer and with the aid of a computer. For modeling, we believe
that Computer is the basic Infrastructure to centralize communication. Any communication between people about the same
concept is a common revelatory experience about informational models of that concept. Each model is a conceptual structure of
abstractions formulated initially in the mind of one, and while communicating if it is different from those in the mind of other,
there is no common model and no communication. The introduction of Computers Science and Technology paved the way for
the emergence of new Technologies. Computer Engineers over the next two decades will be called upon to develop
Technologies that foster a cleaner, healthier, safer and sustainable Global Environment. "Engineers will be able to act as
independent operators interacting with colleagues around the world," the report says. Engineers can design at home with
advanced CAD systems or in collaboration with their Global colleagues in virtual Worlds. They will be able to use home-based
Fabrication Technology to test many of their designs. As Mechanical Engineering looks to 2028, leaders will value people with
diverse expertise and experience. They will bring these Global professions together to keep the promise of Technology serving
people. They will inspire men and women everywhere to believe that grand challenges are a rally cry for a profession that is
ready for the adventure of making the difficult doable. The main aim of the Conference is to communicate high quality original
research work, reviews, short communications, in the fields of Computer Science and Information Technology.
The Computer had a great effect on Communication. The idea of modeling in a computer and with the aid of a Computer is the
basic Infrastructure to centralize communication. Any communication between people about the same concept is a common
revelatory experience about informational models of that concept. Researchers are working on applying their wireless and
mobile research to Transportation, Health care, Educational collaboration and Environmental Sustainability. Projects already
underway include safe and efficient Road Transportation, Autonomous Driving, Wireless Medical Implants, Mobile Video
Delivery, Multiparty Wireless Videoconferencing and Energy Harvesting.
The Conference sometimes is conducted in collaboration with other Institutions. IOAJ encourage and invite proposals from
Institutes within India and Abroad to join hands to promote research in various areas of disciplines. These Conferences have not
only promoted the International exchange and cooperation, but have also won favorable comments from National and
International participants, thus enabled IOAJ to reach out to a Global Network within three years time. The Conference is first
of its kind and gets granted with lot of blessings.
The Conference designed to stimulate the young minds including Research Scholars, Academicians, and Practitioners to
contribute their ideas, thoughts and nobility in these disciplines of Engineering. IOAJ received a great response from all parts of
country and abroad for the presentation and publication in the proceeding of the conference.
I sincerely thank all the authors for their invaluable contribution to this Conference. I am indebted towards the Reviewers and
Board of Editors for their generous gifts of time, energy and effort. It’s my pleasure to welcome all the participants, delegates
and organizer to this International Conference on behalf of IOAJ family members.
I wish all success to the paper presenters. The papers qualifying the review process will be published in the forthcoming IOAJ
journal.

Convenor:-

Prof. Mritunjay Sharma

SPEECH INTERACTIVE WEB APPLICATION SERVICES
DHANASHREE TAWARE1, NAMRATA ATTKARE2 & DIVYA SINGH3
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Department of Computer Engineering, Bharati Vidyapeeth’s College of Engineering for Women, Pune
Katraj, Pune 411 043, India

Abstract- As we know internet has become a very important factor in our day today life. It is a wide media for
communication and exchange of ideas for people staying in any nook and corner of the world. We have proposed a system in
which we are developing a speech interactive web application services. Our main aim is to provide these services to the
special ones who are unable to make use of the current system so efficiently. In our proposed work we are mainly focusing
on the WEB APPLICATIONS. Many a times the disabled people are unable to access internet, for them this system will help
to download news, or even access their mails through speech. Our proposed system mainly deals with the ability to handle
web applications along with the O.S, mouse and keyboard control through speech, so that they can be used by persons
without the use of the hands to develop an interface between the computer and the user. In our proposal we have used SAPI
.It provides commands to the main central application which is handled by the GUI. Thus we look forward to develop web
application through speech interaction.
Keywords- SAPI, Speech Recognition, Web Applications, Text to Speech, Speech to Text.

I. INTRODUCTION
speech

In the recent years the technology has been drastically
changing. As we know internet has become a very
important factor in our day today life. It is a wide
media for communication and exchange of ideas for
people staying in any nook and corner of the world.

which

may

be

heard

by

the

user.

II. RELATED CONCEPTS
SAPI: For speech synthesis and recognition Microsoft
SAPI (Speech Application Programming Interface)
can be used.First SAPI was introduced toWindows
95. There are number of versions of the SAPI have
been released. And these all versions of the SAPI
have been designed such that any software developer
can create an application to perform speech
recognition and synthesis with the help of a standard
set of interfaces, accessible from a various
programming languages. Thus we can say that SAPI
is freely-redistributable component which can be
shipped with any Windows application that wishes to
use speech technology.

Many new developments in the technologies have
been seen. So now it has become challenging to
prepare a system that is unique and would provide the
best services ever. It would be very boring in a
situation when you are tired and you want to access
your computer, and check mails. Imagine just by
saying download mail your system will download
mail and also read it for you.
You need not to even enter your id and password and
it will do it for you just by verification of voice. And
some times handicapped people are also wanted to
handle mouse and keyboard and the email or any
internet related work independently. This is the main
objective of our proposed work. We are providing a
speech interactive system which will work according
to the user, but just by SPEECH.

In our proposed work User gives the speech or voice
with the help of microphone. Microphone processes
that voice to the Speech Recognition system which
will convert a voice signal to a sequence of words in
form of digital data which can also be called as a
command. This can be done with the help of SAPI.

As many speech enabled system are available in the
market with Operating System, Keyboard, Mouse
control but our proposed system will go way beyond
this and will aim to provide web applications. Taking
in consideration the growing demand for speech
enabled system this proposed work will help
tremendously access web. The user will say a
command through the microphone, this command
will be converted into text with the help of
Microsoft’s SAPI, the command will be mapped with
database information and the appropriate actions will
be taken. It further doesconvert this available text to -

Nano XML Parser:
XML is The extensible mark-up language, which
provides a way to mark up text in a structured
document. TheNanoXML was first released in April
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2000 as a spin –off project of the abstract user
interface toolkit. It is very small and reasonably fast
for xml documents and also it provides the facility of
easy to use. Because of its small size, people started
to use NanoXML for embedded systems (KVM,
J2ME)

For e.g. instead of selecting by a keyboard or mouse
to open start option we can just say to the computer
"Start" and the computer would respond by
displaying start menu. By developing a fully accurate
and fast speech recognition system we can possibly
eliminate the use of keyboard and mouse in most of
the applications. Likewise disabled persons may find
hands-free computing important in their everyday
lives.

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
In our proposed architecture we basically give the
speech input through the microphone to the computer.
As mentioned above the SAPI interface will mainly
use for conversion of this speech to text. After this by
using programming interface we will recognize the
meaning of speech. After recognizing the type of
input it will match with the words available in the
database and for matching the available input with the
requested input it will undergo parsing and give the
best optimal output. After that the result is sent to
SAPI which will convert this text to again speech so
that the user would be able to hear it. Our architecture
will mainly provide the most important feature which
is web services. These web services will mainly
include search engine, news download, mail access
and all related to web application.

For accuracy purpose we are using context based
search for keywords that user enters so that
appropriate action can be taken when appropriate
keywords are encountered. User must be able to
set/change the system preferences and context search
parameters to his/her needs. Even multilingual
commands must be accepted and recognized. For this
the system must allow the user to map standard
actions/commands to new keywords (keywords from
different languages). System must also allow the user
to create new actions and map respective voice
commands to them. Using advanced Robot API, the
system must generate mouse, keyboard events so that
almost any application (entire OS) can be controlled
using this system.
IV. TECHNOLOGIES AND FEATURES
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Java: We shall be using J2SE as the
development platform for the prototype
system.
SAPI: Microsoft Speech API shall be used
primarily for TTS and STT conversions.
Process Builder & Robot API’s from Java
would primarily be used for Keyboard,
Mouse and OS Process Control.
Lastly we shall make use of XML Parsers
for accessing web contents like RSS Feeds
in real time.
We shall use the parser to extract the feed
information in real time and converting it
into speech again using the SAPI modules.

V. CONCLUSION
Our proposal gives the user friendly interface. This
software is applicable for any version of Windows
operating system. Every people are very much
familiar with a windows operating system. That’s
why we mainly focus on windows operating system.
Our software may satisfy basic need to access
operating systemthrough their voice command which
will give qualitative product for avoid time wastage
and make computing so easier. It is also helpful for
physically handicapped persons for meeting their
basic requirements of computing. Our intention is to
help the disabledpeople to get the benefits of internet
technologies and email facilities. The primary aim of
this project is to provide a simpler design having least
cost and alsoreliable and practical. The system which

Fig: Architecture
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we are propose in this paperallows the physical
handicapped person to operate a computer in a more
efficient and natural way.
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Abstract- Due to data explosion and the need for mining this data efficiently, there is a requirement of such a system which
can handle scalable data as well as equally mine it with great speed. High computational speed can be achieved by exploiting
parallelism to the traditional sequential algorithms. In this paper we provide the basic concepts of association rule mining
algorithm and put some highlight on the areas where parallelism can be exploited. We also discuss the probability of using
partition algorithm along with compressed FP-growth algorithm to achieve scalability and apply parallelism on each
partition.
Keywords- association rules; frequent itemset mining; parallelism; shared and distributed memory;FP tree; Partition
algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining refers to the overall process of
discovering new patterns or building models from a
given dataset. There are many techniques for mining a
dataset such as: Rule discovery, classification and
regression, sequential patterns and clustering. Out of
all these, discovery of association rules is an important
database mining problem.

mining are introduced first. The problem of mining
associations over basket data was introduced in [2].Let
I = {i1 ,i2... im} be a set of literals, called items. Let
database D be a set of transactions, where each
transaction T is a set of items such that TI. Each
transaction is associated with a unique identifier,
called TID. Let X be a set of items. A transaction T is
said to contain X if and only if X T.The support of a
set of items X given as σ(X) is the number or the
percentage of transactions in the database that contain
X. The confidence of the rule is the conditional
probability that a transaction contains Y, given that it
contains X and is given as σ (X U Y) / σ (X). A rule
is frequent if its support is greater than min_sup and
strong if its confidence is more than a user-specified
minimum confidence (min_conf).

One of the most difficult problems in database mining
is the large volume of data that needs to be handled in
a medium sized business; it is not uncommon to
collect hundreds of megabytes to a few gigabytes of
data [1].Now days, the capacity of data warehouse
have been increased and is capable of storing data in
the terabyte range. To handle such a large amount of
data sets there is great need of algorithm which is
scalable. Sequential ARM algorithms cannot provide
the scalability, in terms of data dimension, size or the
runtime performance for such a large database and
leads to the requirement of high performance parallel
computers to handle it.

Thus the association rule mining is a two-step process:
1) Find all frequent itemsets having minimum support.
2) Generate strong rules having minimum confidence,
from the frequent itemsets.

The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows: In
section II we describe the basic preliminaries of
association rule mining. In section III, we describe our
proposed work. Section IV projects the three
approaches which we are going to implement in our
work and compares some of the algorithms which
have been developed in this area. Section V contains
conclusion.
II. BASICS OF ASSOCIATION RULES

The first sub-problem can be further divided into two
sub-problems: candidate large itemsets generation
process and frequent itemsets generation process. We
call those itemsets whose support exceed the support
threshold as large or frequent itemsets and those
itemsets that are expected or have the hope to be large
or frequent are called candidate itemsets. The second
step is relatively easy, and the present focus in
research is to find highly efficient algorithm in the
first step i.e. to effectively find frequent itemsets.

Association rule mining has attracted tremendous
attention from data mining researchers and as a result
several algorithms have been proposed for it. Before
going for the various approaches towards association
rule mining, the basic concepts of association rule -

The performance parameters for comparison will
usually be time complexity and I/O overhead incurred
on the CPU. Since the amount of data is scalable, time
required for mining frequent itemsets plays a crucial
role in enhancing the efficiency.
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advantage of this approach is that it allows both the
original data to be partitioned into more manageable
subsets, and also partitions the candidate sets to be
counted. The latter results in both lower memory
requirements and also faster counting. The method of
Zaki et.al. [6] introduced a different kind of
partitioning. In this, candidate sets are partitioned into
clusters which can be processed independently. The
problem with the method is that, especially when
dealing with dense data and low support thresholds,
expensive pre-processing is required before effective
clustering can be identified.

III. PROPOSED WORK
As mentioned earlier, sequential algorithms have its
own limitations in terms of speed and hence
scalability cannot be achieved using such algorithms.
So parallel computing is gaining importance for
achieving high performance which is not trivial on
today’s multiprocessor systems.
There are five main factors which should be focused
upon while applying parallelism in association rules
mining [3]. They are type of memory system used,
workload balancing, synchronizations, data layout
and disk I/O minimization.

Toivonen [7] used samples of data to fit in partitions
rather than a chunk of data. Here, a random sample of
the source data is first processed using the Apriori
procedure, with a modified support threshold and
other modifications designed to make it likely that all
the globally frequent sets will be identified in the
sample. The sets thus found become candidates for a
single full pass of the source data to verify this. But
this type of algorithm is suitable where data accuracy
is not of much importance.DIC algorithm [8]
proposed by Brin also divides the database into
several partitions, each partition is marked at the
beginning in the process of scanning the database,
candidate items can be added in each marked
partition, the support can be calculated when the
itemsets are calculated. In this algorithm, the times of
scanning the database are less than the maximum
number of frequent sets. If the data blocks are divided
just the right time, the times of scanning the database
is only two, and all the frequent itemsets can be
found. Kanhaiyalal et al. in [9] have used a pipeline
approach for partitions. Each partition is put in an
array and processed in reverse order in pipeline. The
authors have shown that their algorithm performs m
times better than the previous algorithms where m is
the number of stages in the pipeline.

In our framework we are going to talk about
distributed memory .Hence our focus will be only on
memory system used. Apart from this we are going to
use partition algorithm to achieve this parallelism. In
each partition we are going to implement compressed
FP tree algorithm to find frequent itemsets. The
architecture of our proposed system is as below.

Figure.1.Framework of proposed algorithm

IV. THE THREE APPROACHES
We will now elaborate each of the three processes in
detail.
A. Algorithms using Partition approach
The process of finding frequent itemsets using
partition algorithm can be accomplished in only two
scans as was proposed by Savasere et al. in 1995[4].
The basic process is as follows: Partition algorithm
reads the database at most two times to generate all
significant association rules. during the first scan,
algorithm generates a set of all potentially large
itemsets by scanning the database once. This set is a
superset of all large item sets, i.e. it may contain false
positives, but no false negatives are reported. During
the second scan, counters for each of these item sets
are setup and their actual support is measured in one
scan of the database. The partition sizes are chosen
such that each partition can be accommodated in the
main memory so that the partitions are read only once
in each phase.

The main drawback of all the above partition
algorithms is that the execution time is very high
because of its sequential nature. Hence to overcome
this major shortcoming we go for adopting
parallelism wherein each partition will be processed
simultaneously on different processors and thus speed
can be increased.
B. Frequent itemset generation using compressed
FP-tree
Mining for frequent itemsets is the major initial phase
for discovering association rules. Associative
classifiers rely on frequent itemsets. The initial
frequent pattern algorithm was suggested by Han et al
in 2000[10]. Frequent pattern algorithm was designed
to overcome the shortcoming of Apriori [11]
algorithm of being heavily I/O bound and generating
and testing itemsets. It encodes the dataset using a
compact data structure called the prefix tree and
extracts frequent itemsets from this data structure

After this many people have explored the area of
using partition algorithm to enhance the speed. In [5]
Shakil Ahmed et al proposed a partitioning approach
which organizes the data into tree structures that can
be processed independently. Their method involves a
partitioning of the tree structures involved to enable
separate subtrees to be processed independently. The
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instead of the entire database. It reduces multiple
database scans to only two, and thus significantly
reduces the search space. But although it is often
compact, FP-tree may not always be minimal.

processor has its own memory. Since in shared
memory system, memory is common to all processors,
parallel programs are easy to implement but since our
approach is for scalability, due to limited bus
bandwidth this cannot be accomplished. So in our
framework we are going to use distributed memory
system .Although using distributed memory approach
has its own baggage of problems, the major of which
is synchronization among processors, we will try to
minimize this by effective message passing. Thus a
major challenge of using distributed memory system
will be to minimize communication.

Many optimization techniques were proposed to
overcome this drawback. One such approach was
used by Benjamin Schlegel et al in [12]. To overcome
the limitation of excessive memory utilization, they
have proposed two data structures the CFP-tree and
the CFP-array|, which reduce memory consumption
by about an order of magnitude. Their data structures
are based on structural modifications of the prefix
tree that increase compressibility, an optimized
physical representation, lightweight compression
techniques, and intelligent node ordering and
indexing.Fig.3 below shows comparison of execution
time between the traditional FP growth algorithm and
CFP tree.

Count Distribution (CD) and data distribution (DD)
were some of the major algorithms proposed in this
area [14]. In CD each processor generates the partial
support of all candidate itemsets from its local
database partition. Then global count is obtained by
exchanging counts with all other processors. Here the
entire hash tree is replicated on each processor so
memory is not utilized. In DD data is partitioned
among processors and each processor has disjoint
candidate set. Each processor scans the entire database
in all iterations to generate the global support. High
communication overhead is a major shortcoming of
this system because of all to all broadcast to send the
local database portion to every other processor. In
Candidate distribution [14] both the data and
candidates are partitioned in such a way that each
processor can generate global counts independently.
The partitioning uses a heuristic based on support, so
that each processor gets an equal amount of work.
Fig.1 shows a comparison of the above three
algorithms in terms of response time required on
different databases [14].HPA proposed by T. Shintani
et al. is similar to candidate distribution in working
[15]. Here candidates are generated on each processor
but apart from this a hash function is used to
determine a home processor. Drawback of this system
is that complicated hash table is to be maintained.

Another algorithm was proposed by Jiawei Han
[13].In their FP-growth algorithm they have achieved
efficiency by compressing the large database into
condensed smaller data structure, by adopting a
pattern-fragment growth method to avoid the costly
generation of a large number of candidate sets and
using partition method to decompose the mining task
into smaller task. Their FP-growth algorithm is about
an order of magnitude faster than the Apriori
algorithm. We are going to propose a similar
approach with distributed memory system.

Figure.2. Comparison of FP growth and CFP algorithms

C. Parallel computing(Memory System used)
The task of mining association rules requires a lot of
computational power (especially for generating and
pruning candidate itemsets for large databases). As
compared to sequential algorithms, parallel computing
is able to handle such tasks more effectively.
Figure.3. Comparison of parallel algorithms

Based on the working of the parallel system there can
be two ways in which the memory system can be
used: shared memory system and distributed memory
system. In the former, although there are many
processors but they access the same memory whereas
in distributed memory system each individual

Apart from these some algorithms are implemented
using shared memory as well. CCPD and PCCD [16]
proposed by Zaki et al. are some of them. In CCPD
database is logically partitioned and generated
candidate itemsets in parallel are stored in a hash tree
(HT) which is shared among all processors. Each
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Knowledge and Information Syatem,Vol 10, No.3 ,Pg. 315331,Oct 2006.

processor then scans its logical partition of the
database and atomically updates the counts of
candidates in share HT. IN PCCD, the processor
constructs disjoint candidate trees and scans the entire
database to get candidate support.

[6]

Zaki, M.J. Parthasarathy, S. Ogihara, M. and Li, W, “ New
Algorithms for fast discovery of association rules”,
Technical report 651, University of Rochester, Computer
Science Department, New York. July 1997.

TABLE.1 Parallel association rule mining algorithm
based on the memory system used.
Memory System
Algorithms
used
Count Distribution
Distributed memory
Data Distribution
Distributed memory
Candidate Distribution
Distributed memory
Hash partitioned Apriori
Distributed memory
HPA
Fast distributed mining
Distributed memory
FDM
Common candidate
partitioned database
Shared memory
CCPD
Partitioned candidate
common database
Shared memory
PCCD
Asynchronous parallel
Shared memory
mining APM

[7]

Toivonen H, “Sampling Large Databases for Association
Rules”, Proceedings of 1996 International Conference on
Very Large Databases(VLDB’96). Bumbay, India: Morgan
Kaufman, 1996: 134-145

[8]

Brin S, Motwani R, Ullman J D, “Dynamic Itemset counting
and implication rules for market basket data”, Proceedings
of the 1997ACM SIGMOD International Conference on
Management of Data.Tucson, Arizona, 1997: 255-264

[9]

Kanhaiya Lal, N.C.Mahant, “Mining Association Rules in
Large Database by Implementing Pipelining Technique in
Partition Algorithm”, IJCA (0975 – 8887) Volume 2 – No.4,
June 2010.

V. CONCLUSION

[13] Jiawei Han, Jian Pei, Yiwen Yin, Runying Mao, “Mining
Frequent Patterns without Candidate Generation: A
Frequent-Pattern Tree Approach”, Data Mining and
Knowledge Discovery, 8, 53–87, 2004

[10] J. Han, J. Pei, and Y. Yin, “ Mining frequent patterns
without candidate generation”, In SIGMOD, pages 1{12,
New York, NY, USA, 2000. ACM.
[11] R.Agarwal, C.Aggarwal and V.prasad., “ A tree projection
algorithm for generation of frequent itemsets”, Parallel and
Distributed Computing, 2000.
[12] Benjamin Schlegel, Rainer Gemulla, Wolfgang Lehner,
“Memory-Efficient Frequent-Itemset Mining”, Proceedings
of 14th International Conference of Ectending Database
Technology, Pg. 461-472,Sweden, 2011.

In this paper, we have discussed how scalability,
which is a must for large databases, can be achieved
using a parallel approach. With high computation
power not being an issue with today’s generation of
computers, this can be achieved using a distributed
parallel approach. Apart from this we have focused on
using the traditional partition based algorithm for
mining frequent itemsets, where this parallelism can
be easily applied. We are trying to refine the partition
algorithm further by incorporating compressed FP
growth in each partition.

[14] R. Agrawal and J.C. Shafer, “Parallel Mining of Association
Rules”, IEEE Trans. Knowledge and Data Eng., vol. 8, no.
6, pp. 962-969, Dec. 1996.
[15] T. Shintani and M. Kitsuregawa, “Hash based parallel
algorithms for mining association rules”, In 4th Intl. conf.
Parallel and Distributed Info. Systems, December 1996, pp.
20-25.
[16] M. J. Zaki, S. Parthasarathy, M. Ogihara and W. Li, “New
algorithms for fast discovery of association rules”, in Proc.
of 3rd Int’l. Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data
Mining, August 1997, pp. 283-296.
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Abstract- With the rapid development of web, most of the customers express their opinions on various kinds of entities,
such as products and services. These reviews not only provide customers with useful information for reference, but also are
valuable for merchants to get the feedback from customers and enhance the qualities of their products or services. However,
most of the contents are stored in either unstructured or semi-structured format. We are trying to improve mining approach to
mine product features, opinions from Web opinion sources for informal text reviews. The extracted feature-opinion pairs and
sentence-level review source documents are modeled using a graph structure. Hyper link-Induced Topic Search (HITS)
algorithm is applied for each feature opinion pair with respect to the underlying corpus.
Keywords- Data mining, opinion mining, text mining, feature identification.

I. INTRODUCTION
The remaining paper is structured as follows. Brief
review of the existing opinion mining systems is
represented in section 2. Section 3 presents
architecture and functional detail of the proposed
system. Finally, section 4 concludes the paper with
possible enhancements to the proposed system.

Opinions are central to almost all human activities
and are key influencers of our behaviours. When we
need to make a decision we often seek out the
opinions of others. With the rapid development of ecommerce, most customers express their opinions on
various kinds of entities, such as products and
services. These reviews not only provide customers
with useful information for reference, but also are
valuable for merchants to get the feedback from
customers and enhance the qualities of their products
or services. Reviews generally involves specific
product feature along with opinion sentence. Many
times reviews may be quite lengthy it is hard for the
customers to analyze them through manual reading
any make an inform decision to purchase a product.

II. RELATED WORK
Lot of works has been done in this area [7, 5, 22, 10,
19]. Extract positive/negative opinion words by
Hatzivassiloglou & McKeown, Turney. Identify
feature-opinion pairs together with the polarity of
each opinion[7]. The approaches to mine opinions at
different levels of granularities including documents
[20], sentences [8] and words [6]. In [20], Turney
proposed an algorithm to classify a review as positive
or negative, which applies POS analysis to identify
opinion phrases in review documents and uses PMIIR algorithm [21] to identify their semantic
orientations. Feature-based opinion mining is also
proposed considering above facts [7, 13, 15]. In [13],
the authors have proposed a supervised pattern
mining method, which identifies product features
from pros and cons sections of the review documents
in an automatic way. In [16], the design of OPINE
system based on an unsupervised pattern mining
approach is presented, which extracts explicit product
features using feature assessor and web PMI
statistics. In [10], the authors have proposed a pattern
mining method in which patterns are described as a
relationship between feature and opinion pairs. In
[18] double propagation approach is used to extract
opinion words and features using a seed opinion
lexicon. Since a complete opinion is always
expressed in one sentence along with its relevant
feature [11], the feature and opinion pair extraction
can be performed at sentence-level to avoid their false

Since, most of the reviews are stored either in
unstructured or semi-structured format, if the reviews
could be processed automatically and presented in a
summarized form highlighting the product features
and users opinions would be a great help for both
customers and manufacturers. In this paper, we
propose a mining approach to extract product features
and opinions from review documents. As observed in
[12][1], most product features can be found by
exploiting local information and their Parts-OfSpeech (POS). Therefore, the proposed approach
implements the feature extraction mechanism as a
rule-based system. An information component
contains < f, m, o >, where f represents a feature
generally identified as a noun phrase, o represents an
opinion expressed over f generally identified as
adjective, and m is a modifier generally used to
model the degree of expressiveness of o. We have
extracted feature and opinion pairs and resource
documents as a graph. HITS [9] algorithm is applied
for each feature-opinion pair for feasibility analysis
with respect to the underlying corpus.
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associations. Classification of document according to
formal and informal style in [2]. Feature opinion pairs
are extracted from formal text and reliability score
generated form web opinion sources [1].

E. Feature and opinion identification
In Feature and opinion identification module we
represents the dependency relations between a pair of
words w1 and w2 is as relation type(w1,w2), in which
w1 is called head or governor and w2 is called
dependent or modifier. This may be direct or indirect
Relation type id. In direct, one word depends on other
directly and in indirect on through other word or both
of them depends on third word indirectly. As
information component is defined as <f, m, o>. This
module represents rule based system for formal text
as in[1].

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL
The purpose of the analysis is to extract, organize,
and classify the information contained in the required
documents. The proposed method is based on objectoriented approach to software development.
In this section, we present the architecture and
functional detail of the proposed opinion mining
system to identify feature-opinion pairs. Figure 1
presents the complete architecture of the proposed
opinion mining system, which consists of different
functional components.

For informal text for example we are in a dependency
relation R, if there exists a abbrev(w1, w2) relation
such that POS(w1) = NN,POS(w2) = JJ , and w1 and
w2 are not stop-words then w2 is assumed to be an
opinion and w1 as an feature.

A. Review Document
In this module the crawler retrieves reviews
document from sources such as web. Then Locate
and download the reviews.
B. Review Cleaning
After that review document is processed to review
cleaning or filtering. Filtering process, filter out or
remove noisy review.

Following steps can be used for informal text
reviews1. Identification of the data types.
2. Identification of the objects: A proper noun or
direct reference suggests an object.
3. Identification of the operators: Such as verb,
attribute, predicate, or descriptive expression suggests
an operator.
4. Apply rules as in[1].

C. Classification of Review
After removing noisy review classify the remaining
data review according to formal and informal style
[2]. Filtered review document are divided into
manageable record size chunk.

Large number of noun ,verb, adjective are extracted
which gives features and opinion represented as
undirected graph as shown in figure 2. Where
P={P1,P2,….Pn}; P1(f1, o1), Pn (fn, on), source
review documents R ={r1, r2,…rn}

D. Data Preprocessor
Filtered review document are divided into
manageable record size chunk. This is assign as input
for document preprocessor to Parts of Speech tag
(POS) to each word. It converts each sentence into set
of dependency relationship between pair of words.
For POS analysis we have use Stanford Parser[21].

r1
r2
r3
.
.
rn

P1
P2
P3
.
.
Pn
Epd

Figure 2. : Undirected Graph

Where, Epd - is edge between feature-opinion pair
and documents.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented system for opinion
mining which classify formal and informal text and
identify feature-opinion pairs from review
documents. Our system is able to identify and extract
feature-opinion pairs along with the source
documents are modeled using a graph. HITS
algorithm is applied for feasibility analysis.

Figure1. System model
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[11] F. Li, Y. Tang, M. Huang, and X. Zhu. “Answering opinion
questions with random walks on graphs”. In Proceedings of
the Joint Conference of the 47th Annual Meeting of the ACL
and the 4th International Joint Conference on Natural
Language Processing of the AFNLP, Suntec, Singapore,
pages 737{745, 2009.
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ENHANCEMENT IN REVISITING DYNAMIC QUERY PROTOCOL IN
UNSTRUCTURED PEER-TO-PEER NETWORK
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Abstract- The Peer to peer architecture run over internet are widely used in unstructured topology. Random walk based and
control flooding resource query algorithms are widely used in peer to peer network. In this paper we consider searching of
file in ad hoc network. We propose Enhanced Selective Dynamic Query algorithm. The main aim of this algorithm is to
minimize traffic cost and response latency for resource query response. When user want to search a query first history table
is referred. If query is present in history table next searching is not required otherwise optimal combination of integer TTL
value and set of neighbor for next query round is calculated in network by using knapsack for next query. This algorithm
tries to achieve best tradeoff between traffic cost and response latency.
Keywords- Peer to Peer network, Query algorithm, Selective Dynamic Query, wireless ad hoc network.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. RELATED WORK

Peer to peer is distributed application architecture in
which each computer in the network can act as a client
or a server for the other computer network. Based on
how the nodes in the overlay network are linked to
each other P2P can classify as structured or
unstructured. In unstructured network peers are
connected in ad hoc fashion. It is h resilient to peer
failure and simple to be implemented.

Minimizing resource query time in unstructured peer
to peer in an active area of research.To address this
issue two widely used approaches are Controlled
flooding and Random walk based.

In this paper we consider the problem of resource
query in unstructured peer to peer by using wireless ad
hoc network. Wired network is associated with
network failure like links going up and down, node
crashing and have many vulnerabilities facing
malicious intruders. In wireless ad hoc network no pre
deployed infrastructure is available. It is self
organizing and self healing. Nodes communicate with
each other without intervention of access point.

One such control flooding algorithm is Dynamic
Query protocol proposed by Gnutella developer. It
retrieves result at low traffic cost[9].

In Controlled or Iterative flooding based algorithm
each packet of an individual query round carried out
an integer TTL value [2][4].

In random walk based algorithm as name suggest the
query node is send by query packets in random
fashion until the target is achieved [8] .
Biased Random walk [3]uses statistical preferences
.This algorithms can reduce network traffic and
enhance the system scalability but disadvantage is that
it usually result in much longer search latency [7], [8].
Puttaswamy et al proposed to use index replication [8]
to find “rare” objects. By using this every node stores
just the metadata of its data on all of its multihop
neighbors. Some researchers
improve search
efficiency by exploiting the geographical and temporal
locality [12]. Chawathe et al. [13] direct queries to
high- capacity nodes, thus increase the chance of
finding the request item. Chen Tian[1] proposed SDQ.
It minimizes traffic cost and response latency by using
Knapsack. Enhancement of this algorithm is possible
by adding Cashing.

The problem definition is like in a network
represented by G(V,E) we need to find file f with
minimum traffic cost and response latency. Traffic
cost is number of messages required to complete a
query and response latency is time required to find
out file.
Enhanced selective dynamic query Protocol is
proposed in this paper. The algorithm returns the file
from history table if it is previously searched
otherwise it calculates group of neighbors and integer
TTL having optimal combination for next query.
The rest of paper is organized as follows the related
work has given in section 2.In section 3 we deﬁne
problem and explain proposed model. We introduce
the methodology and solution description in section 4
and at ﬁnally section 5 concludes this work.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Peer to Peer system S consist of S = S1, S2, S3,...,Sn
where S is set of Peer in system.
S=(Rl, Hes ,Dl, Hne, nTTL,Pes, Dne / Ө)
(1)
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where
Rl ->Result Need
Hes ->Horizon Estimated
,Dl ->Degree Estimated
Hne ->Estimation of Next Horizon
nTTL, Dne ->Next QueryTTL
selectQuery(Dne ,nTTL){Select proper
neighbor}
Pes ->Estimation Popularity

By using Knapsack try to achieve target as follows
min(∑ni=1 aixi)
(4)
Knapsack have high computational complexity .We
introduce Search History pattern Information, based
on this information.
set

of

5) History Table:
We are enhancing SDQ using history table. It is a
data structure which maintain list of files which are
recently requested with their location .When user
request a file or made some query, algorithm first
consults with history table. If the file name is in
history table user request is directed to corresponding
destination address field otherwise it calculates
optimal combination of nTTL value and set of
neighbors. This algorithm minimizes traffic cost and
Response Latency by using History table.
The database present in a such format that we can use
Least Recently used page replacement algorithm.
The least recently used File(LRU) replacement
algorithm, though similar in name to NRU (Not
Recently used), differs in the fact that LRU keeps
track of File search over a short period of time, while
NRU looks at the usage in the last clock. LRU works
on the idea that files that have been most heavily
searched in the past few queries are most likely to be
used heavily in the next few queries too. LRU can
provide near-optimal performance [14].

Fig 1.ESDQ in Unstructured P2P Networks

We are going to Implement Following algorithms in
Our Project.
1)Iterative phase algorithm:
Depending on Hne of next query and the total
residual degrees of all unused neighbors, SDQ
calculates a proper nTTL value and the number of
required degree; then it select subset of the neighbors
according to the number of required degrees; query
packets with this nTTLvalue are then propagated via
neighbors. If proper results are returned then the
iteration process stops other-wise, a new query round
is initiated.

IV. METHODOLOGY
If query which user wants to search is already present
in History table then it directly picked up otherwise it
calculate optimal combination of an integer TTL
value and set of neighbor for next query round[1]. As
for each request we determine nTTL value for next
query around and we calculate degree of next node
.TTL value if the Time to Live for a particular request
that is to say If the request doesn’t get reply within a
given time then that request is discarded by a
particular peer ..Hence our System is NP complete
because if node doesn’t get response within given
time same request can be regenerated.

2) Popularity and horizon estimation:
SDQ is less likely to have a big overshooting with a
relatively smaller perspective TTL value.
Hes is estimation horizon of touched nodes
Pes is estimation popularity
Pes =Res/Hes
(2)

There are a few implementation methods to
implement history table it tries to reduce the cost yet
keep as much of the performance as possible.

3) Selecting Next TTL
The multi objective optimization problem is hard to
find an optimal solution. We can exploit the integrity
of nTTL values. Dl is the key here. For each possible
nTTL value, we can use (4) to calculate the number
of neighbors’ degrees d which should be covered.

The most expensive method is the linked list method,
which contains all the File Names in a list in memory.
At the back of this list is the least recently used File,
and at the front is the most recently used File. The
cost of this implementation depends on items in the
list will have to be moved about every memory
reference, which is time-consuming process.

4) Calculating Next Query Set:
Select optimal subset of residual neighbors to reach
Dne can be solved as follows. Let n be residual
neighbor, i is neighbor index [1]
A={ai ,1≤ i ≤ n}
(3)
Xi =1 if neighbor i is chosen for next query otherwise
it is 0.

Another method that requires hardware support is as
follows: suppose the hardware has a 64-bit counter
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that is incremented at every Search query. Whenever
a File is searched, it gains a value equal to the counter
at the time of File access. Whenever a File needs to
be replaced from database, the algorithm selects the
file with the lowest counter and swaps it out.

File2: 5 Counter for given time t
File3: 6 counter for given time t
File4: 2 counter for given time t
File5:1 counter for given time t
Now, As per Least recently used (LRU) algorithm
,we observe that File5 has lowest counter than any
other file in given time t, Hence we choose to remove
this file from Database . This algorithm needs to be
implemented only when we are about to store files
and counters on timely basis.

Thus In our Practice we have to consider above
approach to keep counter with each File, Initially the
counter is set to 0 , whenever a file is searched in
Given time t ,its counter needs to be implemented
.Thus after specific time interval t which is initially
set ,The file with lowest counter needs to be deleted
from the given table .

We can show above analysis in following Gantt chart

To implement this approach consider following
History Table
TABLE 1: HISTORY TABLE
Consider In above table we have maintained counters
for each file for a particular time t, we consider time
Sr
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This paper used to promote better performance of
existing SDQ.
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V. CONCLUSION

5

In this paper we are enhancing SDQ using History
Table. If query which user want to search is already
present in History table then user request is directed
to corresponding destination address field otherwise it
calculates optimal combination of an integer TTL
value and set of neighbor for next query round. This
algorithm tries to improve performance of Dynamic
Query Protocol in Unstructured Peer to Peer Network
by minimizing traffic cost and response latency and
give robust performance.
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Abstract- ample efforts have been taken in restaurant sector to intrigue the dining experience. Several information and
communication technologies have been adopted earlier such as PDA; wireless communication technologies etc.These
technologies provide a simple but powerful infrastructure. This paper highlights the limitations of the existing technologies
and proposed the E-CONVERSE, which focuses on low cost touch-screen development to enhance the dining experience.
In this paper we discuss the design and implementation of a low cost, customizable touch screen. To ensure the security
of the system some security strategies are discussed. Basic level testing reveals that proposed system has potential for
practical implementation and can overcome several drawbacks of existing system.
Index Terms- Security, E-restaurant, E-converse, IR Touch Screen, Affordable, Intrigue dining experience

I. INTRODUCTION
literature survey consisting of the existing systems,
their drawbacks and touch screen technology in our
case study. Section III: The descriptions of
architecture and system design are presented. Section
IV: Conclusions. Section V: References.

The restaurant systems make the least use of the
existing IT. Without using information and
communication technology facilities, to order the
food we require waiters to receive order from
customers, get those orders to kitchen, deliver the
ordered menu, and deliver the bill finally to
customer. In this conventional food ordering system
although the tasks sound simple, during busy hours
the work load on waiters increases and they are very
much prone to commit mistakes. The rapid
development in Information and Communication
technology (ICT) has led to automation of routine
tasks. This provides end users enjoyment as well as
efficient ways of communication. Wireless and
handheld device such as PDA is used in restaurant
system to reduce customer waiting time, manage the
traffic flow efficiently and reduce the no. of errors.
However the PDA has many drawbacks such as there
is a need to train the attendants, small screen size
etc.These problems can be overcome by EConverse. The touch screen will be handled by
customers and processing of order will be done by
restaurant manager or admin of the system.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Conventional way of taking order using pen and
paper was first replaced by a food restaurant in
Taiwan. The cashier is provided with a touch-screen
to satisfy customer‟s needs. Waiters have an optical
scanner to read the 2D barcode for order details. But,
this is a passive service, because the waiter can serve
only one table at a time, which is not feasible during
peak hours. Secondly, it is difficult to modify the
barcode. So a thought was given to wireless handheld
device PDA (Personal Digital Assistant). Due to PDA
the order could be directly sent to a centralized
server. So, an instant communication is enabled. PDA
can be used with conventional menu or with RFID
based membership card.
PDA with RFID based membership card
Basically, this technology
made the system
customer-centric. When the customer enters the
restaurant, and is escorted to a table, the RFID card
will be read using card reader.

This paper describes the implementation of low cost,
customizable touch screen solution for e-restaurants.
The system provides interactive dining menu to the
customers which can be selected using touch screen.
The order will be immediately sent to centralized
server in real time. To develop the touch screen we
are going to use infrared technology. System will be
provided with some games and songs for
entertainment. The system to be developed will be
an integration of LAN with low cost touch
screen.(optional: use Wi-Fi or WLAN) The rest of the
paper is organized as follows: Section II: A complete

The customer will be identified and its data and
expenditure records can be obtained. The order will
be shown by waiter on PDA for confirmation. Order
is sent to server through WLAN. RFID has many
advantages like large storage capacity, multiple RFID
tags can be identified simultaneously, and tags are
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rewritable, durable. But, as compared to barcode
RFID tags are costlier. Huge infrastructure is needed
like encoder, antenna etc. And, yet the need of a
waiter has not been eliminated.
PDA with conventional menu
The restaurant owner will have to keep a several
number of PDAs to serve the customers during busy
hours. In order to use the PDA continuously, its
battery needs to be frequently charged. Only textual
information and buttons are seen on PDA. So, the
interface is not intrigue.
There is no real time communication between
customer and restaurant owner. The customers keep
on waiting for long until the food is served. It is
difficult to update menu. Promotions, discounts need
to be memorized by the waiter. So, a thought was
given to smart phone xzechnology which customized
the existing system, enabled real time communication
between customer and restaurant owner, and
eliminated the need of attendant. Here, a smartphone
will be fitted on each table. Through the underlying
network request will be sent to owner, kitchen etc.
The customer can place an order from his workplace
through internet. So, the he need not wait for the food
to get ready when he checks-in to the restaurant. The
complete existing system was automated. But, a huge
initial investment is required, which at times can be
unaffordable.

Fig.1: Screen Fitted With Sensors

Add-on Touch Screen:
The screen will be simply added to desktop. In order
to minimize the cost a low configuration PC can also
be used.

Considering cafes on a large scale and spacious
dining area, multi-touch technology emerged. Here,
multiple users will share a common display to place
orders. The multi-touch table will be provided with a
menu, which can be ordered by multiple customers
simultaneously
by touching table surface. An
entertainment platform was also available to
customers.

Once the add-on touch screen is fitted to desktop the
need of mouse and a keyboard is eliminated. Each
table will be fitted with one such set-up (add-on
screen and desktop). A Rich Internet Application will
be developed and installed on PC. Once the
application is run, customer can order the menu
simply by touching the screen. After placing order he
can play different games, listen to songs etc. Thus,
keeping the cost-factor in mind with the help of IR
Touch Screen and eliminating the need of attendants;
the dining experience has been enhanced.

Hence, overall the dining experience was enhanced.
But, developing a table-top with multiple touch points
is a time taking, tedious and a costly task.
Considering all the above drawbacks we propose the
solution named „E-Converse ‟ . Cost-factor and
dining experience are the two factors to which we
have given a special attention. Basically, we are
going to develop an add-on touch screen. Simply
adding it to a PC‟s monitor will turn it to a touchscreen.

III.

SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE
IMPLEMENTATION

AND

A. Design of Add-on Touch Screen
Here we discuss how the add-on touch screen will be
developed.

Infrared Technology:
Infrared Technology is used to develop add-on
screen. The infrared transmitters and receivers will be
fitted on the screen. Light is constantly emitted by
infrared transmitters. Naturally, when the screen is
touched light
waves are obstructed and the
corresponding coordinates can be noted. In this way
the touch can be sensed or detected.

Fig.2: Sensor Circuit
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The above circuit consists of infrared LED, photo
transistor, and OPAMP as comparator. Basically
OPAMP has been used because we don‟t want our
circuit to remain in tri-state. We want the status to be
either 0 or 1. Case 1: The IR LED emits light on
photo transistor thus providing forward bias. As per
our circuitry the entire voltage will be ground. Due
to further inverted logic, the final status will be 1,
indicating that there was no touch.

Servlet in J2EE (Java 2 Enterprise Edition) will take
the control at server side. It interacts with back-end
database. Database can be Oracle 10g, MySQL etc.
An RIA (Rich Internet Application) will be
developed at client side to send request and receive
response.
4. JNI:
The Java Native Interface (JNI) is a programming
framework that allows java code running in JVM to
call and be called by native applications (programs
specific to hardware) and libraries written in other
languages such as C, C++, and assembly.

Case 2: When the user touches the screen, naturally
light is obstructed and the transistor is not forward
biased. So, entire 5V will be forwarded. Now final
status will be 0, and the required action can be taken.

C. Security
MD5-MESSAGE
DIGEST
ALGORITHM
Designers- Ronald Rivest.
Series- MD2, MD4, MD5, MD6.
The MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm is a widely
used cryptographic hash function that produces a128bit (16-byte) hash value. Specified in RFC 1321,
MD5 has been employed in a wide variety of security
applications and is also commonly used to check data
integrity. MD5 processes a variable-length message
into a fixed-length output of 128 bit. So always the
outputs will be 128 bit long (o/p-32 hex digit). MD5
("The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.") =
e4d909c290d0fb1ca068ffaddf22cbd0, For security
purpose and to handle requests from each table
separately, we use this algorithm. Whenever a request
is sent from a particular table its hash value will is
calculated at server using MD5. The hash value for
each table will be unique. Whenever request is sent
from a particular table its corresponding hash value
is checked. Hence, fake or concurrent requests can
be identified and avoided accordingly.

Overall the hardware subsystem can be summarized
as follows:

Fig.3: Hardware Sub-system

B. Design of Software
1. User Interface: User Interface will be developed
using core java. AWT and Swing will be used for
GUI design. AWT (Abstract Window Toolkit) is a
heavy weight component while Swing is a light
weight component.

D. Implementation
2. Input-Output: We are going to use java.io package
for input-output. The objects of classes are first
converted into byte stream using Serialization. Then
this byte stream is sent through network using Java
API. Finally at receiver deserialization takes place.
3. Web-Component:

Fig.4: Model View Controller (MVC) Architecture
Fig.5: Architecture Diagram
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As shown in above diagram, each table consists of a
desktop with an Add-on touch screen. When
customer enters the restaurant, the attendant at
counter will check the latest status of each table to see
if any dining table is available. If so the customer will
be escorted to table. A digitalized menu will be
provided to customer which is intrigue, easy to use.
The customer can order food by simply touching the
menu. The order will be transferred directly to
restaurant server. From server the order will be sent
to different modules like kitchen, cashier, and
manager. Restaurant manager can easily update the
menu. After placing the order the customer can play
games, listen to songs.

As shown in above diagram after authentication the
customer will access client application GUI and enjoy
the intrigue dining experience.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Keeping cost-factor in mind, the E-Converse provides
intrigue dining experience to customers. Several
drawbacks of existing systems will be overcome by
E-Converse. All the restaurant operations are digital
and managed systematically. In short, if system is
implemented properly the customers dining
experience will be enhanced with low capital
providing better quality of services and all new
experience. Future work can be as follows,





There can be low cost electronic bulletin
board to make announcement of offers.
Online ordering system, so that customer
can place order from any place with low
infrastructure.
Using distributed computing, we can enable
this facility at all the other chains of same
restaurant across the globe.
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Abstract- GSM, the simple meaning is Group Special Mobile. The group was develop a Pan-European cell phone cellular
radio system in the range of 900 MHz. GSM means Global System for Mobile communication. It is Globally accepted
standard for digital cellular communication. It was firstly developed in 1982 at European for mobile telephone. GSM is an
international wireless communication. To manage and monitor the control activities of network, when administrator at any
time if at a particular point he/she cannot be present there. The main aim of our project to develop various network utilities
which enables users to control and monitor a LAN network.
Keywords- SMS, GSM, LAN, mobile phone, AT commands.

I. INTRODUCTION:In this system, we are going to develop a public
cellular phone (GSM) based LAN monitoring and
control. GSM control is a program for
communication between your mobile phone and
computers. It is digital system, which is what allows
SMS features to exist. The purpose of GSM manager
is to easily manage text message using handheld PC
(Computers). The first short message is belived to
have been sent in December 1992 from PC to a cell
phone on the Vodafone GSM network in the United
Kingdom(UK). The system provides availability due
to the developed of low-cost system. OR It is the low
cost hardware equipment to create a system for
remote monitoring and remote control. The system
can be controlled and monitored through SMS from
anywhere that covered by GSM services. It is
estimated that many countries or By the beginning of
1995, there were 60 countries with operational or
planned GSM networks in Europe the Middle East,
the Far East, Australia, Africa, and South America,
with a total of over 5.4 million subscribers. The aim
our project is to controlled and monitoring the LAN
network from our wireless handheld device i.e.
mobile phone. Consider a LAN setup with the server
machine connected to the GSM Service Provider
through a GSM Modem. The interaction between the
client’s and the wireless media happens through this
server security is obtained because these dedicated
monitoring and controlling LAN network is known
by selected persons only.

The user or administrator control the LAN through
his mobile phone even he/ she at the remote place
/from anywhere irrespective of distance. It is the
bidirectional system.
This system can be developed in a two ways:
a) Targeted LAN network can be control by
sending SMS send by user.
b) The targeted LAN network can be controlled
by server machine.
User send his request through message using his cell
phone (Mobile phone) through GSM modem to the
server .The GSM mobile based LAN monitoring and
control is a tool used to monitor a LAN through a cell
phone device by administrator when administrator is
away from office/ goes out station.

II. DIAGRAM:-

This tool is installed on a node which has two
independent parts:a) Server application: - which work as a major
process on the machine and officer the
service to administrator for monitoring and
controlling the LAN.
b) Client Application:- which is the
background process on the machine and
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control all the activity of the client and give
feedback to the server.

IV. FEATURES CONTROLLED BY MOBILE
PHONE:-

Administrator sends his request through message
using his cell phone through GSM modem to the
server. Server sends command to the clients like
shutdown process, Delete, Create, Open process or
Start process. Through the GSM Service Provider the
communication is done with the GSM modem which
communicates with the client. All clients are
controlled and monitored by administrator through a
series of SMS.

 START PROCESS:-Activate different
processes in either server machine or any of
the client’s.
 CLOSE PROCESS:-close the desired
processes on either server machine or any of
the client’s.
 SHUT DOWN:-shut down
machine from cell phone.

the

client

III. WHAT IS GSM MODEM?
 CREATE NEW FILE:-Create a new
document in the mobile and save in either
server or any of client’s machine.

It is special type of modem, which accepts a
SIM(Subscribers Identification Module) card and
operates over a subscription to a cell phone operator,
just like a mobile phone from the cell phone operator
perspective a GSM modem looks just a mobile
phone. A GSM modem can be a dedicated modem
device with a mobile phone that provides GSM
modem capabilities. The TCP/IP protocol Extended
TCP/IP AT commands are developed for customers
to use the TCP/IP protocol easily, which is very
important for those data transfer applications.

 PROCESS VIEW:-Get the view of all the
processes running on the remote machine.
 READ:-You can also read the folders, files
and drivers of the server machine or the any
of client’s machine from your mobile phone.
 OPEN FILE:-A small text file residing in
the server machine /any of the client’s
machine can be opened in your mobile
phone.

TWO-WAY SMS messaging! SEND and RECEIVE
text messages on your PC. Mobile Messenger has the
same auto sending and command line start features as
Text2GSM but can also start 'actions' on incoming
messages. CONTROL YOU PC (or your network)
from a mobile phone! Actions can be predefined like
'Restart the computer' or can be any RUN command.
This allows the activation and termination of
individual programs or services running on a Client
or a Server. Mobile Messenger requires a connection
between the PC and Mobile Terminal (GSM phone or
GSM modem) through a serial Cable, or Bluetooth.

V. APPLICATION:1) LAN monitoring at the malls/ office is used
to monitor all information of malls by
administrator at any time if at particular time
when administrator is away from home/goes
out station.
2) LAN monitoring at the university/college
level can be used to monitoring, logging and
also traverse university network.
3) General application:Security, Process Control, Pollution Control,
Access Control, Personal monitoring,
Agriculture, CCTV.

AT commands:Many mobile and satellite transceiver units support
the sending and receiving of SMS using an extended
version of the Hayes command set, a specific
command language originally developed for the
Hayes Smart modem 300-baud modem in 1977.

VI. CONCLUSION:-

The connection between the terminal equipment and
the transceiver can be realized with a serial cable (e.g.
USB), a Bluetooth link, an infrared link, etc.
Common AT commands include AT+CMGS (send
message), AT+CMSS (send message from storage),
AT+CMGL (list messages) and AT+CMGR (read
message.

This system explains the basic of GSM based LAN
monitoring and control the system .The software
developed is a server based software application that
provides ability to send and receive SMS through
GSM network and communication through standard
TCP/IP protocol .These system has provide a low
cost, remotely monitored and controlled system for
LAN monitoring using GSM is been introduced.

However, not all modern devices support receiving of
messages if the message storage (for instance the
device's internal memory) is not accessible using AT
commands.

VII. FURTHER STUDY:The system can be further implemented to add the
following modules:
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environment”, Pervasive and Mobile Computing 7 (2011)
270–284.

1) Chatting application.
2) Provide application for mobile handset.
3) Open VLC player.

[8]
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Abstract- Cloud computing is a technology that uses the Internet and central remote servers to maintain data and
applications. It allows consumer and business to use applications without installation and access their personal files at any
computer with Internet access. Cloud security is the major issue in the Cloud computing. Different people share different
point of view on Cloud computing, some believe it is unsafe to use because of data leakage and lack of proper security
control policy. There are security issues that affect client as well as provider. This new technology improves the Cloud
security based on two phases. First phase is data classification and second phase is accessibility of data. Data classification is
done by client for storage of data. During this phase the data can be categories on the basis of CIA (Confidentiality, Integrity
and Availability). The client who wants to send the data for storage needs to give the value of C (Confidentiality), I
(Integrity), A (Availability). Now, to utilize these services by intended customer, it is necessary to have strong password
authentication. We are proposing the multifactor password authentication technique.
Index Terms- Availability, Authentication, Cloud computing, Cloud security, Confidentiality, Integrity.

we are using CCP (Cued Click Point) password
authentication technique

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is one of the latest developments in
the IT industry also known as on-demand computing.
This technology is grouped into sections which
include SAAS, IAAS and PAAS. Now days Cloud
computing makes everything flexible and easier but
there is another aspect that is what about security?
Data security over the Cloud also a major concern
and various methodologies are proposed, considering
the customer point of view, we have made an
extensive research to obtain what are the main
security problems in Cloud computing security. In
proposed security model Cloud computing providing
services in layered medium, so there must be some
SLA (Service Level Agreement) or service
management, must be applied over the layers, which
eventually increase the confidence of the user. This
new technology improves the Cloud security based
on two phases. First phase is data classification and
second phase is accessibility of data.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Recently, Wang et al. [4] proposed a homomorpic
distributed verification protocol to ensure data
storage. This protocol is the security in cloud
computing using Pseudorandom Data. Their scheme
achieves the storage correctness as well as identifies
misbehaving servers. However, this scheme was not
providing full protection for user storage data in
cloud computing, because Pseudorandom Data does
not cover the entire data while verifying the cloud
servers for data storage correctness i.e. some data
corruptions may be missing.
From the cloud consumers’ perspective, security is
the major concern that hampers the adoption of the
cloud computing model [4] Enterprises outsource
security management to a third party that hosts their
IT assets (loss of control).Co-existence of assets of
different tenants in the same location and using the
same instance of the service while being unaware of
the strength of security controls used. The lack of
security guarantees in the SLAs between the cloud
consumers and the cloud providers. Hosting this set
of valuable assets on publicly available infrastructure
increases the probability of attacks. From the cloud
providers’ perspective, security requires a lot of
expenditures (security solutions’ licenses), resources
(security is a resource consuming task), and is a
difficult problem toaster (as we discuss later). But
skipping security from the cloud computing model
roadmap will violate the expected revenues as
explained above. So cloud providers have to
understand consumers’ concerns and seek out new

Data classification is done by client for storage of
data. During this phase the data can be categories on
the basis of CIA. The client who wants to send the
data for storage needs to give the value of C
(Confidentiality), I (Integrity), A (Availability).
Cloud computing technology is used worldwide to
improve the business infrastructure and performance.
However, to utilize these services by intended
customer, it is necessary to have strong password
authentication. Cloud password authentication can be
done in textual password.
We are proposing the strong graphical password
generation technique. For the proposed secure model
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security solutions that resolve such concerns.
Encryption is the traditional way of security measure
for protecting files, but it introduces computational
overhead as the data has to be encrypted to store it
and decrypted for processing.

Now the user sends password for authentication, and
after authentication it redirect the request to cloud
provider to access resource .The data to be stored is
classified according to CIA value. After that the data
is encrypted and send to cloud for storage according
to ring i.e. ring1 contains most confidential data,
ring2 contains those data which is protected from
unauthorized modification, ring3 contain data which
is publicly available.

According to the 2009 Data Breach Investigations
Report conducted by Verizon Business Risk Team,
64% of data breaches resulted from hacking and
intrusions. Dedicated resources are expected to be
more secure than shared resources. The attack surface
in fully or partially shared cloud environments would
be expected to be greater and cause increased risk.

Proposed Algorithm for classification of data.user to
register itself. If the username matches it redirect the
request to company for authentication.

Enterprises need confidence and auditable proof that
cloud resources are neither being tampered with nor
compromised, particularly when residing on shared
physical infrastructure. Security management needs
to include security requirements and policies
specifications; security controls configurations
according to the policies specified, and feedback from
the environment and security controls to the security
management and the cloud stakeholders. [1] Proposes
an algorithm for data leakage. The first job of the user
is to categories it on the basis of confidentiality,
integrity and availability. Here D [] represents data,
now the user have to give the value of C–
confidentiality I–integrity and A–availability. After
Appling proposed formula the value of Cr-criticality
raring is calculated. Now allocation of data on the
basis of Cr is done in protection ring. This suggests
that internal protection ring is very critical and it
require more security technique to ensure
confidentiality.

IV. MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION
TECHNIQUE
For password authentication we have applied the
method as suggested in [5]. Here Cued Click point
algorithm has been used as mentioned in [6].Each
ring has different authentication techniques which are
describe below.

In the algorithm proposed in [1] the term I has not
been used anywhere in the formula. Also for the
value 7 of S[k] no ring has been assigned.
III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Textual Password
For the availability protection ring 3 we are going to
use this type of login and password authentication
technique.
B. Single Image Multiple Clicking Point (SIMP)
By using high quality single image we will provide
authentication for ring 2 which is integrity protection
ring. On single image user will select five point as
password forauthentication.
C. Multiple Image Multiple Clicking Point (MIMP)
By using multiple images we will provide
authentication for confidentiality protection ring 1. In
this method we will give multiple images on multiple
clicking points for password authentication.

Fig. 1 Protection rings

In existing system [1] when user sends request along
with username to access the data to cloud provider,
the cloud provider first check in which ring requested
data belong. If authentication is required, it first
checks the username in its own directory for
existence, if the username does not exist it ask the

For above two techniques we will use images for
password generation for these purpose we are going
to use cued click point algorithm.
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D. Cued Click Points

One argument against using fewer images, and
having multiple tolerance squares map to the same
next-image, is that this could potentially result in
misleading implicit feedback in (albeit rare) situations
where users click on an incorrect point yet still see
the correct next-image.
Each of the 1200 next-images would have 1200
tolerance squares and thus require 1200 next-images
of their own. The number of images would quickly
become quite large. So we propose re-using the
image set across stages. By re-using images, there is a
slight chance that users see duplicate images. During
the 5 stages in password creation, the image indices
i1, ..., i5 for the images in the password sequence are
each in the range 1 ≤ ij ≤ 1200. When computing the
next-image index, if any is a repeat (i.e., the next ij is
equal to ik for some k < j), then the next-image
selection function f is deterministically perturbed to
select a distinct image.

Fig. 2 CCP passwords can be regarded as a Choice-dependent
path ofimages.

Cued Click Points (CCP) is a proposed alternative to
Pass Points. In CCP, users click one point on each of
c = 5 images rather than on five points on one image.
It offers cued-recall and introduces visual cues that
instantly alert valid users if they have made a mistake
when entering their latest click-point (at which point
they can cancel their attempt and retry from the
beginning). It also makes attacks based on hotspot
analysis more challenging, as shown in Figure2, each
click results in showing a next-image, in effect
leading users down a “path” as they click on their
sequence of points. A wrong click leads down an
incorrect path, with an explicit indication of
authentication failure only after the final click. Users
can choose their images only to the extent that their
click-point dictates the next image. If they dislike the
resulting images, they could create a new password
involving different click-points to get different
images.

A user’s initial image is selected by the system based
on some user characteristic (as an argument to f
above; we used username). The sequence is regenerated on-the-fly from the function each time a
user enters the password. If a user enters an incorrect
click-point, then the sequence of imagesfrom that
point onwards will be incorrect and thus the login
attempt will fail. For an attacker who does not know
the correct sequence of images, this cue will not be
helpful.
We expect that hotspots [6, 16] will appear as in Pass
Points, but since the number of images is
significantly increased, analysis will require more
effort which increases proportionally with the
configurable number of images in the system. For
example, if attackers identify thirty likely click-points
on the first image, they then need to analyze the thirty
corresponding second images (once they determine
both the indices of these images and get access to the
images themselves), and so on, growing
exponentially.

We envision that CCP fits into an authentication
model where a user has a client device (which
displays the images) to access an online server (which
authenticates the user). We assume that the images
are stored server-side with client communication
through SSL/TLS.
For implementation, CCP initially functions like Pass
Points. During pass-word creation, a discretization
method is used to determine a click-point’s tolerance
square and corresponding grid. For each click-point
in a subsequent login attempt, this grid is retrieved
and used to determine whether the click-point falls
within tolerance of the original point. With CCP, we
further need to determine which next-image to
display.

A major usability improvement over Pass Points is
the fact that legitimate users get immediate feedback
about an error when trying to log in. When they see
an incorrect image, they know that the latest clickpoint was incorrect and can immediately cancel this
attempt and try again from the beginning. The visual
cue does not explicitly reveal “right” or “wrong” but
is evident using knowledge only the legitimate user
should possess. As with text passwords, Pass Points
an only safely provide feedback at the end and cannot
reveal the cause of error. Providing explicit feedback
in Pass Points before the final click-point could allow
Pass Points attackers to mount an online attack to
prune potential password subspaces, whereas CCP’s
visual cues should not help attackers in this way.
Another usability improvement is that being cued to

Similar to the Pass Points studies, our example
system had images of size 451x331 pixels and
tolerance squares of 19x19 pixels. If we used robust
discretization, we would have 3 overlapping
candidate grids each containing approximately 400
squares and in the simplest design, 1200 tolerance
squares per image (although only 400 are used in a
given grid). We use a function f (username, current
Image, current Tolerance Square) that uniquely maps
each tolerance square to a next-image. This suggests
a minimum set of 1200 images required at each stage.
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recall one point on each of five images appears easier
than remembering an ordered sequence of five points
on one image.
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V. CONCLUSION
This paper deals with providing security to the data
on cloud which is a very major issue currently. The
data to be stored on cloud is classified on the values
on Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability and
stored into the 3 different rings (virtual rings). To
access data priority on rings is checked. For
authentication purpose while accessing data we are
using multifactor authentication as it is more efficient
compared to the password authentication.
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Abstract- Data Mining: extracting useful insights from large and detailed collections of data. With the increased possibilities
in modern society for companies and institutions to gather data cheaply and efficiently, this subject has become of increasing
importance. This interest has inspired a rapidly maturing research field with developments both on a theoretical, as well as
on a practical level with the availability of a range of commercial tools. In this research work we use rule induction in data
mining to obtain the accurate results with fast processing time. We using decision list induction algorithm to make order and
unordered list of rules to coverage of maximum data from the data set. Using induction rule we can generate number of rules
for training dataset to achieve accurate result with less error rate. We also use induction rule algorithms like confidence static
and Shannon entropy to obtain the high rate of accurate results from the large dataset. This can also improves the traditional
algorithms with good result. Previous used tool was WEKA and we using TANAGRA tool.
Keywords- rule induction, clustering, decision list induction, Shannon entropy

I. INTRODUCTION:
splitting sequences are replicated into the tree. It is
known as the "replication problem".

Data mining techniques are the result of a long
process of research and product development. This
evolution began when business data was first stored
on computers, continued with improvements in data
Access and more recently, generated technologies
that allow users to navigate through their data in real
time. Data mining takes this evolutionary process
beyond retrospective data access and navigation to
prospective and proactive information delivery. Data
mining is ready for application in the business
community because it is supported by three
technologies that are now sufficiently mature:




Compared to the predictive association rule
algorithms:
They do not suffer of the redundancy of the induced
rules. The idea is even to produce the minimal set of
rules which allows classifying accurately a new
instance. It enables to handle the problem of collision
about rules, when an instance activates two or several
rules which lead to inconsistent conclusions.
We describe first two separate and conquer
algorithms for the rule induction process. Then, we
show the behavior of the classification rules
algorithms implemented by a tool.

Massive data collection
Powerful multiprocessor computers
Data mining algorithms

Separate and Conquer algorithms
 Induction of ordered rules(Decision list
induction)
 Induction of unordered rules

Separate and Conquer Paradigm:
Among the rule induction methods, the "separate and
conquer" approaches are very popular during the 90's.
The goal is to learn a prediction rule from data If
Premise Then Conclusion « Premise » is a set of
conditions « attribute – Relational Operator – Value
». For instance, Age > 45 and Profession = Workman
In the supervised learning framework, the attribute
into the conclusion part is of course the target
attribute. A rule is related to only one value of the
target attribute. But one value of the target attribute
may be concerned by several rules.

Induction of ordered rules (Decision list induction)
The induction process is based on the top down
separate and conquers approach. We have nested
procedures that are intended to create the set of rules
from the target attribute, the input variables and the
instances.
The rule based system has the following structure:
IF Condition 1 Then Conclusion 1

Compared to classification tree algorithms:
Which are based on the divide and conquer paradigm,
their representation bias is more powerful because it
is not constrained by the arbores cent structure. It
needs sometimes a very complicated tree to get an
equivalent of a simple rule based system. Some

Else If Condition 2 Then Conclusion 2
Else If…
Else If (Default rule)
Conclusion M
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Sampling Algorithm
We want to subdivide the dataset into a learning
sample (50%) and a test sample. We use the
SAMPLING Component.

Decision list induction algorithm:
Decision List (target, inputs, instances)
Ruleset = ∞
Repeat
Rule = Specialize (target, inputs, instances)
If (Rule != NULL) Then
Ruleset = Ruleset + {Rule}
Instances = Instances – {Instances covered by the
rule}
End if
Until (Rule = NULL)
Ruleset = Ruleset + {Default rule (instances)}
Return (Ruleset)

Sampling Algorithm
We want to subdivide the dataset into a learning
sample (50%) and a test sample. We use the
SAMPLING Component.

Induction of unordered rules:
Ordered set of rules, when we read the i-th rule, we
must consider the (i-1) preceding rules. It is
impracticable when we have a large number of rules.
The classifier is now outlined as the following:
If Condition 1 Then Conclusion 1
If Condition 2 Then Conclusion 2
…
(Default rule) Conclusion M
(Ruleset)
II. PREVIOUS WORK:
There are number of practical works have been
presented where most existing rule induction
algorithms are used. Authors in [1] proposed
Discovery of spatial association rules in
georeferenced census data. It was relational mining
approach. Authors in [3, 4] proposed Top down
induction of model trees with regression and splitting
nodes and Ranking Mechanisms in Metadata
Information Systems for Geospatial Data. Authors in
[8] proposed Rule Induction with CN2 with Some
recent improvements over traditional algorithms.
They also proposed post pruning and hybrid pruning
technique along with rule induction method to obtain
high rate of accurate results. They also reduced the
induced set of rules and computational time with high
coverage of data from large data set. They also used
decision tree and rule induction method with the help
of data mining software.

Figure 1
We set now “target” as TARGET attribute and the others as
INPUT ones using the DEFINE STATUS component.

III. PROPOSED WORK:
3.1 Induction of Ordered Rules
Dataset
We take life insurance policy data; we want to detect
the customers who having good policy based on
customer categories and we have to obtain accurate
result with less computational time.
Importing the database
After the launching of Tanagra, we create a new
diagram by clicking on the FILE / NEW menu. We
import the life insurance .xls file.

Figure 2
Induction of Decision Lists
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We add the DECISION LIST component into the diagram. We
click on the SUPERVISED PARAMETERS menu, the JMEASURE is the default measure.

Figure 6
We validate these settings and we click on the VIEW menu. We
obtain 172 rules in 9203 ms.

3.2 Induction of unordered rules
We use the RULE INDUCTION component (SPV
LEARNING tab) in order to generate a set of
unordered rules. We click on the SUPERVISED
PARAMETERS menu, the default settings are the
following.

Figure 3
We validate these settings and we click on the VIEW menu. We
obtain 20 rules in 703 ms.

Figure 4
Figure 7
Modifying the parameters of the learning algorithm
We validate them. We click on the VIEW menu. We obtain
only 1 rule in 250 ms.

Figure 5

Figure 8
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What is the behavior of this classifier on the test
sample? We insert a DEFINE STATUS component,
We set “target” as TARGET, the prediction
PRED_SPVINSTANCE_2 as INPUT. Then, we add
the TEST component. The test error rate is 23.9%.
Even if the induction algorithm generates a only one
number of rules, they are very relevant.

Graphs using Kohonen’s SOM (Self Organizing
Map) algorithm

3.3 Clustering
Implementing the Kohonen’s SOM (Self Organizing
Map) algorithm
SOM is a clustering method. Indeed, it organizes the
data in clusters (cells of map) such as the instances in
the same cell are similar, and the instances in
different cells are different. In this point of view,
SOM gives comparable results to state-of-the-art
clustering algorithm such as K-Means.

Figure 11

SOM can be viewed also as a visualization technique.
It allows us to visualize in a low dimensional
representation space (2D) the original dataset. Indeed,
the individuals located in adjacent cells are more
similar than individuals located in distant cells. In this
point of view, it is comparable to visualization
techniques such as Multidimensional scaling
(Kruskal, 1978) or PCA (Principal Component
Analysis.

Figure 12

Figure 13

Figure 9

Figure 14
(X1) PCA_1_Axis_2 vs. (X2) PCA_1_Axis_1 by (Y) Cluster_SOM_1
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(X1) PCA_1_Axis_2 vs. (X2) REGD NO by (Y) Cluster_SOM_1
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algorithms because it has a minimum no.of
rules is 01.
Computation Time:
In rule induction,
confidence static supervised algorithm is a
best as compare to other algorithms because
it has a minimum computation time is
176ms.
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V. CONCLUSION

c_som_2_3

In this Research paper, we wanted to highlight the
approaches for the induction of prediction rules. They
are mainly available into academic tools from the
machine learning community. We note that they are
an alternative quite credible to decision trees and
predictive association rules, both in terms of accuracy
than in terms of processing time. After analysis Order
Rule Induction algorithm is more suitable to find
accurate and consuming less access time to mine data
with minimum error rate 24.75%, no. of rules 20,
accessing time 750ms.

Figure 16
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(X1) PCA_1_Axis_1 vs. (X2) PCA_1_Axis_1 by (Y) Cluster_SOM_1
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IV. RESULTS:
1.

2.

Error Rate: In Decision list induction,
Shannon Entropy supervised algorithms is a
best as compare to other algorithms because
it has a minimum error rate 23.76%.
No. of Rules: In rule induction,
Misclassification Rate Static supervised
algorithm is a best as compare to other
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Abstract- Information is the major asset over which the whole world revolves. Information is the most important resource in
the market which needs to be preserved in every possible way. Today, One of the major problem, IT industry is facing is the
security of data and its availability at every point of time when we need. Data storage and data security plays major role in
various fields of industry. To achieve the privacy of industrial information ‘pay-as-much-you-have-used’ business model is
used, which is known as multi cloud computing. Data that is not stored and retrieved from customers own servers is known
as outsourced data. This outsourced data is stored on cloud. In multi cloud computing various techniques are used to achieve
the security and privacy of customer’s data. In cloud computing from the customers point of view depending on single SP is
not a good idea as far as we are storing some really crucial information, to avoid this multiple SP’s are used for the purpose
of data storage and its security. This use of multiple SP’s leads customer towards the data storage as per his budget. This use
of multiple SP’s is known as multi-cloud system. In this paper, we have proposed a system which focuses mainly on costeffectives from users point of view, data availability and security. Economical data distribution of data is done, so that data
can be available at any instance of time.
Keywords- Cost effectiveness, Data security, cloud service provider, data availability, security.

I. INTRODUCTION:
Until recently, computing meant a program that ran
on a desktop or laptop computer on your desk, or a
server in your lab. Or, using the internet, you could
use a program that was running on a server
somewhere else in the world. But it was always a
specific piece of hardware in a specific location that
was running the program.

providing services to various user on pay-per-use
basis. In pay-per-use paradigm user has to pay only
for the amount of data they need to store for
particular period of time, without any concerns for
efficient storage mechanism and maintainability
issues with large amount of data storage .The main
benefit of multi cloud system is that the security
increases by 10 times, than that of single cloud
system because of data distribution among various
servers. Data availability can be achieved by data
redundancy (duplication).In multi cloud computing
privacy can be achieved by dividing users data block
into small data pieces and distributing them among
available service providers in such a way that
simultaneous access of all the service providers can
only give whole/meaningful data .access of single or
less than threshold number of service providers
should give meaningful data.
From the business point of view, since cloud
data storage is a subscription service, the higher the
data redundancy, the higher will be the cost to be paid
by the user. Thus, we provide an optimization scheme
to handle the tradeoff between the costs that a cloud
computing user is willing to pay to achieve a
particular level of security for his data. In other
words, we provide a scheme to maximize the security
for a given budget for the cloud data.

To understand this better, consider MILK. In the old
days, everybody had a cow. And they squirted milk
out of the cow. And then made butter, buttermilk,
paneer, paneer pakodas and ras-malai from it. But
more recently, businesses have sprung up who will
deliver you milk in plastic packets at your door, or
even butter, paneer pakodas and ras-malai. This
model has proved to be so convenient to people
(especially those who hate the smell of cow-dung)
that very few people now have cows. The cow in this
example is like the hardware. And milk is the product
.Having your own cow is equivalent to traditional
computing using your own labs. Getting milk
delivered to your door is cloud computing. Cloud
computation is nothing but a collection of servers on
which computation is going on. cloud computing, one
service provider is providing the service to various
user in the cloud. Exciting features provided by cloud
computing is its cloud data storage ,in which user do
not have to store the data on their servers, instead
their data will be stored on the cloud service provider
servers. Economic benefits consist of main drive for
cloud computing due to the fact that cloud computing
offers an effective way to reduce the capital
expenditure and operational expenditure. Multi cloud
system, more than one service providers are -

II. WALKTHROUGH:
Given p number of cloud service providers (SPi : i
∈1, 2,..,p). Each SP associated with a QoS factor (QSi
∈ (0, 1)) along with the cost of storing data units(Ci).
Our Secured Cost-effective Multi-Cloud Storage
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Model (SCMCS)Seeks a distribution of customer’s
data pieces among the available SPs in such a way
that, at least q number of SPs must take part in data
retrieval, while minimizing the total cost of storing
the data on SPs as well as maximizing the quality of
service provided by the SPs.

LP-Assignment Algorithm
One of the obvious objectives in this scenario is to
minimize The cost of storage of the data pieces over p
service providers. If ai is the number of data pieces
stored on I’th SP which has a per unit cost of storing
the data as ci, then the total cost the customer has to
pay is given by

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL:
C tot = ip∑aici ………………(1)
Set theory analysis:
U is main set of user(customers) like u1, u2,
u3….
U= {u1, u2, u3….}
P is main set of data pieces like p1,p2,p3,…..
P= {p1,p2,p3,….}
SS is main set of available servers for data
storage like ss1,ss2,ss3,…….
SS= {ss1,ss2,ss3,……}
RS is the main set of available servers for data
retrieval like rs1,rs2,rs3,…….
Rs= {Rs1, Rs2, Rs3….}

In our model, we consider xi, j as a binary variable,
which Is set to 1 if the j’th data piece on SPi
becomes a candidate in The current data retrieval.
Since the QoS factor depends on the Physical location
of information retrieval , the QoS achieved in
retrieving the data can be computed byQSnet=I,p∑j,ai∑xi,j *QSi …………..(2)
Therefore our objective function for our proposed
LP-Assignment is to minimize the total cost of
storing the dis-Tribute customer data on p number of
service provides, while Maximizing the QoS
achieved at the time of retrieval .

INITIAL STATE:
 U {U1, U2, U3, U4 } is set of users who are
going to interact with the system
simultaneously.
 Data is divided into data pieces i.e. P1, P2,
P3,P4 , as shown below.

Minimize [Ctot] andMaximize [QSnet] ……(3)
Maximize [QSnet − Ctot] (4.4)…………….(4)
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:

INTERMEDIATE STATE:
 Data pieces divides are stored on available
servers.

Fig.1.data divided on CSP’S
Fig.3.system architecture

FINAL STATE:
 From the available servers data will be
retrieved from some of the servers
 From the required servers we can retrieve
whole or meaningful data.

A system architecture is shown as above. To achieve
the better security in cloud computing, data is divided
into data pieces and is divided on various servers as
shown in the diagram ,in such a way that at the time
of retrieval minimum no. of servers should be
required to retrieve the meaningful data. Dulication of
data in a server also takes place to maintain data
availability. No single Computer should be able give
the meaningful information.Like here in this diagram
there are various Customers like C1,C2,C3 and there
are
various
service
provider
like
CSP1,CSP2,…………..Customer will divide the data
and store it on various servers for the purpose of
security and availability.

Fig.2.data retrieval
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Data storage and retrieval is shown below:

V. CONCLUSION:
Due to various advantages of Multi-cloud system
over single cloud system, this paper will have
importance in the field of IT industry. Our system
will support different ways of data storage with
security, availability, in budget etc.
REFERENCES:

Fig.4.data storage and retrieval

Here Customer can store its data on multiple service
providers like CSP1, CSP2,…… for the sake of
security. For retrieving the meaningful data we will
use minimum no. of servers like CSP1,CSP4,
CSP6.In this scenario, security and data availability is
maintained.
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Abstract- Day by day Internet threat matrix and attacks are growing in terms of count and complexity, hence network
protection mechanism needs to use every tool in the defend and protect their network , information systems as well as
business critical information . In this paper, a new intelligent learning approach for network intrusion detection is explored
based on naïve Bayesian classifier and Decision Tree Analyzer (DTA) using ID3 algorithms, which identifies effective
features from the training dataset, calculates the provisional probabilities for the best feature values, and then correctly
classifies all the examples of training and testing dataset. Almost all the present intrusion detection datasets are multifaceted,
dynamic and comprise large number of useful features. Some of the dataset features may be replica or contribute little for
detection making analysis. It has been successfully confirmed that significant features selection is fundamental to design a
real time network intrusion detection systems (NIDS). The objectives of this particular analytical study is to identify
effective features from the training dataset to construct a classifier for network intrusion detection using classification based
data mining algorithms. The experimental results on KDD’99 benchmark intrusion detection dataset demonstrate that this
new methodology achieves high classification accuracy rate and condense the number of false positives count using
restricted computational resources.
Keywords- Data Mining Analysis ,Data Mining Techniques ,Classification , Decision Tree , Classifiers , Features selection,
Conditional probabilities, Information gain, Intrusion Detection, Network intrusion detection system.

I. INTRODUCTION
concept of IDS was first introduced by James P.
Anderson in 1980 [2] and later formalized by Dr.
Dorothy Denning in 1986 [3]. A network IDS
observes alerts, but most of the alerts are false
positives, which are not related to the security
occurrences. It is observed that the most important
problems with intrusion detection is effective features
selection from training dataset, because the volume of
dataset that an IDS needs to examine is very large
even for a small network and contains large number
of features. The complex relationships exist among
the features of datasets, which are difficult to analysis
and harder to detect suspicious behavior patterns [4],
[5].Computer security deals with the protection of
data and the computing resources and is commonly
associated with confidentiality, integrity, and
availability [6].

Since the quantity and sophistication of computer
network attacks are on rise, it becomes increasingly
difficult to detect and defend network attacks into a
network of objectives. Advanced Persistent Threats
(APTs) have become a larger threat to both
organizations and nation-states, cyber criminals
continue to apply more and more sophisticated
techniques to illegally gain access to information
systems (TrendMicro Threat Report, 2010), and
companies and employees are exponentially adopting
new and more sophisticated, networked technologies
in the place of work. So all of these factors
significantly obstruct the task of defending a network
attacks and the trends highlights that these difficulties
are likely to increase over time. Combating these
challenges requires an integrated approach along with
variety of tools and techniques to detect and defend
against these attacks. Classification based data
mining techniques (DMT) such as Naive Classifier
and Decision Tree Analyser (DTA) can definitely aid
to handle this type of tasks very effectively. Decision
trees provide unique insights into the problem of
identifying malicious activity and can assist in the
creation of technology-specific techniques to defend
against attacks.

However there are two types of intrusion detection
models being used for detecting intrusions such as
anomaly-based detection model (ABIDM) and
misuse-based detection mode (MUIDM) . ABIDM
detects emerging network attacks by analyzing the
strange behaviors from the normal behaviors in
Information Technology (IT) systems. On the other
side, the MUBIDM carry out simple pattern or profile
matching to compare a pattern corresponding to a
well-known attack type in the database of NIDS. In
complex classification domains of intrusion detection,
dataset features may include false correlations, which
impact the process of intrusion detecting. Some

Hence NIDSs have become an vital component of
today’s information security architecture .IDS aims at
detecting unauthorized activities that attempt to
compromise the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of computer systems or resources [1]. The
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features of dataset may be redundant, because his
information they add is contained in other features.
Some extra selected features may add to computation
time, and can haven impact on the detection accuracy.
In NIDS effective features selection improves the
classification accuracy by searching forth subset of
features [7]. In this research paper, we have been
proposed a new learning methodology using Naïve
Bayesian Classifier (NBC) and ID3 algorithm based
DTA to deal with the problem of effective features
selection and classification for network intrusion
detection. Recently, data mining algorithms are using
to build IDS that classifies network connections for
detecting intrusions [8]. Fan built IDS with a data
mining technique that is a comprehensive study of
cost-sensitive learning using classifier ensembles
[10]. They all emphasize the importance of symbolic
representation language and human understandability
of background knowledge and also criticized a neural
network based methods. Another example of the
application of symbolic learning to intrusion
detection using user signatures is presented [12].

Probe, 93.57% of U2R and 31.17% of R2L
respectively. However, due to the fact that no FP was
reported by the authors and a nearly impossible
detection rate [32] of 93.57% of U2R category, we
really have to question the authentic of the reported
numbers.
In 2006, Xin Xu et al. [25] presented a framework for
adaptive intrusion detection based on machine
learning. Multi-class Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) is applied to classifier construction in IDSs
and the performance of SVMs is evaluated on the
KDD’99 dataset. Promising results were given:
76.7%, 81.2%, 21.4% and 11.2% detection rate for
DoS, Probe, U2R, and R2L respectively while FP is
maintained at the relatively low level of average 0.6%
for the four categories. However, this study can only
use a very small set of data (10,000 randomly
sampled records) comparing to the huge original
dataset (5 million audit records). Therefore it is
difficult to convince a strict audience about the
effectiveness of the method. Yang Li and Li Guo [25]
though realize the deficiencies of KDD dataset,
developed a supervised network intrusion detection
method based on Transductive Confidence Machines
for K-Nearest Neighbors (TCM-KNN) machine
learning algorithm and active learning based training
data selection method. The new method is evaluated
on a subset of KDD dataset by random sampling
49,402 audit records for the training phase and 12,350
records for the testing phase.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides a run through on related work on KDD’99
Dataset in line with intrusion detection models based
classification
approaches
and
performance
comparison, Section III focuses on the intrusion
detection learning. Section IV describes our proposed
classification approach for adaptive network intrusion
detection model . Section V provides the discussion
and analysis on experimental results generated based
on KDD’99 benchmarked dataset for intrusion
detection [13]. Finally, Section VI presents our
overall summary conclusions and the way forward.

An average TP of 99.6% and FP of 0.1% was
reported but no further information about the exact
detection rate of each attack categories was presented
by the authors. Literature survey shows that, for all
practical purposes, most researchers applied a single
algorithm to address all four major attack categories
with dismal performance in many cases. This leads to
our belief that different algorithms will perform
differently on different attack categories, and this also
is the motivation of our study.

II. RELATED WORK ON KDD’99 DATASET
Two-stage general-to-specific skeleton for learning a
rule-based model (PNrule) is proposed by Agarwal
and Joshi [23] to learn classifier models on a dataset
that has widely different class distributions across the
training datasets. The PNrule technique was
evaluated on the KDD testing dataset which
contained many new R2L attacks that were not
presented in the KDD dataset. The proposed model
was considered well performed with the TP (true
positive) rate at 96.9% for DoS, 73.2% for Probe,
6.6% for U2R and 10.7% for R2L attacks. FP (false
positive) rate was generated at a level of less than
10% for all attack categories except for U2R: an
unacceptably high level of 89.5% FP was reported.
Yeung and Chow [24] anticipated a novelty detection
approach
using
no-parametric
concentration
estimation based on Parzen-window estimators with
Gaussian kernels to build an intrusion detection
system using normal data only. This novelty detection
approach was employed to detect attack categories in
the KDD dataset. The technique has surprisingly
good reported results: 96.71% of DoS, 99.17% of

Experimental Study In order to verify the
effectiveness of different classifiers algorithms for the
field of intrusion detection process, we will use the
KDD’99 dataset to make pertinent experiments stepby-step. Firstly, we build the experiment evaluation
environment with major steps: environment setup,
data preprocessing, choosing the data mining
software. Secondly, we select a comprehensive set of
most popular classifier algorithms, ten distinct widely
used classifier algorithms were selected so that they
represent a wide variety of fields: Bayesian
approaches, decision trees, rule based models and
function studying and lazy functions. An overview of
how specific values of these algorithms were
identified as well as their detection performance will
be given. Finally, we come up with the performance
comparison between the ten selected classifiers.
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A. Intrusion/Attack Classification Model
Classification algorithms create a decision tree like
the one presented in Figure 1, by identifying patterns
in an existing dataset and using that information to
create the tree. The algorithms take pre-classified data
as input. They learn the patterns in the data and create
simple rules to differentiate between the various types
of data in the pre-classified data set. To better
illustrate the classification process, consider below
given a decision tree illustration as a model. It
presents a simplistic example of the process
necessary to build this tree:

C4.5 Tree

ID3

Figure 1. Classification using Decision Tree Algorithm

Description

Pros

Cons

Best-first
decision tree
(Shi, 2006).

Creates
simpler,
less
complic
ated
trees for
some
datasets

A newer
technique
evaluated
for a
subset of
decision
tree
situations

Classifi
es data
with
missing
attribute
s

Slower to
classify
Than
other
techniques

Extensi
vely
tested
and
used
across
many
differen
t
applicat
ions

Unable to
handle
both
discrete
and
continuou
s variables

B. Classifier Algorithms
B.1 BayesNet
BayesNet [27] learns Bayesian networks under the
presumptions: nominal features (numeric one are
predescretized) and no missing values (any such
values are replaced globally). There are two different
parts for estimating the conditional probability tables
of the network. We run BayesNet with the Simple
Estimator and K2 search algorithm without using
ADTree.

In this model the inputs given are often called
features of the dataset. These features are usually
important, quantifiable characteristics of the data (e.g.
source ports from a set of network connections). The
features can be discrete (e.g. descriptive, nonnumerical data elements) or continuous (e.g.
numerical data elements). Typically, these features
are stored in some form of table, such as a
spreadsheet, a database, or another tabular file format
(e.g. ARFF (Attribute-Relation File Format) files for
the popular data mining software package Weka).
Decision trees are created using algorithms to build
the tree iteratively in a short period of time. Creating
an optimal tree is usually computationally infeasible,
as the number of possible trees grows exponentially
with the set of features. Many greedy algorithms such
as Hunt's Algorithm are based on minimizing the
entropy with different rule sets recursively to build a
quick, effective, but sub-optimal tree (Tanetal, 2005).
Hunt's Algorithm can be combined with other
different decision tree classifiers.
Decision
Tree
Classifier
s
Best First
Tree

Implements
Hunt’s
Algorithm
Create a
decision
tree. This
classifier
was
developed
by Ross
Quinlan
(Quinlan,
1993)
A precursor
to the C4.5
tree.
(Breiman,
1993)

B.2 NaïveBayes
The NaïveBayes [27] classifier provides a simple
approach, with clear semantics, to representing and
learning probabilitistic knowledge. It is termed naïve
because is relies on two important simplifying
assumes that the predictive features are conditionally
independent given the class, and it posits that no
hidden or latent features influence the prediction
process.
B.3 J48 (C4.5 Decision Tree Revision 8)
Perhaps C4.5 algorithm which was developed by
Quinlan [9] is the most popular tree classifier. Weka
classifier package has its own version of C4.5 known
as J48. J48 is an optimized implementation of C4.5
rev. 8. J48 is experimented is this study with the
parameters: confidenceFactor = 0.25; numFolds = 3;
seed = 1; unpruned = False.
B.4 NBTree
NBTree [29] is a hybrid between decision trees and
NaïveBayes. It creates trees whose leaves are
NaïveBayes classifiers for the instances that reach the
leaf. It is quite reasonable to expect that NBTree can
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outperform NaïveBayes; but instead, we may have to
scarify some speed.

To compare the classifiers, we record TP and FP of
each algorithm. These parameters will be the most
important criteria for the classifier to be consider the
best algorithm for the given attack category. Besides,
it is also at equal importance to record Average
Accuracy (AA = Total correctly classified
instances/Total instances) and Training Time (TT) of
each algorithm. In the selection process, one
algorithm will be disqualified if its AA is too low,
despite its outstanding performance in one specific
attack category. TT on the other hand, will give us the
idea about which algorithm can be implemented in a
real-time network intrusion detection system. Just as
we expected, Table 1 shows that no single algorithm
could detect all attack categories with a high
probability of detection and a low false alarm rate. It
strengthen our belief that different algorithms should
be used to deal with different types of network
attacks. Results also show that for a given attack
category, certain algorithms demonstrate superior
detection performance compared to others. For DoS
category, most algorithms yield very high TP rates –
averagely 95%. NaïveBayes is the only one that lags
behind as it gives a TP at 79.2%. But for Probe
attacks, NaïveBayes outperforms the others with its
FP at 94.8%; BayesNet and Decision Tree both have
impressive performance for this category at 83.8%. In
U2R attacks, BayesNet and Decision Tree are the
best two classifiers with FP at 30.3% and 32.8%
respectively. And for the case of R2L attacks, only
OneR could produce about 10% of attacks while the
others just are follow these models with inappreciable
results

B..5 Decision Table
Decision Table [22] builds a decision table majority
classifier. It evaluates feature subsets using best-first
search and can use cross-validation for evaluation.
There is a set of methods that can be used in the
search phase (E.g.: BestFirst, RankSearch, Genetic
Search …) and we may also use LBk to assist the
result. In this experiment, we choose the crossVal =
1; searchMethod = BestFirst and useIBk = False.
B.6 JRip (RIPPER)
RIPPER [22] is one of the basic and most popular
algorithms. Classes are examined in increasing size
and an initial set of rules for the class is generated
using incremental reduced-error pruning. We evaluate
RIPPER through JRip, an implementation of RIPPER
in Weka with the parameters: folds = 3; minNo = 2;
optimizations = 2; seed = 1; usePruning = true.
B.7 OneR
OneR [22] is another basic algorithm using Rule
based model. It generates a one-level decision tree
expressed in the form of a set of rules that all test one
particular 404 H.A. Nguyen and D. Choi attribute.
OneR is a simple, cheap method that often comes up
with quite good rules for characterizing the structure
in data.
B.8 Multilayer Perceptions (MLP)
A multilayer perception (MLP) [11] is one of the
most commonly used neural network classification
algorithms. The architecture used for the MLP
during simulations with KDD dataset consisted of a
three layer feed-forward neural network: one input,
one hidden, and one output layer. Selected parameters
for the model are: learningRate =0.3; momentum =
0.2; randomSeed = 0; validationThreshold = 20.
B.9 SMO
SMO [27] implements the sequential minimal
optimization algorithm for training a support vector
classifier, using polynomial or Gaussian kernels.
SMO is evaluated with the following parameters: c =
1.0; epsilon = 1.0E-12; kernel = PolyKernel; numFolds = -1; randomSeed = 1.
B.10 LBk
LBk [31] is a lazy classifier algorithm that makes use
of the k-nearest-neighbor classifier. In this study, we
choose the parameters for LBk as follow: k = 1;
crossValidate = False; searchAlgorithm =
LinearNNSearch; windowSize = 0.
C. Performance Comparison
Best performing instances of all the ten classifiers
selected section IV were evaluated on the KDD
dataset. Simulation results are given in the Table I.

Figure 2. Performance comparison of the ten classifier
algorithms – TP, FP and AA is measured in %. TT is measured
in second.
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III.

INTRUSION DETECTION
LEARNING ALGORITHMS

identify some of the important features for detecting
anomalous network connections. Features selection in
intrusion detection using data mining algorithms
involves the selection of a subset of features d from a
total of Original features of dataset, based on a given
optimization principle. Finding a useful attribute
subset is a form of search. Ideally, attribute selection
methods search through the subsets of features, and
try to find the best one among the completing2N
candidate subsets according to some evaluation
function. Therefore, building IDS based on all
features is infeasible, and features selection becomes
very important for IDS.

THROUGH

A. Intrusion Detection Systems
Initially only host-based IDS used for intrusion
detection that located in servers to examine the
internal network interfaces [19], but with the
development of computer networks the focus
gradually moved towards network-based IDS.
Context Sensitive String Evaluation(CSSE) is one of
the commonly deployed Host-based IDS (HIDS) for
defending attacks in applications with extremely less
number of false-positives [14].CSSE uses an
instrumented execution environment (such as PHP or
Java Virtual Machine) and therefore has access to all
Necessary contexts required detecting and more
importantly prevent internet attacks. The context is
defined by using the metadata, which describes the
fragments of the output expression that requires
checking and investigating the intercepted call to
theAPI function. CSSE uses contextual information
to check the unsafe fragments for syntactic content.
Depending on the mode of CSSE it can raise an alert
and prevent the execution of the dangerous content
(both intrusion detection and prevention).Currently
CSSE is available as research-prototype IDS for the
PHP platform [15], [16].

In KDD’99 intrusion detection dataset, there are
total494021 examples in the 10% training dataset.
The KDD’99Dataset contains 22 different attack
types that could be classified into four main
categories namely Denial of Service (DoS), Remote
to User (R2L), User to Root (U2R) and Probing.
There are 41 features for each network connection
that have either discrete values or continuous values.
The features in KDD’99 dataset can be divided into
three groups. The first group of features is the basic
features of network connection, which include the
duration, prototype, service, number of bytes from
source IP addresses or from destination IP addresses,
and some flags in TCP connections. The second
group of features in KDD’99 is composed of the
content features of network connections and the third
group is composed of the statistical features that are
computed either by a time window or a window of
certain kind of connections. The features selection in
KDD’99 dataset has been widely used as a standard
method for network-based intrusion detection
learning, and it was found that all 41 features
ofKDD’99 dataset are not the best ones for intrusion
detection learning. Therefore the performance of IDS
may be further improved by studying new attribute
selection methods [18].

Another one is the Snort which is one of the mostly
deployed an open source network intrusion detection
and prevention system (NIDPS) capable of
performing packet logging and real-time traffic
analysis of IP networks. Snort was developed by
Sourcefire , It performs protocol analysis, content
searching and/or matching, and is commonly used to
actively block a variety of attacks [17]. If we see the
current internet attack trends it mostly happen at
higher layers: transport (TCP/UDP) or application
(HTTP, RPC) layers and Snort uses so-called
preprocessors which perform stream reassembly and
normalization of higher-level Protocols. To detect an
attack targeting a web server the preprocessors
normalize the IP-level traffic, TCP state machine
emulation and stream reassembly, HTTP-level
normalization, defragmentation, and Unicode
decoding.

C. Building of a Classifier Model
Building a effective and efficient attack classifier is
another important research challenge in the area of
IDS. Nowadays, many data mining algorithms have
become very popular for classifying intrusion
detection datasets such as decision tree, Naïve
Bayesian classifier, Neural network, Genetic
algorithm, and Support vector machine etc. However,
the classification accuracy of most existing data
mining algorithms needs to be improved, because it is
very tricky to detect several new network anomalies
and attacks, as the attackers are sophisticated and
continuously changing their attack patterns. Anomaly
network intrusion detection models are now using to
detect new attacks but the false positives are usually
very high. The performance of an intrusion detection
model depends on its detection ration (DR) and false
positives (FP). DR is defined as the number of
intrusion instances detected by the system divided by

B. Features Selection from Training Dataset
Effective input features selection from intrusion
detection datasets is one of the important research
challenges for constructing high performance IDS.
Irrelevant and redundant features of intrusion
detection dataset may lead to complex intrusion
detection model as well as reduce detection accuracy.
This problem has been studied during the early work
of W.K.Lee [5], research on KDD’99 benchmark
intrusion detection dataset, where 41features were
constructed for each network connection. The
attribute selection methods of data mining algorithms
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the total number of the intrusion instances presenting
the dataset. FP is an alarm, which rises for something
that is not really an attack. It is preferable for an
intrusion detection model to maximize the DR and
minimize the FP. For DR, we can modify the
objective function to 1-DR. Therefore classifier
building for IDS is another prevalent technical
challenge in the field of data mining for network
intrusion detection.
IV.

PROPOSED DATA MINING
LEARNING ALGORITHMS

product of the conditional probabilities for each
attribute value with prior probability for that class.
The posterior probability P(Cj | ei) is then found for
each class and the example classifies with the highest
posterior probability for that example. This algorithm
will keep on continuing this process until all the
examples of sub-datasets or sub- datasets are
correctly classified.
When
the
algorithm
correctly classifies all the instances of all sub/subsub-datasets, then the algorithm ends and the prior
and conditional probabilities for each sub/sub-subdatasets are conserved for future classification of
unseen examples. The main procedure of proposed
algorithm is described as follows.

BASED

Given a training data D = {t1,…,tn} where ti =
{ti1,…,tih} and the training data D contains the
following features {A1,A2,…,An} and each attribute
Ai contains the following attribute values {Ai1,
Ai2,…,Aih}. The attribute values can be discrete or
continuous. Also the training data D contains a set of
classes C = {C1, C2,…,Cm}. Each example in the
training data D has a particular class Cj. The
algorithm calculates the information gain for each
features {A1, A2,…,An} from the training data D.

Algorithm
Input: Training Dataset D
Output: Rulebase Decision Model
Procedure:
1. Calculate the information gain for each features Ai
={A1, A2,…,An} from the training data D using
equation
(3).
2. Prefer an attribute Ai from the training data D with
the maximum information gain value.
3. Split the training data D into sub-datasets
{D1,D2,…,Dn} depending on the attribute values of
Ai.
4. Calculate the prior P (Cj) and conditional
probabilities P(Aij|Cj) of each sub-dataset Di.
5. Categorize the examples of each sub-dataset Di
with their respective prior and conditional
probabilities.
6. If any example of sub-dataset Di is misclassified
then again calculate the information gain of features
of sub-dataset Di, choose the best attribute Ai with
maximum information gain value from sub-dataset
Di, split the sub-dataset Di into sub-sub-datasets Dij
and again calculate the prior and conditional
probabilities for each sub-sub-dataset Dij. Finally,
categorize the examples of sub-sub-datasets using
their respective prior and conditional probabilities.
7. Continue this process until all the examples of
sub/subsub-datasets are correctly classified.
8. preserved all the prior and conditional probabilities
for each of the sub-dataset Di or sub-sub-dataset Dij
for future learning and classification of unseen
examples.

Then the learning algorithm selects one of the best
available features Ai among the features {A1,
A2,…,An} from the training dataset D with highest
information gain value, and split the training data D
into sub-datasets {D1, D2,…,Dn} depending on the
chosen feature values of Ai. The algorithm then
estimates the prior and conditional probabilities for
each sub-dataset Di = {D1, D2… Dn} and classifies
the examples of sub-dataset Di using their respective
probabilities. The prior probability P(Cj) for each
class is estimated by counting how often each class
occurs in the dataset. For each attribute Ai the number
of occurrences of each attribute value Aij can be
counted to determine P(Ai). Similarly, the conditional
probability P(Aij|Cj) for each attribute values Aij can
be estimated by counting how often each value occurs
in the class in the dataset. For classifying an example
in the dataset, the prior and conditional probabilities
generated from the dataset are used to make the
prediction. This is done by combining the effects of
the different attribute values from the example.
Suppose the example ei has independent attribute
values {Ai1, Ai2,…,Aip}, we know that P(Aik | Cj),
for each class Cj and attribute Aik. We then estimate
P(ei | Cj) as given by ,
P(ei | Cj) = P(Cj) Πk=1→p P(Aij | Cj)
(4)

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS RESULTS
A. Intrusion Detection Data Stream
The experimentation was carried out on a real-time
data set called “intrusion detection dataset”, which
has been used in the Knowledge Discovery and Data
Mining (KDD) 1999 Cup competition [13]. In
KDD’99 dataset the input data flow contains the
details of the network connections, such as protocol
type, connection duration, login type etc. Each data
sample in KDD’99 dataset represents attribute value

In order to categorize an instance in the dataset, the
algorithm estimates the likelihood that ei is in each
class. The probability that ei is in a class is the
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of a class in the network data flow, and each class is
labeled either as normal or as an attack with exactly
one specific attack type. In total, 41 features have
been used in KDD’99 dataset and each connection
can be categorized into five main classes (one normal
class and four main intrusion classes: probe, DOS,
U2R, and R2L). There are 22 various types of
network attacks which are being grouped into the four
main types of attacks (probe, DOS, U2R, R2L)
tabulated in Table II.

Examples

4 Main
Attack
Classes

Classes 22 Attacks
Classes

Probing

ipsweep, nmap,
portsweep, satan

Denial of
Service
(DOS)

back, land, Septune, pod,
smurt, teardrop

User to
Root
(U2R)

buffer_overflow, perl,
loadmodule, rootkit

Remote
to User
(R2L)

ftp_write, guess_passwd, 10
imap, multihop, phf, spy,
warezclient, warezmaster

Attack
Class
Count

6

5

Below figure is the graphical presentation of the
number of attack classes and their respective counts.

Axis Title

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Probing

Denial of
Service
(DOS)

User to
Root
(U2R)

Attack
Class wise
Count, 10

Remote to
User (R2L)

The investigational setting is same as the one used in
the KDD’99 Cup [13], taking 10% of the whole real
raw data stream (494021 data samples) for training
and 311029 data samples for testing the intrusion
detection model. Table III shows the number of
training and testing examples for each class in
KDD’99 dataset.
TABLE III. TOTAL NUMBER OF
EXAMPLES IN KDD’99 DATASET
Training

60592

Probing

4107

4166

Denial of
Service

391458

237594

52

70

Remote to
User

1126

8606

Total
Examples

494020

311028

All experiments were carried out using the lasted an
Intel Core 2 Duo Processor 2.4 GHz processor (2 MB
Cache, 800 MHz FSB) with RAM of 2GB. We tried
to select the crucial features from KDD’99 dataset
using our proposed data mining based algorithm and
found out that 19 features are important and 22
features are redundant or hardly useful. The 19
important features are A1, A3, A4, A5, A6, A8, A9,
A10, A11, A13, A15, A16, A17, A18, A19, A23,
A24, A32, and A33. On the other side the 22
duplicate features are A2, A7, A12, A14, A20, A21,
A22, A25, A26, A27, A28,A29, A30, A31, A34,
A35, A36, A37, A38, A39, A40, and A41. After
identifying the important features from the KDD’99
dataset we computed prior and conditional
probabilities to build the effective intrusion detection
model. Then the testing dataset of KDD’99 is used on
detection model to label the examples as an attack or
normal. The performance comparison based on
detection ratio (DR) and false positives (FP) between
41 features and 19 features for 5 attack classes on
KDD’99 dataset using ID3 algorithm, naïve Bayesian

Figure 3. Attack Classes considered from KDD'99 Dataset

Attack Types

97277

B. Experimental Analysis
This experimentation has been carried out into phases
namely such as learning phase as the first sphase and
classifying training dataset as the second dataset and
then classifying the testing data. In the first phase,
important features from training dataset of KDD’99
are elected based upon by maximum information gain
values and then the prior and conditional probabilities
are used to build a intrusion detection model using
the selected features. In the second phase, the testing
data of KDD’99 passed through the trained model to
detect the intrusions and find the detection ratio and
false positives of the detection model. In the
experiment approximately 41 features of KDD’99
dataset have been labeled in order as A1, A2, A3, A4,
A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, A10, A11, A12, A13,A14, A15,
A16, A17, A18, A19, A20, A21, A22, A23, A24,
A25, A26,A27, A28, A29, A30, A31, A32, A33,
A34, A35, A36, A37, A38, A39,A40, A41.

4

Attack Class wise Count

Normal

User to Root

TABLE.II. ATTACKS TYPES SPECIFIED
IN KDD’99 DATASET

Examples

Testing
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classifier, and our proposed algorithm are listed in
Table IV, Table V, Table VI, and Table VII.

R2L

TABLE IV. DETECTION RATES (%)
USING 41 FEATURES

Intrusion
Classes

8.02

10.03

7.87

TABLE VII. .FALSE POSITIVES (%) USING
19 SELECTED FEATURES

DTA
Naive
Proposed
using
Bayes Classifier
ID3
Classifier Algorithm
Algorithm

Intrusion
Classes

DTA
using
ID3
Algorithm

Naive
Bayes
Classifier

Proposed
Classifier
Algorithm

Normal

99.63

99.27

99.65

Normal

0.06

0.05

0.05

Probe

97.85

99.11

99.21

Probe

0.51

0.32

0.28

DOS

99.51

99.69

99.71

DOS

0.04

0.04

0.03

U2R

49.21

64.00

99.17

U2R

0.12

0.12

0.10

R2L

92.75

99.11

99.25
R2L

7.34

6.87

6.24

DTA
Naive Proposed
using
Bayes Classifier
ID3
Classifier Algorithm
Algorithm

Normal

99.71

99.65

99.82

Probe

98.22

99.35

99.72

DOS

99.63

99.71

99.75

U2R

86.11

64.84

99.47

R2L

97.79

99.15

99.35

TABLE VI. .FALSE POSITIVES (%)
USING 41 FEATURES

Intrusion
Classes

DTA
using
ID3
Algorithm

120
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Above given figure4 and 5 highlights the overall
performance of proposed adaptive classifier model
with intrusion detection ratio for 19 selected features
and false positive percentage for 41 selected
features.Therefore, it is confirmed from the above
experimental results that significant attribute
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FINDING ABNORMAL INSIDERS IN COLLABORATIVE
ENVIRONMENTS
KASARANENI.SIREESHA
IT, SRM University

Abstract- Collaborative information systems (CISs) are deployed within a diverse array of environments that manage
sensitive information. Current security mechanisms detect insider threats, but they are ill-suited to monitor systems in which
users function in dynamic teams. In this paper, we introduce the community anomaly detection system (CADS), an
unsupervised learning framework to detect insider threats based on the access logs of collaborative environments. CADS
consists of two components: 1) relational pattern extraction, which derives community structures and 2) anomaly prediction,
which leverages a statistical model to determine when users have sufficiently deviated from communities. We further extend
CADS into MetaCADS to account for the semantics of subjects (e.g., patients’ diagnoses). To empirically evaluate the
framework, we perform an assessment with three months of access logs from a real electronic health record (EHR) system in
a large medical center. The results illustrate our models exhibit significant performance gains over state-of-the-art
competitors. When the number of illicit users is low, MetaCADS is the best model, but as the number grows, commonly
accessed semantics lead to hiding in a crowd, such that CADS is more prudent.
Index Terms- Privacy, social network analysis, data mining, insider threat detection.

I. INTRODUCTION
statistical formalism, to measure the deviation of
users within a CIS from the extracted community
structures.

Collaborative information systems (CISs) allow
groups of users to communicate and cooperate over
common tasks. They have long been called upon to
support and coordinate activities related to the
domain of “computer supported and cooperative
work”. Recent breakthroughs in networking, storage,
and ubiquitous computing have facilitated an
explosion in the deployment of CIS across a wide
range of environments. Beyond computational
support, the adoption of CIS has been spurred on by
the observation that such systems can increase
organizational efficiency through streamlined
workflows, shave administrative costs, assist
innovation through brainstorming sessions, and
facilitate social engagement.. Additionally, hospitals
have adopted electronic health record (EHR) systems
to decrease healthcare costs, strengthen care provider
productivity, and increase patient safety, using vast
quantities of personal medical data. However, at the
same time, the detail and sensitive nature of the
information in such CIS make them attractive to
numerous adversaries .A suspicious insider in this
setting corresponds to an authenticated user whose
actions run counter to the organization’s policies.. In
particular, certain data structures based on network
analysis have shown promise. This framework
accounts for the observations that, in collaborative
environments, users tend to be team and goal
oriented. In this context, an arbitrary user should
exhibit similar behavior to other users based on their
co access of similar subjects in the CIS. There are
several specific contributions of this work. Relational
patterns from access logs. Anomaly detection from
relational patterns. We propose a technique, rooted in

II. OVERVIEW OF FRAMEWORK

Fig 1

An architectural overview of CADS framework and
metaCADS extension

As depicted in Fig. 1, CADS consists of two primary
components: 1) Pattern Extraction (CADS-PE) and 2)
Anomaly Detection (CADS-AD). One of the
challenges in working with CIS access logs is they do
not explicitly document the social structure of the
organization. In recognition of this deficiency,
CADS-PE leverages the relations between users and
subjects to infer communities. To accomplish this
derivation, the access transactions are translated into
a tripartite graph of users, who are mapped to
subjects, who are mapped to semantic categories.
This structure is transformed into a relational network
of users, the edges of which are weighted by the
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similarity of subjects and categories accessed. The
network is decomposed into a spectrum of patterns
that represents the user communities as probabilistic
models .CADS-AD compares the behaviors of the
users to the communities inferred by CADS-PE.
Users found to deviate significantly from expected
behavior are considered to be anomalous. To
accomplish this assessment, the users are projected
onto the spectrum of communities to compute the
distance between each user and their neighbors in the
network. The greater the distance between the user
and their neighbors, the greater the likelihood that the
user is anomalous..Notation.

Network Construction
The extraction process begins by mapping T onto a
tripartite graph, an example of which is depicted in
Fig. 2. The graph represents the amalgamation of the
user-subject access network and the subject-category
assignment network. In the former, an edge
represents that a user accessed the subject’s record. In
the latter, an edge represents that the subject’s record
is assigned to a particular category. For an arbitrary
time period, the information in this graph is
summarized in two binary matrixes A and B of size
|S| |U| and |G| X |S|, respectively.1 A(i,j)= 1 when uj
accesses si, and 0 otherwise. Using thisfeature, we
employ the inverse document frequency (IDF) model,
popularized by information retrieval systems and
shown to be effective for weighting the affinity of
individuals to subjects in friendship networks

To formalize the problem, we use the following
notation. Let U, S, and G be the set of users, subjects,
and categories to which a subject can belong in the
CIS, respectively. Let DB be a database of access
transactions, such that db Є DB is a tuple of the form
<u, s,G0, time>, where u Є U, s Є S, G0 Є G, and
time is the timestamp associated with the access. We
use cardinality | | to represent the number of elements
in a set.

Complex Category Inference
In prior anomaly detection models, communities are
based on the access network at one time only. This is
appropriate when the set of users in the system is
static and collaborate over distinct subjects. However,
in a CIS, the and subjects (e.g., patients) are
constantlyrotating through the system and represent a
varying set of semantic categories (e.g., diagnoses).
Thus, an anomaly detection should account for the
dynamic nature of the system and the semantics of
the subjects.

III. PATTERN EXTRACTION
CADS-PE infers communities from the relationships
observed between users and subjects’ records in the
CIS access logs. The community extraction process
consists of two primary steps: a) construction of the
user-subject access network and b) user community
inference.

Community Inference
To infer user communities, CADS performs a spectral
decomposition on a relational model of the users,
which MetCADS extends to include complex
categories. In preparation for the decomposition,
CADS builds a matrix R ¼ AI TAI, which is based
on the access network. By contrast, MetaCADS
extends the model to incorporate the assignment
network,
IV. ANOMALY DETECTION
CADS-AD predicts which users in the CIS are
anomalous by e) discovering a user’s nearest
neighbors and f) calculating the deviation of each
user from their neighbors.
V. NEAREST NEIGHBOR DISCOVERY
To search for the k-nearest neighbors (KNNs) of a
user, we adopt a modified euclidean distance. These
measure
weightsthe
principal
components
proportionally to the amount of variance they cover in
the system. These distances are stored in a matrix DIS
of size indicates the distance between ui and uj. Using
this measure, we determine an appropriate value for
k. This is accomplished by leveraging the network
community profile (NCP), a characterization of
community quality based on its size. In particular, k

Fig 2 An illustration of differences between CADS and
MeataCADS

MetaCADS extension incorporates two additional
steps into the process: c) construction of the subjectcategory assignment network, and d) complex
category inference. These steps are performed prior to
user community inference.
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is set to the value that minimizes NCP as defined in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm1. Minimization of the network community
profile Input: DIS, a distance matrix
Output: k, the number of nearest neighbors
1. k ←| U |
2. for i=1 to |U| do
3. N= { }
4. for j= 1 to |U| do
5. N ← N υ i – nnj
6. end for
7. for j = 1 to | U | do
8. if Ψ (gj, N, i) < k then
9. k ← i
10. end if
11. end for
12. end for

Simulation of Users
One of the challenges of working with real data from
an operational setting is that it is unknown if there is
abnormal behavior in the data set. Thus, to test the
performance of the models, we designed an
evaluation process that mixes simulated users with
the real users of the EHR data set. We worked under
the assumption that an anomalous user would not
exhibit steady behavior.. The simulated user accesses
a set of randomly selected subjects, the size of which
ranges from 1 to 120.
Sensitivity to number of anomalous users. The second
setting investigates how the number of simulated
users influences the rate of detection. In this case, we
vary the number of simulated users from 0.5 to five
percent of the total number of users, which we refer
to as the mix rate.

Here, corresponds the conductance, a measure
designed to characterize network quality.

Detection Performance Metrics
We measure the performance of the models using the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. This is
a plot of the true positive rate versus false positive
rate for a binary classifier as its discrimination
threshold is varied. The area under the ROC curve
(AUC) reflects the relationship between sensitivity
and specificity for a given test. A higher AUC
indicates better overall performance. In the final two
simulation settings, we report on the average AUC
per simulation anomaly detection models.

VI. EXPERIMENTS
Anomaly Detection Models
The first two are based on supervised classification
and assume there exists a training set of anomalous
and nonanomalous user class labels, whereas the final
model is an unsupervised heuristic. For each of these
models, we treat real and simulated users as
nonanomalous and anomalous, respectively.
EHR Access Log Data Set
StarPanel is a longitudinal electronic patient chart
developed and maintained by the Department of
Biomedical Informatics faculty working with staff in
the Informatics Center of the Vanderbilt University
Medical Center. StarPanel is ideal for this study
because it aggregates all patient data as fed into the
system from any clinical domain and is the primary
point of clinical information management.

Varying Number of Simulated User and Accessed
Subjects
In this experiment, we simulated an environment in
which the system varied in the types of intruders to
compare the anomaly detection models. Specifically,
we allowed both the number of simulated users and
the number of subjects accessed by the simulated
users to vary. The mix rate between simulated users
and the total number of users was varied between 0.5
to five percent and the number of subjects accessed
per simulated user was selected at random between 1
and 150.

Deviation Score Distributions
There are several important aspects of the
relationship between MetaCADS and CADS that we
wish to highlight. First, the figure indicates that
MetaCADS and CADS have significantly different
distributions.
This combination tends to lead to larger user
communities. Second, most users access only a small
number of subjects. For instance, it is rare to see a
user access more than 100 subjects. Third, the
majority of users’ deviations are relativelysmall.
Nearly 98.7 percent of the users receive a deviation
score less than 0.2 in MetaCADS, and less than 0.04
in CADS. In contrast to CADS, users with large
deviations in the MetaCADS model are significantly
farther from users with smaller deviations. For
instance, in MetaCADS, most users’ deviations are
less than 0.2, which is nearly four times smaller than
the largest deviation of 0.7

Detection of the Insider Threat
The previous set of approaches strive to define
“zones” in which a user can access and act upon
subjects in a system. However, users can commit
illicit actions in the zones in which they are entitled to
function. In this case, there are mainly two classes of
malicious insiders. 1) masqueraders and 2) traitors.
The masqueraders are the most familiar example of
an insider. They have little knowledge of the system
and the anticipated behavior. They may be a user that
searches for knowledge to exploit or they may be
users whose accounts have been compromised.
Traitors on the other hand have complete knowledge
of the system and its policies. A traitor may exhibit
normal behavior and still perpetrate malicious acts.
The problem studied in this paper is akin to that of
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detecting masqueraders. Several notable approaches
have been proposed to address this type of intruder.
The first is nearest neighbor anomaly detection
techniques which are designed to measure the
distances between instances by assessing their
relationship to “close” instances.

environments with offline training. There are
limitations of the system; however, and in particular,
we intend to validate and improve our system with
adjudication through real human experts.
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Abstract- With the development of wireless communication, the popularity of android phones, the increasing of social
networking services, mobile social networking has become a hot research topic. Personal mobile devices have become
ubiquitous and an inseparable part of our daily lives. These devices have evolved rapidly from simple phones and
SMS capable devices to Smartphone’s and now with android phones that we use to connect, interact and share
information with our social circles. The Smartphone’s are used for traditional two-way messaging such as voice, SMS,
multimedia messages, instant messaging or email. Moreover, the recent advances in the mobile application development
frameworks and application stores have encouraged third party developers to create a huge number of mobile
applications that allow users to interact and share information in many novel ways. In this paper, we elaborate a
flexible system architecture based on the service-oriented specification to support social interactions in campus-wide
environments using Wifi. In the client side, we designed a mobile middleware to collect social contexts such as the
messaging, creating group, accessing emails etc. The server backend, on the other hand, aggregates such contexts, analyses
social connections among users and provides social services to facilitate social interactions. A prototype of mobile social
networking system is deployed on campus, and several applications are implemented based on the proposed architecture to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the architecture.
Keyword- Wifi, Androids, Social networking,

I. INTRODUCTION
software refers to software designed to explore the
social possibilities of urban environments through
mobile devices. of the basic requirements of such
software is that it must be very simple to use and
efficient to operate, so that it integrates seamlessly
into users’ lives.

Mobile phones progressed and became popular in a
speedy manner since they facilitate and improve
communication among people in an impressive way.
It is foreseen that the future mobile phone will
advance their current role by becoming a device that
will act as an organizer, a financial task manager, an
entertainment platform, a security center, etc. The
evolution of communication (3G, GPS, Wi-Fi,
WiMax, etc.) and hardware (microprocessors, storage
space, touchscreens, etc.) technologies offer mobile
industry a scene to develop many useful user-oriented
services, which are able to “collaborate” with existing
Web technologies and services. Today’s mobile
phone offers a computer-like and on-the-go user
access to the Web with browsers that support current
web technologies (HTML, CSS, Javascript, Java,
etc.). Social networking has become a popular
application among wireless phone users. Typical
applications, such as Facebook allow mobile users to
share information with other users. The application
facilitates communication, such as messaging
between users.

A Existing System
BlueFriend
BlueFriend is an application that takes advantage of
mobile devices and Bluetooth technology to promote
social networks, thus allowing to generate what is
usually referred to as a mobile social network. The
main goals sought are: (i) the application must be
able to match user interests locally, (ii) no
communications infrastructure should be required,
thus allowing the application to operate in places
where it is not available, or when the costs involved
are too high, (iii) no user intervention shall be
required at any moment during its execution, and (iv)
the implementation must be efficient for it to be able
to scale to large numbers of users, and also adopt
multi-threading to handle parallel profile matching.
One of the important properties of this application is
that its operation relies heavily on geographic
context. In fact, user profiles are only exchanged
when two members of BlueFriend’s social
community are nearby (within Bluetooth’s radio
range, which is about 10 meters). Another important
property has to do with its mode of operation;
contrarily to most social networks, where the user
himself has to interact intensively with the network to
participate actively, with BlueFriend all the tasks are

II. SYSTEM PREREQUISITE
Social networks are growing day-by-day, having a
broad impact on our societies. In particular, mobile
social networks offer a novel user-interaction
paradigm that combines the benefits of social
networks (e.g., Facebook and Twitter) with mobile
computing devices. Devices such as smart phones,
PDAs and portable tablet PCs have become
everyday-tools for many people. Mobile social
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performed automatically by the mobile terminal. So,
after the user introduces his personal data and profile,
the application will move into the background,
operating by continuously trying to detect other
members of the community and exchanging profiles.

c) Apache Tomcat
It is an open source web server and servlet container
developed by the Apache Software Foundation.
Tomcat implements the java servlet and the Java
Server Pages (JSP) specifications from Oracle
Corporation, and provides a "pure Java" HTTP web
server environment for java code to run.

B Proposed System
Bluetooth bandwidth and transfer rate is slow some
time it does not support some application or takes
longer time to load the application. Which degrades
the performance of application can slow down the
speed of mobile phone. To overcome this problem we
further enhance this application using “WIFI”. WiFi Community is a fully automated system that
provides security, reliability, authentication and
controlling our network at one click.

B Android
Android is a Linux-based operating system primarily
designed for mobile devices such as smart phones and
tablet computers utilizing ARM processors. Android
consists of a kernel based on the Linux kernel with
middleware, libraries and APIs written in C and
application software running on an application
framework which includes Java-compatible libraries
based on Apache Harmony. Android software
development is the process by which new
applications are created for the Android operating
system. Applications are usually developed in the
Java programming language using the Android
Software Development Kit. Android uses the Dalvik
virtual machine with just-in-time compilation to run
Dalvik dex-code (Dalvik Executable), which is
usually translated from Java byte code.

This application is platform independent such as
capability of working on all platform of computer
system such as any version of Windows systems.
This application is also capable of supporting the
cellular phone models such as Nokia, Samsung, Sony
Ericson, tablet PC’s, and PDA’s. Of any model
having Wi-Fi facility and android operating system
having version 2.3.0 above on that cell phone device.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The “Wifi-community” is Android based application
which uses Wifi as a hot-spot to communicate.
A J2EE (Java™ 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition)
The J2EE platform uses a distributed multitier
application model for enterprise applications.
Application logic is divided into components
according to function, and the various application
components that make up a J2EE application are
installed on different machines depending on the tier
in the multitier J2EE environment to which the
application component belongs.

Fig 1 Android Architecture

a) Servlet
A servlet is a Java technology based web component,
managed by a container that generates dynamic
content. Like other Java-based components, servlets
are platform independent Java classes that are
compiled to platform neutral bytecode that can be
loaded dynamically into and run by a Java enabled
web server. Containers, sometimes called servlet
engines, are web server extensions that provide
servlet functionality. Servlets interact with web
clients via a request/response paradigm implemented
by the servlet container.

Android applications run in a sandbox, an isolated
area of the operating system that does not have access
to the rest of the system's resources, unless access
permissions are granted by the user when the
application is installed. The sandboxing and
permissions system weakens the impact of
vulnerabilities and bugs in applications. Android
smart phones have the ability to report the location of
Wi-Fi access points, encountered as phone users
move around, to build databases containing the
physical locations of hundreds of millions of such
access points. These databases form electronic maps
to locate smartphones, allowing them to run apps.

b) MySQL
MYSQL is a Relational Database Management
System (RDBMS). MYSQL is open-source and
freeware software which has over 11 Million
installations. The program runs as a server providing
multi-user access to a number of databases.

C Wi-Fi Access point and Hotspots
A necessary component of any Wi-Fi network is a
router connected to the Internet by some wired
method, such as a DSL cable or phone line. A WAP
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serves as a central hub of communication between
wireless devices that want to access the network and
the actual wired Internet connection itself. By
converting information from the Internet into radio
signals, and then broadcasting them, the WAP
actually creates the wireless network itself. Wifi
hotspot is a network adapter when the computer is
turned on the computer will inform you that the
network exists and ask whether you want to connect
to it.

V. CONSTRAINTS
A) Wi-Fi networks have limited range.
B) The Internet protocol was designed for a wired
network in which packet loss due to noise is very rare
and packets are lost almost exclusively due to
congestion. On a wireless network, noise is common.
This difference causes TCP to greatly slow or breaks
transmission when noise is significant, even when
most packets are still arriving correctly.
C) The most common wireless encryption-standard,
Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), has been shown to
be easily breakable even when correctly configured.
D) Wi-Fi connections can be disrupted or the internet
speed lowered by having other devices in the same
area.

IV. SYSTEM FEATURES








Free Internet Access
It provide the users to use internet service
from any of their electronic gadgets such as
laptop, tablet pc’s, mobiles and all other
devices which support Wi-Fi service
anywhere in the Wifi premises.
Secure access
Another system feature of the application is
secured access to Wi-Fi service. Every user
is assigned a user name and password and
privileges according to its authority. So the
system maintains the database accordingly,
as user try to connect the Wi-Fi network,
application server verifies it, if it is valid
then only server grants its request.
Keeping In Touch
People join Friending communities to satisfy
their need to belong to a group – or
Multiple groups – in a community in which
there are people known in the real/physical
world, or people who were unknown but
share a common interest or passion.
Entertainment and curiosity

VI. CONCLUSIONS
We presented the design and implementation details
of an application based on Wi-Fi technology for WiFi enable devices (i.e.: mobiles, laptop, PDA’s,
tablets) supporting communication and provides
security to Wi-Fi network, based on open
technologies such as Java programming language and
Mobile Edition support. Our goal was to create an
easy to use, mobile, interactive, flexible and
extensible client-server solution, which support to
client for managing wireless network effectively and
in an appropriate way. The cost involved is only the
initial set up cost and all communication within the
network is free. This model will be very useful to
reduce
communication
overhead
in
large
organizations, in terms of revenue, space, efficiency
portability and availability.
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PRIVACY PRESERVING PUBLIC AUDITING FOR DATA STORAGE
SECURITY IN CLOUD COMPUTING
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Abstract- Cloud computing is used to store the data securely and provide on demand services to the cloud user. For security
purpose Third Party Auditor (TPA) is involved in the cloud computing. TPA is used to audit the data. During the auditing
process there exist no way for TPA to derive the users data contents. The data is stored at the cloud in the encrypted form. If
we want to retrieve the data then decryption is done at the TPA. For encryption and decryption public and private keys are
generated using digital signature. The data is encrypted in the form of hash function value which is of fixed length.
Keywords- Cloud computing, TPA (third party auditor).

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a computing model in which
users can store their data or retrieve the data as per
their requirement. Accessing data from anywhere is
possible. All the data which user want to store in the
cloud is secure. That data can be text file or images or
videos or any other file. The data which is present in
the cloud is preserving their privacy with the help of
external audit party called as Third Party Auditor
(TPA). TPA is used to audit the data without
demanding the local copy of the data.Security is the
major element in the any cloud computing
infrastructure. Using TPA securely storage of the data
becomes possible. For securely storing the data with
the help of TPA we are using digital signature
algorithm and hashing function.

in the cloud computing environment has not been
defined clearly.
Proposed system
In this method we proposed a method to build a
trusted computing environment for cloud computing.
Means there is a assurance of the data storage
security in the proposed system. For
that we are using the external audit party called TPA
to securely store the data into the cloud and securely
retrieve the data from the cloud.
III. RELATED WORK

Existing system
In existing system, the data present in the cloud is not
secure. Because security mechanisms for the data
storage are not build properly. The cloud computing
security can be provided as security services. Security
messages and secured messages can be transported,
understood, and manipulated by standard Web
services tools and software. This mechanism is a
good choice because the web service technology has
been well established in the network-computing
environment. Even the mechanism for the cloud
computing security has many merits now, but there
are still some disadvantages. For example, there is
short of the mechanism on the hardware to support
the trusted computing in cloud computing system.
The trusted root in cloud computing environment has
not been defined clearly.

Fig. The Architecture of cloud data storage service [1]

Architecture of cloud data storage service contains 3
main elements
1. Cloud server.
2. TPA (Third Party Auditor).
3. Cloud user
Cloud Server
Cloud server contains the encrypted data, which we
want to store in our cloud. Cloud server is a provider
of user’s data on their demand. The data is securely
transferred to the cloud server with the help of TPA
(Third party auditor).

The creation and protection of certificates are not
secure enough for cloud computing environments.
The performance is reduced apparently when the
cryptographic computing are processed. There are
also lack of some mechanisms to register and classify
the participants carefully, such as the tracing and
monitoring for them. Some technologies have been
used to build the security mechanism for cloud
computing. But the trusted root

TPA (Third party auditor)
The word trust is defined as “A trusted component,
operation, or process is one whose behavior is
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predictable under almost any operating condition and
software, viruses, and a given level of physical
interference.”[4]

which is highly resistant to subversion by application
A hash function takes variable-length input. In this
case, a message of any length, even thousands or
millions of bits and produces a fixed-length output of
128-bits. The hash function ensures that, if the
information is changed in any way even by just one
bit an entirely different output value is produced.
There are several reasons to sign such a hash (or
message digest) instead of the whole document.
• For efficiency: The signature will be much shorter
and thus save time since hashing is generally much
faster than signing in practice.
• For compatibility: Messages are typically bit
strings, but some signature schemes operate on other
domains. A hash function can be used to convert an
arbitrary input into the proper format.
• For integrity: Without the hash function, the text "to
be signed" may have to be split in blocks small
enough for the signature scheme to act on them
directly. However, the receiver of the signed blocks is
not able to recognize if all the blocks are present and
in the appropriate order.

- TPA should audit the data from the cloud, without
demanding the local copy of data.
-TPA should not create new vulnerability to user data
privacy.
- TPA would not learn any knowledge about the data
stored on the cloud server during the efficient
auditing process. [1]
Cloud user
Only user can encrypt their data by using public key
and decrypt the data by using private key with the
help of TPA.
By executing key generation we get public and
private keys. When the user want to store the data in
the cloud public key is used. Public key is used to
encrypt the data. Public key is known to everyone.
Encrypted data is in the form of hash value which is
of 128 bit. This encrypted data is then stored in the
cloud server.

V. CONCLUSION

When user want to retrieve the data from the cloud
then private key is used. This is used to decrypt the
data. Hash values of both the data are matched at the
TPA. If these are same then the data is decrypted
successfully.

In this paper, we propose a privacy preserving public
auditing for data storage security in cloud computing,
in which TPA is used to audit the data without
demanding the local copy of data. For authentication
we are using digital signature algorithm in which
public and private keys are used to encrypt and
decrypt the data respectively. The encrypted data is in
the form of hash function which is of fixed length. So
that it reduces the online burden.

Digital signature generation algorithm
A digital signature is a mathematical scheme for
demonstrating the authenticity of a digital message or
document. A valid digital signature gives a recipient
reason to believe that the message was created by a
known sender. Digital signatures are commonly used
for software distribution, financial transactions.
Digital signatures are often used to implement
electronic signatures, a broader term that refers to any
electronic data that carries the intent of a signature,[5]
but not all electronic signatures use digital
signatures.[6][7] In some countries, including the
United States, India,[8] and members of the European
Union, electronic signatures have legal significance.
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Abstract- This paper describes how the web content visualization can be greatly improved using the modeling technique.
Web content visualization is the outcome of effort made to avail an improved 3D visualization unlike the 2D web content
visualization at present. Web page navigation in this case will be depicted by a 2D graph and the web content will be
visualized in the form of 3D graph. Also the RSS feeds will be visualized in the form of 3D graph. In normal browser we
type name of the URL in the address bar and that URL is downloaded. But the 3D browser takes any URL as an input and
generates a 3D graph of the whole website. When we type the URL, a root node of this URL is created. And then this URL
goes to the Parser. The parser, parse this web page and gives output in the form of the set of the hyperlinks. Corresponding to
each link we create a node and it is attached to the root node. In this way the whole 3D graph of the website is generated.
Different color schemes are used for the nodes of different links e.g. text links, image links, video links etc. Advanced search
facility is also provided. Moreover as the graph is 3D in nature, the user can rotate the graph as per his requirement.
Keywords- Information Visualization, RSS feed visualization, web page visualization, Interactive Information Retrieval

I. INTRODUCTION
have decided to develop a Web Brower with a
difference. Our implementation will help not only to
the Expert users but also to the novices. Also, one
more purpose is to attract elderly persons who
hesitate to surf internet towards surfing so that they
will also be exposed to the treasure of information i.e.
internet.

With the emerging trend in technology and increase
in the current period of information our social and hitech life revolves around all facets of information.
Information has become an indispensable part of our
lives. Information visualization has always been
under developing and upgrading phase. For example,
Earlier the information used to be visualized in only
two dimensions which is not so interactive and
presentable so there has been a continuous research to
present the information in three dimension, as this is
more effective and provides a better perspective.

II. OBJECTIVE OF PROJECT
We are developing the existing concept with the
improved, efficient and more user friendly GUI with
the help of the visualization techniques. So we
develop a Web Brower with a difference. Our
implementation will help not only to the Expert users
but also to the novices. In normal browser we type
name of the URL in the address bar and that URL is
downloaded. But the 3D browser takes any URL as
an input and generates a 3D graph of the whole
website. When we type the URL, a root node of this
URL is created. And then this URL goes to the
Parser. The parser, parse this web page and gives
output in the form of the set of the hyperlinks.
Corresponding to each link we create a node and it is
attached to the root node. In this way the whole 3D
graph of the website is generated.

A study [1] from 2006 shows that 88% of users will
try a new search if they do not find what they seek in
the first three pages. That means in a usual search
interface the users would review 30 results and then
they will start a new search with a different query or
they will modify their previous query to get a
different set of search results.
To overcome the shortcomings of the traditional web
search interfaces web visualization using graphs has
been developed. It takes into account the concept of
information visualization to visualize search results,
web pages and RSS feeds using nodes.
Today, “Human Computer Interface” is the talk of the
IT industry. Means all the IT companies give
preference to the GUI of the product they are
developing. For example, Microsoft has developed
“Vista” operating system. It doesn’t have much more
extended functionality. Only purpose behind that is to
improve user interface. Following the same trend, we
also thought of developing the existing concept with
the improved, efficient and more user friendly GUI
with the help of the visualization techniques. So we

Different color schemes are used for the nodes of
different links e.g. text links, image links, video links
etc. Advanced search facility is also provided.
Moreover as the graph is 3D in nature, the user can
rotate the graph as per his requirement.
Basically, our project has three domains:
1] RSS Feed/XML Visualization
2] Search engine visualization
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3] Web page visualization (HTML)

4. Parse these results- extract URL and summary
from search results.
5. Visualize these results in structured graphs.

III. DIAGRAM

Web Page Visualization
1. Accept web page / url.
2. Download HTML page using Java Networking
3. Parse it using HTML parser.
4. There is one block missing that is categorize the
parsed elements of a web page and finally
5. Visualize using animated graphs.
IV. MATHEMATICS
SET THEORY:
S= {U, F, M, Fv, E, V}
Where U= {u1,u2, u3, ……} where u is a set of
URLs
F={f1, f2 , f3,………} where F is a set of functions
for data processing
M is 2D/3D model
Fv={fv1,fv2,fv3,….} where Fv is set of visualization
function
E={e1,e2,e3,……….} where E is set of events which
may be mouse/keyboard events V will be the
visualized model Now,

RSS
V. RELATED WORKS

1. Database of user preferences contains which
URL’s to download, the time interval for refreshing,
category for URL (e.g. Cricket, Movies, Stocks, etc.)
2. Next Block is scheduling (empty box). This is
where a timer implemented in java will repeatedly
download url data (xml file format) at specified
intervals.
3. Download: download the .xml file using java
networking
4. Once downloaded, parse the xml file using Nano
XML parser to extract required information
5. Categorize the information (feeds from various
URLs / sites) based on categories (Sports, Stocks,
etc.)
6.
Finally visualize in 3D Search Engine
Visualization
1. Accept keyword for search
2. Call SOAP API functions using Java Networking
again
3. Fetch the results from API – usually in the form of
Enumerations or Linked Lists.

A system that adapts two techniques to map and
explore web results visually in order to find relevant
patterns and relationships amongst the resulting
documents. The first technique creates a visual map
of the search results using a contentbased
multidimensional
projection[3].
The
second
technique is capable of identifying, labeling and
displaying topics within sub-groups of documents on
the map.
The system (The Projection explorer for the WWW,
or PEx-Web) implements these techniques and
various additional tools as means to make better use
of web search results for exploratory applications.
A projection technique maps the textual result from a
web search (currently, it implements general search,
patent search and RSS news feed retrieval) onto a 2D
display that can be complemented with visual
attributes. With the use of this tool, it is possible to
explore groups of highly correlated textual content.
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Interaction tools, mining functionalities(eg. clustering
and classification), and labeling from automatically
extracted topics are available.
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Evaluation must continue to show how these
approaches minimize the deficiencies and maximize
cognitive efficiencies of the de-facto standard rankedordered list[2]. Toward this goal, there is an attempt
to scrutinize core components that all visualizations
share to some degree; namely, the specialization of
documents and the representation of relationships
between those documents. The rank-ordered list has
serviced a myriad diversity of information need.
However, the generic rank-ordered list is increasingly
inadequate for navigation of large quantities of
information.
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 NetworkVisualization.htm
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There is evidence of some serious attempts at
producing viable alternatives to the list format . The
Internet hosts a number of examples that propose
cognitive amplification for specific stages of the
information retrieval process; for example, query
formulation and initiation of search , review of results
, refinement of result set , and use of results . Spatial
arrangement or position is a salient feature for the
representation of document relatedness.

A Vision of Visualization in Teaching
Object-Oriented Programming
Information Visualization
Visual Formalism for object oriented
architecture

PPT:
A Vision of Visualization in Teaching ObjectOriented Programming

Although relatedness is a subjective matter, a
relationship may be made explicit (e.g. an edge
between nodes), or implicit (e.g. based on point
density). Comprehensive evaluation of the
rudimentary spatial component will
expand on this knowledge.
Web search visualization using scatter plot[1]
provides the users to search their documents and the
results will be visualized in a traditional list based
representation and also in a scatter plot according to
the documents’ last modification date and document
type.
VI. CONCLUSION:
The browser creates the 3D graph of the website and
it is represented with the help of the powerful
visualization techniques. User can view any page at
any time just by rotating the graph and clicking on the
particular node. Such kind of facility makes the
surfing easy, fast, interesting and interactive. This
will surely attract more number of users towards
surfing.
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Abstract- It is difficult to automate class generation from natural language requirements. This project proposes Class
Diagram extraction tool where requirements are given in textual format. The tool Class Diagram Generator CGen generates
Class models by emphasizing on natural language requirements. Here we propose a method and a tool to facilitate
requirements analysis supporting Natural Language processing NLP and Domain Ontology techniques. Requirements
engineers usually analyze requirements manually to come out with analysis artifacts such as Class diagram. CGen aims at
integrating both requirement analysis and design phases by identifying Classes along with its attributes and methods with
proper relationship among Classes with their GUI representation.

Keywords- NLP Natural Language Proccesing,Domain Ontology,UML Class Diagram.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. RELATED WORK

In object-oriented systems, the notion of class is
carried over from analysis to design, implementation,
and testing. Thus, finding a set of domain classes is
the most important skill in developing an objectoriented system.

There have been several efforts for the analysis of
natural language requirements[2,4,8,9]. However, few
are focused on Class diagram extraction from natural
language (NL) requirements. Thus, few tools exist to
assist analysts in the extraction of Class diagram. In
this section we survey the works that use NLP or
domain ontology techniques to analyze NL
requirements, and the works that aim to extract Class
diagram based on NLP or domain ontology
techniques. Following are some tools:

The common way to express requirements is with
large volumes of text [1] which can be referred to as
natural language (NL) requirements. “Natural
Language Processing” (NLP) is an area of research
and application that explores how computers can be
used to understand and manipulate natural language
text or speech to do useful things. NLP is recognized
as a general assistance in analyzing requirements [4].

CIRCE: Ambriola and Gervasi[2] present a Webbased environment called Circe. Circe helps in the
elicitation, selection, and validation of the software
requirements. It can build semi-formal models, extract
information from the NL requirements, and measure
the consistency of these models. Circe gives the user a
complete environment that integrates a number of
tools. Circe is the main tool that is considered as a
front-end for the other components; it recognizes the
NL sentences and extracts some facts from them.
These facts are handed to the remaining tools for
graphical representation and analysis.

The automation of class generation from a written
source is highly challenging due to the following three
reasons (Richter, 1999; Maciaszek, 2001).
•
•
•

Natural language is ambiguous. Thus,
rigorous and precise analysis is very difficult
The same semantics could be represented in
different ways.
Concepts that were not explicitly expressed
in a written source are often very difficult to
model.

Zhou and Zhou[8] propose a methodology that uses
NLP and domain ontology. It is based on that the core
Classes are always semantically connected to each
other’s by one to one, one to many, or many to many
relationships in the domain. This methodology finds
candidate Classes using NLP through a part of speech
(POS) tagger, a link grammar parser, linguistic
patterns and parallel structure, and then the domain
ontology is used to refine the result.

For this reason it is feasible to express informal
language in a formal way of which object oriented
analysis is an important way. The core of object
oriented analysis is UML diagrams.
In addition to NLP techniques, Domain Ontology has
been widely used to improve the performance of
concept identification. Domain ontology refers to
domain knowledge that consists of structured concepts
which are semantically related to each other[7].

Mich L. [9] proposes a NLP system, LOLITA to
generate an object model automatically from natural
language requirement. It considers nouns as objects
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and it uses links to find relationships between objects.
LOLITA system does not distinguish between classes,
attributes, and objects. This approach is limited to
extract objects and cannot identify classes [4].

A. OpenNLP Parser
We choose OpenNLP [11] as a parser in our system.
The OpenNLP Parser library is a machine learning
based toolkit for the processing of natural language
text. It supports the most common NLP tasks, such as
tokenization, sentence segmentation, part-of-speech
tagging, named entity extraction, chunking, parsing,
and co reference resolution. These tasks are usually
required to build more advanced text processing
services. OpenNLP is an open-source and re-usable
algorithm. It provides our system with lexical and
syntactic parsers. OpenNLP is an open-source and reusable algorithm. It provides our system with lexical
and syntactic parsers. The high accuracy and speed in
OpenNLP encouraged us to choose it rather than
other existing parsers. OpenNLP uses lexical and
syntactic annotations to denote to the part of speech
of the terms; for example, NN denotes to Proper
Noun, VB denotes to Verb, and NP denotes to Noun
Phrase.

Taxonomic Class Modeling (TCM) methodology
proposed by Song (Song et al., 2004) is the most
recent and most complete work of identifying classes
to our best knowledge. Starting with problem
statement, it incorporates the noun analysis, class
categories, English sentence structure rules, checklists,
and other heuristic rules for modeling. TCM tries to
identify three types of classes: noun classes,
transformed classes (from verbs), and discovered
classes.
III. THE CGEN APPROACH
CGEN follows the Object- Oriented Analysis and
Design (OOAD) approach for object elicitation from
requirements described in Natural Language to
generate analysis and design UML models by
following an approach based on NLP and domain
ontology.

B. Word Net
WordNet [13] is used to validate the semantic
correctness of the sentences generated at the syntactic
analysis. It also enables users to display all
hypernyms for a selected noun. We used this feature
to verify Generalization relationship where a noun
phrase is supposed to be, a kind of another noun
phrase [3]. WordNet can used to find semantically
similar terms, and for the acquisition of synonyms
[12]. We used synonyms to extract words which are
semantically related to each other. We calculated the
words frequency to keep the synonyms with high
frequency in the document.

Analyst[14] creates requirements which are in
document format. CGEN system will check
requirements for spell errors and perform
morphological analysis using stop word file, noun
analysis and verb analysis using OpenNLP POS
tagger and WordNet. The candidate classes are
identified from noun/ noun phrase analysis and
classes are refined using Heuristics rules. Attributes
are identified using heuristic rules and relationships
are identified from verb analysis. This will display
analysis result. Domain Ontology is used finally for
generation of Class Diagram.

C. The Stemming Algorithm
Stemming is a technique that abbreviates word by
removing affixes and suffixes [12]. In the system, it is
very important to return words back to its base form;
this will reduce the redundancy and increase the
efficiency of the system. To perform the stemming,
we implemented RACE [14] stemming algorithm.
Based on the stemming result, we find that our
stemming algorithm is efficient and sufficient to be
used in the morphological analysis of requirements in
the system. Our stemming algorithm is simple and
reusable.
The algorithm is presented below:
 Step1: Use the requirements document as input.
 Step2: Identify the stop words and save the
result as {Stopwords_Found} list.
 Step3: Calculate the total number of words in
the documents without the stop words, the
number of occurrences of each word, and then
calculate the frequency ƒ of each word, as in ƒ
 Step4: Use RACE stemming algorithm module
to find the stemming for each word and save the
result in a list.
 Step5: Use OpenNLP parser in [11] to parse the
whole document (including the stop words)

IV. CGEN SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure1. CGEN system architechture.
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 Step6: Use the parser output to extract Proper
Nouns (NN), Noun phases (NP), verbs (VB).
And save it in {Conceptslist} list.
 Step7: Use Step2 and Step 6 to extract: {Noun
phrases (NP)} – {Stopwords_Found} and save
results to {Concepts-list}
 Step8: For each concept (CT) in {Concepts-list}
if {synonyms_list} contains a concept (CT2)
which have a synonym (SM) which lexically
equal to CT, then CT and CT2 concepts are
semantically related to each other.
 Step9: For each concept (CT) in {Concepts-list}
if {hypernyms_list} contains a concept (CT2)
which have a hypernyms (HM) which lexically
equal to CT, then CT2 “is a kind of“ CT. Then
save result as {Generalization-list}.








D. Domain Ontology
Domain ontology is used to improve performance of
concept identification [14]. Ontology formally
represents knowledge as set of concepts within a
domain and the relationships of pair of concepts. It
can be used to model a domain and support reasoning
about entities. The information in the ontology
includes concepts related to classes for Library
system, Attributes, and relationships. We used the
XML to build the ontology.

concept is general and can be replaced by a
specific concept, then ignore as class.
Examples: “user, object, etc.”
C-Rule5: If a concept is an attribute, then
ignore as a class. Examples: “name, address,
number”
C-Rule6: If a concept does not satisfy any of
the previous rules, then it’s most likely a class.
C-Rule7: If a concept is noun phrase
(Noun+Noun), if the second noun is an
attribute then the first Noun is a class. The
second noun is an attribute of that class.
Examples: “Customer Name” or “Book ISBN”
C-Rule8: if the ontology (if-used) contains
information about the concept such as
relationships, attributes, then that concept is a
class.

2) Attribute Identification Rules: We use the
following rules for attributes identification.
 A-Rule1: If a concept is noun phrase
(Noun+Noun) including the underscore mark
“_” between the two nouns, then the first noun
is a class and the second is an attribute of that
class.
Examples
“customer_name”,
“departure_date”.
 A-Rule2: If a concept can has one value, then
it’s an attribute. Examples:”name, date, ID,
address”. Based on A-Rule2, we collected and
stored a predefined list including the most
popular attributes to be used as a reference in
RACE system.

E. Concept Extraction Module
The aim of this module is to extract concepts
according to the requirements document. This module
uses OpenNLP Parser in [11], RACE stemming
algorithm [14], and WordNet to extract concepts
related to the given requirements.

3) Relationship Identification Rules: Using verb
analysis as input, we can apply the following rules:
 R-Rule1: using step10 in the concept
extraction engine (section 4.4), all the elements
in the {generalization-list} will be transferred
as Generalization (IS-A) relationship.
 R-Rule2: If the concept is verb (VB), then by
looking to its position in the document, if we
can find a sentence having (CT1 - VB – CT2)
where CT1 and CT2 are classes, then (VB) is
an Association relationship.
 R-Rule3: If the concept is verb (VB) and
satisfies R-Rule2, and the concept is equal to
one of the following {"consists of", "contain",
"hold, "include", "divided to", "has part",
"comprise", "carry", "involve", "imply",
"embrace"}, then the relationship that
discovered by that concept is Composition or
Aggregation. Example: “Library Contains
Books” then the relationship between
“Library” and “Book” is Composition
relationship.
 R-Rule4: If the concept is verb (VB) and
satisfies R-Rule2, and the concept is equal to
one of the 203 following {"require", "depends
on", "rely on", "based on", "uses", "follows"} ,
then the relationship that discovered by that

F. Class Extraction Module
This module uses the output of “concept extraction
module” and applies different heuristic rules[14] to
extract the class diagram ; However, We use domain
ontology in this module to refine the extracted class
diagram.
We can summarize the heuristic rules used as the
following.
1) Class Identification Rules: At the first step,
concepts that extracted using the ‘Concepts
Extraction Engine” module will be used as the input
and the following rules will be applied to extract
classes.
 C-Rule1: If a concept is occurred only one
time in the document and its frequency is less
than 2 %, then ignore as class.
 C-Rule2: If a concept is related to the design
elements then ignore as class. Examples:
“application, system, data, computer, etc…”
 C-Rule3: If a concept is related to Location
name, People name, then ignore as a class.
Examples: “John, Ali, London, etc…”
 C-Rule4: If a concept is found in the high level
of hypennyms tree, this indicates that the
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concept is the Dependency relationship.
Example: “Actuator uses sensors and
schedulers to open the door”, then the
relationships between (“Actuator” and
“sensor”), (“Actuator” and “Scheduler”) are
the Dependencies relationships.
R-Rule5: Given a sentence in the form
CT1 + R1 + CT2 + “AND”+ CT3 where
CT1, CT2, CT3 is a class, and R1 is a
relationship. Then the system will indicate that
the relation R1 is between the classes (CT1,
CT2) and between the classes (CT1, CT3).
R-Rule6: Given a sentence in the form
CT1 + R1 + CT2 + “AND NOT”+ CT3
where CT1, CT2, CT3 are classes, and R1 is a
relationship. Then the system will indicate that
the relation R1 is only between the classes
(CT1, CT2) and not between the classes (CT1,
CT3).

using learning algorithms. It can help in improving
efficiency and accuracy of the diagram.
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Abstract- In this paper, we focus on how to provide security to the agents in multi-agent system for intrusion detection in
MANETS. Initially we present an overview of existing work, ending up providing a mechanism to secure the agents in
MASID. Up till now the main area of research was detecting intrusion at various levels i.e. either host based intrusion
detection level or network based intrusion detection. Recent advancement has been multi-agent system for intrusion
detection, but the information exchanged between the agents is not secured. So we propose a method for securing agents in
MASID using AES algorithm. In this way we will able to have IDS with an additional feature of security.
Keywords- intrusion, multi-agent, distributed, AES

I. INTRODUCTION
Security has always been a major issue in computer
network. This is due to the increase in usage of
computer and internet. Many vulnerabilities exist for
which there are many different ways a computer can
be attacked it can be through hacking, intruding etc.

information exchanged between the agents. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. The following
section presents a brief survey of current research in
intrusion detection for wireless ad hoc networks.
Section 3 introduces describes the proposed intrusion
detection framework. Section 4 concludes this paper
by summarizing our approach and outlining some
future research directions.

Intrusion means any activity that tries to harm your
computer. These activities debase computers’
performance. Wireless network are more vulnerable
to attack this is due to many reasons such as dynamic
infrastructure, dynamic topology, irregularity of
wireless links. Authentication & firewalls are some of
the security measures but these security features are
predictable. So this leads to a new security field i.e.
intrusion detection.

II. RELATED WORKS
INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS
Intrusion detection system can be classified according
to the architectures. They are broadly classified into
four categories such as standalone IDS, distributed
and cooperatives IDS, hierarchical IDS, and lastly
agent based system.
(i) Stand-Alone IDS: In this type, the nodes perform
intrusion detection individually there is no exchange
of data between the hosts regarding intrusion.
Decisions are made by the information collected at its
own node since there is no cooperation between the
nodes.

Intrusion detection is the process of detecting the
abnormal activities in the computer. There are various
techniques for intrusion detection which are anomaly
detection and misuse detection. In anomaly detection
technique, the available data is compared to normal
pattern of data, whereas in misuse detection
technique, available data is compared to known attack
pattern. The source of data used by the above
mentioned technique can be host or network.

(ii) Distributed and cooperative IDS: Nodes here are
distributed. IDS are installed on each host.
Information regarding any abnormal activity is
exchanged between the nodes. Thus the nodes
cooperate for detecting intrusion.

The recent advancement in IDS is agent based
intrusion detection system. An agent is a process or
module that is capable of performing independent
activities in its environment. Instead of using a single
agent for detecting intrusion multiple agents could be
used.

(iii) Hierarchical IDS: This type of IDS extends
distributed and cooperative IDS by dividing network
into multiple layers.

Through the use of multiple agents intrusion
detection process gets distributed. The agent uses the
information regarding intrusion detection among
other agents. Up till now the main focus has been
intrusion detection but there is no research carried on
for securing the information exchange between the
agents. Thus the main aim of our paper is security of

(iv) Agent based system: In Agent based system;
agents are used for detecting the intrusion. Agents
can be an independent process, module or host. There
are many IDS designed for wired network but for
wireless network, the IDS require some different
features.
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They should be capable of handling dynamic
topology, decentralized network management etc. In
this section we focus on different type of IDS for
MANETS that have been developed previously.

III. PROPOSED WORK
The most recent advancement in IDS system is
MASID i.e. multi agent system for intrusion detection
proposed by Leila Mechtri, Fatiha Djemili Tolba,
Salim Ghanemi. In this system there are multiple
agents who perform intrusion detection process.
There were three agents in the proposed architecture
i.e. detection agent, collaboration agent, response
agent. Detection Agent performed the detection
process using two techniques i.e. anomaly detection
and misuse detection techniques. Response agent
which decides what response to provide when there is
known attack and what response to provide when
there is unknown attack.

CAIDS [10] is a standalone IDS proposed by B.-C.
Cheng and R.-Y. Tseng. In this system intrusion
detection system is first installed in each node. The
factor which this system considers for performing
detection is energy. Before executing the intrusion
detection process it checks the current status of the
node. If the energy required is more the IDS then
decides whether to perform the intrusion detection
process or not.
The main disadvantage is that nature of MANET is
neglected which is cooperation of nodes in order to
find global view of the whole network.

Collaboration Agent acts as mediator between
detection agent and response agent. In this system the
main focus was on intrusion detection but there is no
provision for providing security to the information
passing between detection agent and agent via
collaboration agent.

MANETS are distributed in nature and require node
cooperation. In distributed and cooperative IDS
system [11], there are two internal intrusion detection
systems one is local intrusion detection, other is
global intrusion detection system. First the local IDS
performs intrusion detection process but it can be
further extended to global intrusion detection system
by combining the LIDS where its node act
cooperatively by exchanging information regarding
intrusion between them.

Thus the aim of our proposed work is to provide
security to the information passing between the two
agents. For providing security AES algorithm could
be used.
Advanced Encryption standard (AES) is a block
cipher with a block length of 128 bits. AES allows for
three different key lengths: 128, 192, or 256 bits.
Encryption consists of 10 rounds of processing for
128-bit keys, 12 rounds for 192-bit keys and 14
rounds for 256-bit keys. Encryption consists of 10
rounds of processing for 128-bit keys, 12 rounds for
192-bit keys, and 14 rounds for 256-bit keys.

In hierarchical IDS [8] there are two algorithms that
are being proposed by N. Marchang and R. Datta
which are ADCLI, ADCLU.
The main concept of both the algorithms is similar. In
these algorithms the nodes that are in intrusion
detection process pass messages between them and
the suspected nodes are determined through these
messages i.e. one of the nodes creates a message and
passes it to all the other nodes, all the other nodes
needs to send the message back if the message
received by any node is not the same that was sent
previously then that node is suspected node. The only
difference between the two algorithms that either the
message is sent from one node to another or the
message is broadcasted to all nodes.

Except for the last round in each case, all other
rounds are identical. Each round of processing
includes one single-byte based substitution step, a
row-wise permutation step, a column-wise mixing
step, and the addition of the round key.
Through AES algorithm, whatever information is
being transferred in between detection agent and
response agent it would be encrypted and decrypted
using AES algorithm at collaboration agent.

After hierarchical IDS comes agent based IDS. C.
Ramachandran, S. Misra, and M. S. Obaidat [9]
proposed a two way strategy for intrusion detection.
In this strategy only those nodes are allowed to get
into the detection process if they have resources
available with them.

AES algorithm is up till now the most secure
algorithm for providing security to information being
transferred.
Fig shows three agents as it was mentioned in [13]
three agent have been shown. At the collaboration
agent, AES algorithm is being applied because it is
the main point of communication for both detection
agent and response agent. The information that is
being transferred between the two agents is encrypted
at detection agent who is then decrypted at response
agent.

The nodes that have enough resources with them get
into bidding process and the node with the most
optimum parameters perform the detection process.
The next strategy is building ant colony algorithm
based on anomaly detection.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced to new of security to
additional features of MASID i.e. flexibility etc. The
system is similar to that proposed in [13], but the
main aim is to secure the information being
transferred between agents. Security is being
provided using AES algorithm. The main advantage
of secure MASID is that more security is being
provided. One area of concern may be if the agents
i.e. either detection agents or response agent undergo
man-in-the-middle-attack i.e. it may happen that an
unknown person can act as a detection agent, research
in this area may be done for future use.
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Abstract- Today security is of paramount concern. Collaboration of companies may lead to leakage of confidential data
unintentionally or by the employees themselves with venomous intent such as information about the company`s product
being sent to the competitor. Data leakage may result in huge losses (loss of revenue, misusing of corporate names and brand
names etc.) thus posing a major threat to different companies .A variety of techniques developed(for instance watermarking)
till now are not strong enough to detect and prevent the leakage of data. In this paper we propose data allocation strategies
for allocating data using the concept of fake object in steganography making it more robust and powerful enough to catch
guilty agent. The model contains different distribution schemes based on different types of requests enhancing the chances of
catching guilty agent.
Keywords- Allocation strategies, data leakage, data privacy, fake records, leakage model.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the technology growing so fast the chances of
leaking of data is growing at proliferating rate.
Different measures have been implemented to reduce
the chances of data leakage. Most prominent among
them are standard security mechanisms/advanced
security measures, encryption and designated data
leakage prevention. Standard security measures
implemented by different companies include intrusion
detection system, firewalls, antivirus software that
provides protection against both outside and inside
attacks etc. advanced security measures includes
different machine learning and temporal reasoning
algorithms for detecting abnormal access, activity
based verification, detection of abnormal email
exchanges etc. device control, access control
mechanism are used to prevent access by the outside
agent.

In technology driven world, handling of confidential
data has become an insurmountable problem. Data
leakage can be defined as unintentional or accidental
distribution of private data without the knowledge of
the data owner. Sensitive data in different companies
may include financial information, patient
information, intellectual information, personal credit
card information, customer information and many
different data related to business and industry. Data
leakage has posed major challenge to the security
issues of the organization. Leakage of data has many
disastrous effects some of them being the headline
grabbing issues. Many companies have incurred huge
losses in terms of monetary values also leading to
negative publicity. Some of the companies which have
been reprocessed of the problem of data leakage are
UPS, Science Application International Corp, U.S
National Archive, Google, AOL, American express,
Nuclear Laboratory in Los Alamos, Scarborough &
Tweed and many more. Data leakage occurs due to
companies employees with malicious intent and
hackers.

Till date data leakage was handled through the
technique of watermarking i.e. an unpatrolled code is
injected in the data. Though the concept of
watermarking is very useful and can be used for
copyright protection but it requires some
modifications in the data which is undesirable in
some circumstances. Watermarks can easily be
distorted by code obfuscators which may break up all
the strings and scatter them around the program.

Known someone
at work who has sold corporate
data to another part
y…
6
4
2
0

II. DATA ALLOCATION PROBLEM
A. Problem Scenario
The problem of data leakage is mainly riveted on
establishing the parentage of the data. Distributor
owns a set of confidential information denoted by T
which can be of any type and size (e.g customer
information, bank database, news information etc.). A
set of data in T is requested (Ri) by an agent A1
(implicit or explicit). After processing the request the
distributor attains that some of the data is found at
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some other place. The problem revolves around the
concept of finding the guilty agent i.e the agent that
leaked the data.

intelligently making it difficult to distinguish between
real objects. Allocation of data is done depending on
the condition whether fake object is added or not and
accordingly four types of data allocation problem
emerges i.e. explicit request with fake object, explicit
request without fake object, sample request with fake
object and sample request without fake object.

Let us consider the data leaked be referred as D. The
agent receives a subset of M objects requested by the
agent for implicit request which can be any data from
the set T. for explicit request M can be any data that
satisfies the condition specified by the agent A1. We
may surmise that the agent may have leaked the data.
A1 agent may establish that he is innocent as the
leaked data may have been guessed or may have been
obtained by other means. The probability that the
agent is guilty can be denoted as Pr{g|D}. For
proving that the agent is guilty, model is based on
two assumptions:

The allocation of data has one objective and one
constraint. The distributor cannot deny the requests of
the agents while achieving the objective of
maximizing the chances of catching the guilty agent.
Here, we define the problem of optimization by
considering the situation where distributor has n
requests of data. The distributor wants to fulfill the
requests (R1, R2,) to the agents(A1,A2,A3…) in such a
fashion that satisfies the requests and maximizing the
difference among the distributed objects

Assumption1: For all objects that belongs to the set of
leaked data is independent of one another.
Assumption 2: The data may be obtained in two
ways:
1. Agent has leaked the data
2. Target user has guessed the data.

i.e
then

Now we will calculate the probability that the agent is
guilty. To compute the probability of guilty agent for
the given data set D, assuming that the target guessed
the data t belonging to D be p and the probability that
the agent leaked the data be 1-p. For computing the
probability that the single data is leaked, consider a
set of agents Ui={Ai|t belongs to D} having leaked
data t in their datasets. By assumption2 and
probability p we can say that Pr{some data is leaked=
1-p}………(1)

This can be explained with an example: The
distributor serves the request R1 and R2 to the agents
A1 and A2 providing them with the tuples t1 and t2
such that R1={t1,t2} and R2={t1}. Now if the data t1 is
leaked then agent A2 is more suspectable of leaking
the data.
In this paper, we present two algorithms for
allocation of data to the agents

Now assuming that all agent belongs to Ui that leaked
data with assumption2 we get Pr(agent Ai leaked
data)={ 1-p/Ui} if Ai belongs to Ui otherwise an
agent is guilty if he leaks at least one of the data
belonging to the dataset of leaked data, using
equation1 and assumption2 we can calculate the
probability that agent Ai is guilty as

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for explicit data request:
Input: Agent set A={A1,A2..}, tuple set T={t1,t2..}
Condition set cond ={cond1,cond2..}
No. of fake objects b={b1,b2…}.
Output: D data set with fake tuples
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

………… [2]
III. DATA ALLOCATION STRATEGIES
This paper uses a discerning way to allocate the data
to the trusted third parties to improve the chances of
detecting the leaked data. The distributor deals with
two types of requests namely sample request which is
request without condition and explicit request i.e.
request with condition. To ameliorate the chances of
catching guilty agent, the distributor adds “fake
object” that are mimic of real objects while satisfying
the requests. Fake object is created and attached
along with the real object to the trusted agents in such
a way that maintains the transparency of the request.
Fake object channels the identification of the agent
who carries it. The creation of fake object is done

A= 0
For i=1 to n do
If (ti.fields==cond) then
If bi>0
A=A union {i}
i=select an agent
f= create fake object from set F
D=D union f
F=F-{f}
b = b-1
if F= Null reinitialize the fake data set

In this algorithm, when a request from an agent
occurs then the database is checked and the data
fulfilling the condition given by the agent is taken.
Then the fake object is created, embedded in the data
and provided to the agent. The insertion of fake
object mimizes the similarities between the requests
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thus increasing the chances of catching the guilty
agent. Sample requests can be handled in the similar
fashion. Here the data is selected randomly
generating different datasets.

V. STEGANOGRAPHY
Most of the work of data leakage detection has been
done using the concept of watermarking.
Watermarking is vulnerable to many attacks such as
subtractive attacks in which existence of watermark
can be removed, distortion attacks where watermarks
can be distorted. To overcome these shortcomings we
present a concept of steganography. Steganogrphy is
the art of writing hidden messages which can be
known only to the intended recipients. It has great
potential of providing the security against illegal
access. In the project, fake object is inserted using the
construct of steganography making the entire system
transparent. The goal of steganography is to obliterate
the messages which are images in the project.

IV. FAKE OBJECT
Fake objects are “real looking” objects injected in
code to increase the chances of detecting the guilty
agent. The addition of fake object leads to
perturbation of data which may be undesirable in
certain situations. The distributor may be able to add
fake objects to the distributed data in order to
improve effectiveness in detecting guilty agents. For
example, say that the distributed data objects are
crime news and the agents are news reporter. In this
case, even small modifications to the news records
may be undesirable. However, the addition of some
fake crime news may be acceptable, since no actual
news matches these records. The distributor creates
and adds fake object to each data that he distributes to
the agents (say the reporters). Fake objects are
generated to increase the chances for catching guilty
agents who leak the data. Our use of “fake objects” is
inspired by “trace” records in mailing lists. Sample
Implementation Code:
public class InMemoryDatabase implements
Newschannel{
private List reporters = new Vector();
public Reporter createReporter(String reporterId,
String name)
throws DataException,
InvalidArgumentException {

VI. CONCLUSION
Data leakage can be a major problem to the
organizations. Leakage of data can occur deliberately
or unknowingly such as emails, websites, databases,
spreadsheets etc. Exposure of sensitive information
may lead to serious loss to organizations in terms of
money, fame and power. One remedy to the problem
can be distributing objects judiciously which can
make a significant difference in identifying guilty
agents. Our future work includes the investigation of
agent guilt models that capture leakage scenarios
using steganography.
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Abstract- feedback analysis has become an important constraint in today organization. For evaluating the feedback various
parameters needs to be considered. Due to use of existing feedback system it is not possible to properly provide the feedback
for the organization. In this paper we present a various review of features extraction techniques, various semantic analysis
method used for predicting the co-joined adjectives, various sentimental analysis methods are also described that are used for
recognizing the contextual polarity. We also describe the concept of ontology used for building the entity domain. Finally we
summarize the observations and underlying methods used for feedback analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION
are in an organization. It tells the managers
the reactions of employees to the company's policies.
The employees should be honest enough in giving
their views about a particular manager. They should
be assured that their suggestions would be taken into
consideration. They shouldn't be hesitant in giving
their feedback.

Feedback is essential to the working and survival
of all regulatory mechanisms found throughout living
and non-living nature, and in man-made systems such
as education system and economy.
As a two-way flow, feedback is inherent to all
interactions, whether human-to-human, human-tomachine or machine-to-machine. In an organizational
context, feedback is the information sent to
an entity (individual or a group) about its prior
behavior so
that
the
entity
may adjust its
current and future behavior to achieve the desired
result. Feedback occurs when an environment
reacts to an action or behavior. For example,
'customer-feedback'
is
the buyers' reaction to
a firm's products and policies,
and
'operational
feedback' is the internally generated information on
firm's performance. Response to a stimuli (such as
criticism or praise) is considered a feedback only if
it brings about a change in the recipient's behavior.

Employees are a mediator between the managers and
the customers. They can keep a company informed
about customer satisfaction and customer's traits. They
can give suggestions on improvement of goods and
services, on what type of training sessions should be
conducted in an organization for the employees, on
how their working environment can be improved, on
the perks and benefits which should be given to keep
employees motivated. The employees can tell the
managers about what they feel about the tasks
assigned to them. They can make managers
understand that lack of appreciation by managers can
lead to less productivity and thus, to slow growth of
organization. If the employees feel overburdened with
work assigned to them, they can honestly discuss this
with their superiors so that their work can be
distributed and shared if required. Employee
feedback can help measure the outcome of training
sessions, the requirements of customers, quality
improvement in an organization, etc.

In the knowledge-based economy new ideas and
models of thinking serve as a basis of organizational
vitality. How to reveal people’s talents and make
maximum use of them aimed at achieving the
organization’s main goal. Managers want to see
efficient processes and proof of personal growth. One
of the opportunities is to increase intellectual capital
via organizational learning and efficient feedback.

Thus, the managers should encourage employees to
give feedback and take it into consideration for the
growth and smooth running of their organization.

Employee feedback is very essential for an
organization's success. It will tell and keep the
managers updated about the organization's strengths
and weaknesses. Thus they can work upon them and
try to eliminate those weaknesses. It will help them in
carrying
SWOT
(Strength,
Weaknesses,
Opportunities, Threats) analysis in an organization,
thus, contributing to organization's growth. Employee
feedback should be encouraged by the managers as it
tells them how motivated and satisfied the employees

Ontology:
Ontology takes the role as a philosophical concept
originally, which regarded as an explanation or
description to an objective existing system from the
philosophy category, and concerns the abstract nature
of the objective reality. Later, it is given a new
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definition by the artificial intelligence category with
the development of artificial intelligence.

about the problem is not made quickly. So for all these
problems, we can provide feedback systems that will
analysis person day to day words. So that the person
can easily express his views in his own words and can
provide valuable suggestions for the organization. The
organization can easily detect the problems by the
person suggestions and judgment regarding that
problems can be made easily and quickly. This will
helps us to save time and will helps in better
development of the organization.

The Artificial-Intelligence literature contains many
definitions of ontology; many of these contradict one
another. For the purposes of this guide an ontology is
a formal explicit description of concepts in a domain
of discourse (classes (sometimes called concepts)),
properties of each concept describing various features
and attributes of the concept (slots (sometimes called
roles or properties)), and restrictions on slots (facets
(sometimes called role restrictions)).Ontology
together with a set of individual instances of classes
constitutes a knowledge base. In reality, there is a fine
line where the ontology ends and the knowledge base
begins.

III .RELATED WORK
There are three major steps in feedback analysis: i)
extract the set of features the author is commenting
on, ii) extract the related word/phrase that is used to
describe the feature and iii) determine whether each of
the word/phrase is expressing a positive, negative or
neutral sentiment.

In practical terms, developing Ontology includes:
 Defining classes in the ontology,
 Arranging the classes in a taxonomic
(subclass–super class) hierarchy,
 Defining slots and describing allowed
values for these slots,
 Filling in the values for slots for
instances.

Various approaches have been proposed to solve
problems related to these processes.
1) Part of speech tagging
Part-of-speech tagging is often a critical first step in
various speech and language processing tasks. Highaccuracy taggers (e.g., based on conditional random
fields) rely on well chosen feature functions to ensure
that important characteristics of the empirical training
distribution are reflected in the trained model. This
makes them vulnerable to any discrepancy between
training and tagging corpora, and, in particular,
accuracy is adversely affected by the presence of outof-vocabulary words.
In corpus linguistics, part-of-speech tagging (POS
tagging or POST), also called grammatical tagging or
word-category disambiguation, is the process of
marking up the words in a text (corpus) as
corresponding to a particular part of speech, based on
both its definition, as well as its context —i.e.
relationship with adjacent and related words in a
phrase, sentence, or paragraph. Part-of-speech tagging
is harder than just having a list of words and their
parts of speech, because some words can represent
more than one part of speech at different times, and
because some parts of speech are complex or
unspoken.

Architecture of ontology-based applications

II. MOTIVATION
The motivation of natural language based feedback
system shall be described by an example. A person
wants to provide the feedback for the organization.
The organization will provide him with a feedback
form. The feedback from consists of a radio button.
The radio button is marked with some specified values
based on some calculation. The person wants to click
on the given radio button for providing feedback to
the organization.

2) Kristina Toutanova Dan Klein in his paper
”Feature-Rich Part-of-Speech Tagging with a Cyclic
Dependency Network” present a new part-of-speech
tagger that demonstrates the following ideas: (i)
explicit use of both preceding and following tag
contexts via a dependency network representation, (ii)
broad use of lexical features, including jointly
conditioning on multiple consecutive words, (iii)
effective use of priors in conditional log linear
models, and (iv)ﬁne-grained modeling of unknown
word features. The Stanford tagger is trained with 10,

Due to the use of radio button, the person fails to
express his feeling and also was not able to provide
some suggestions regarding the organization. The
organization is also not able to determine what the
fault is in the system? And so judgment regarding
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00,000 words from the Oxford dictionary with the
help of some standard pre-defined methods. Using
these ideas together, a bi-directional dependency
network tagger in bidirectional/wsj3t0-18.holder gives
97.24% accuracy on the Penn Treebank WSJ, an error
reduction of 4.4% on the best previous single
automatically learned tagging result. [3]

data from the micro blogging social network site
Twitter. This type of dataset is of particular interest
because unsupervised POS tagging will likely be most
important in specialized idiosyncratic domains with a
typical features and small amounts of labeled training
data. Crucially, the author showed that even with the
inconsistent and at times strange use of grammar,
slang, and acronyms, the syntactic portion of the
model
demonstrably improves not only the
predictive ability of the model in terms of perplexity,
but also the accuracy in unsupervised POS tagging.
This is important because in general tweets are far
from being representative of “proper” grammar.
Nevertheless, there clearly exists some adherence to
syntactic structure as the use of the HMM within our
model improves word prediction and POS tagging.[2]

3) Jerome R. Bellegarda in his paper “Part-ofSpeech Tagging by Latent Analogy” explores an
alternative tagging strategy based on the principle of
latent analogy, which was originally introduced in the
context of a speech synthesis application. In this
approach, locally optimal tag sub sequences emerge
automatically from an appropriate representation of
global sentence-level information. This solution
eliminates the need for feature engineering, while
exploiting a broader context more conducive to word
sense disambiguation. Empirical evidence suggests
that, in practice, tagging by latent analogy is
essentially competitive with conventional Markovian
techniques, while benefiting from substantially less
onerous training costs. This opens up the possibility
that integration with such techniques may lead to
further improvements in tagging accuracy.

5) Ana-Maria Popescu and Oren Etzioni in her
paper “Extracting Product Features and Opinions from
Reviews” introduces OPINE, an unsupervised Feature
extraction system which mines reviews in order to
build a model of important product features, their
evaluation by reviewers, and their relative quality
across products. OPINE extracts explicit features for
the given product class from parsed review data. First,
the system recursively identifies both the parts and the
properties of the given product class and their parts
and properties, in turn, continuing until no candidates
are found. Then, the system finds related concepts and
extracts their parts and properties. In order to find
parts and properties, OPINE first extracts the noun
phrases from reviews and retains those with frequency
greater than an experimentally set threshold. OPINE’s
Feature Assessor, which is an instantiation of Know It
All’s Assessor, evaluates each noun phrase by
computing the PMI scores between the phrase and
meronymy discriminators associated with the product
class (e.g., “of scanner”, “scanner has”, “scanner
comes with”, etc. for the Scanner class). OPINE
distinguishes parts from properties using Word Net’s
IS-A hierarchy (which enumerates different kinds of
properties) and morphological cues (e.g., “-iness”, “ity” suffixes). [4]

This strategy focuses on two loosely coupled sub
problems:1) extract from the training corpus those
sentences which are the most germane in a global
sense, and 2) exploit the evidence thus gathered to
assemble the POS sequence based on local
constraints. The problem is address 1) by leveraging
the latent topicality of every sentence, as uncovered
by a global latent semantic mapping (LSM) analysis
of the entire training corpus. Each input surface form
thus leads to its own customized neighborhood,
comprising those training sentences which are most
related to it. POS tagging then follows via locally
optimal sequence alignment and maximum likelihood
position scoring, in which the influence of the entire
neighborhood is implicitly and automatically taken
into account. This method was observed to be
effective on corpora: a subset of the Penn Treebank
suitable for conducting benchmark comparisons its
accuracy was 96.5%. [1]
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4) William M. Darling in his paper “Unsupervised
Part-of-Speech Tagging in Noisy and Esoteric
Domains with a Syntactic-Semantic Bayesian HMM”
presents that incorporating semantic topic information
into a Bayesian HMM can result in impressive
increases in accuracy for unsupervised POS tagging.
Specifically, the author presented POSLDA – a topic
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stops when the global label assignment stays constant
over multiple consecutive iterations. [4]
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WordNet

3. Peter D. Turney in his paper “Thumbs Up or
Thumbs Down? Semantic Orientation Applied to
Unsupervised Classification of Reviews” introduces
the PMI-IR algorithm. The PMI-IR algorithm is
employed to estimate the semantic orientation of a
phrase (Turney,2001). PMI-IR uses Point wise Mutual
Information (PMI) and Information Retrieval (IR) to
measure the similarity of pairs of words or phrases.
The semantic orientation of a given phrase is
calculated by comparing its similarity to a positive
reference word (“excellent”) with its similarity to a
negative reference word (“poor”). More specifically, a
phrase is assigned a numerical rating by taking the
mutual information between the given phrase and the
word “excellent” and subtracting the mutual
information between the given phrase and the word
“poor”. The disadvantage of the system is that it
include the time required for queries and, for some
applications, the level of accuracy that was achieved
[5]

2) Semantic analysis
Semantic processing determines the possible
meanings of a sentence by focusing on the interactions
among word-level meanings in the sentence. This
level of processing can include the semantic
disambiguation of words with multiple senses; in an
analogous way to how syntactic disambiguation of
words that can function as multiple parts-of-speech is
accomplished at the syntactic level. Semantic
disambiguation permits one and only one sense of
words to be selected and included in the semantic
representation of the sentence. For example, amongst
other meanings, ‘file’ as a noun can mean either a
folder for storing papers, or a tool to shape one’s
fingernails, or a line of individuals in a queue.
1. Mita K. Dalal and Mukesh A. Zaveri in their
paper “Automatic Text Classification: A Technical
Review” presents an Automatic Text Classification
approach. Automatic Text Classification is a semisupervised machine learning task that automatically
assigns a given document to a set of pre-defined
categories based on its textual content and extracted
features. Automatic Text Classification involves
assigning a text document to a set of pre-defined
classes automatically, using a machine learning
technique. The classification is usually done on the
basis of significant words or features extracted from
the text document. Since the classes are pre-defined it
is a supervised machine learning task. Most of the
official
communication
and
documentation
maintained in commercial and governmental
organizations is in the form of textual electronic
documents and e-mails. Much of the personal and
other communication done by private individuals is in
the form of e-mails, blogs etc. Due to this information
overload, efficient classification and retrieval of
relevant content has gained significant importance.
[12]

4. Vasileios Hatzivassiloglou and Kathleen
R.Mckeown in this paper “Predicting the semantic
orientation of adjectives” introduces the log-linear
regression model. A log-linear regression model
which combined with supplementary morphology
rules predict whether conjoined adjectives are of the
same or different orientations achieving 82% accuracy
in this task when each conjunctions is considered
independently. It combines information from different
conjunctions to determine if each two conjoined
adjectives are of the same or different orientation.[6]
5. Rada Mihalcea and Dan Moldovan in this paper
“Semantic Indexing using WordNet Senses”
proposed Boolean Information retrieval system that
adds word semantics to the classic word based
indexing Two of the main tasks of our system, namely
the indexing and retrieval components, are using a
combined word based and sense-based approach. The
key to our system is a methodology for building
semantic representations of open text, at word and
collocation level. This new technique, called semantic
indexing, shows improved effectiveness over the
classic word based indexing techniques. The main
problem with the traditional Boolean word-based
approach to Information Retrieval (IR) is that it
usually returns too many results or wrong results
to be useful. Keywords have often multiple lexical
functionalities (i.e. Can have various parts of speech)
or have several semantic senses. Also, relevant
information can be missed by not specifying the
exact keywords. The solution is to include more
information in the documents to be indexed, such as to
enable a system to retrieve documents based on the
words, regarded as lexical strings, or based on the
semantic meaning of the words.

2. Ana-Maria Popescu and Oren Etzioni in her
paper “Extracting Product Features and Opinions from
Reviews” introduces OPINE.OPINE uses a novel
relaxation-labeling technique to determine the
semantic orientation of potential opinion words in the
context of the extracted product features and specific
review sentences; this technique allows the system to
identify customer opinions and their polarity with high
precision and Recall. Relaxation labeling is an
iterative procedure whose output is an assignment of
labels to objects. At each iteration, the algorithm uses
an update equation to re estimate the probability of an
object label based on its previous probability estimate
and the features of its neighborhood. The algorithm
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The Semantic indexing usage of word senses in the
process of document indexing is a pretty much
debated field of discussions. The basic idea is to index
word meanings, rather than words take as lexical
strings. Nevertheless, the conclusion which can be
drawn from all these experiments is that a highly
accurate Word Sense Disambiguation algorithm is
needed in order to obtain an increase in the
performance of IR systems [7].
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Companies and organizations are interested in finding
out costumer sentiments and opinions, while
individuals are interested in others’ opinions when
purchasing a product or deciding whether or not
watching a movie.
1. Jorge Carrillo de Albornoz, Laura Plaza, Pablo
Gervás in their paper” A Hybrid Approach to
Emotional Sentence Polarity and Intensity
Classification” presents a new approach to sentence
level sentiment analysis. The aim was to determine
whether a sentence expresses a positive, negative or
neutral sentiment, as well as its intensity. The method
performs WSD over the words in the sentence in order
to work with concepts rather than terms, and makes
use of the knowledge in an affective lexicon to label
these concepts with emotional categories. It also deals
with the effect of negations and quantifiers on polarity
and intensity analysis. An extensive evaluation in two
different domains is performed in order to determine
how the method behaves in 2-classes (positive and
negative), 3-classes (positive, negative and neutral)
and 5-classes (strongly negative, weakly negative,
neutral, weakly positive and strongly positive)
classification tasks. The results obtained compare
favorably with those achieved by other systems
addressing similar evaluations. [8]
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2. Raymond Hsu, Bozhi See, Alan Wu in this paper
“Machine Learning for Sentiment Analysis on the
Experience Project” proposed the following model
a) Bag of Words (BoW)
The BoW model is the most basic feature model in
sentiment analysis. It treats each unique word token as
a separate feature. We use BoW features as our initial
feature set for our system. This basic model acted as a
test bench for us to observe the changes needed to
make to our model better.
b) WorldNet Synsets
In order to improve the quality of the feature set and
decrease overﬁtting, we used Word Net to map the
words in the confessions onto their synonym set. By
mapping words into their synset, we made the
assumption that the words of similar meaning elicit
similar emotions. This reduces the number of unique
features we have and also improves the coverage of
each feature. This technique also allows us to handle
words that do not occur in our training data if they
happen to be in the same synset as words that do occur
in our training data.

classic
word
based
indexin
g

3) Sentiment analysis
Sentiment analysis has gained much attention from the
research community in recent years. It is concerned
with the problem of discovering emotional meanings
in text, and most common tasks usually include
emotion labeling (assigning a text its main emotion),
polarity recognition (classifying a statement into
positive or negative) and subjectivity identification
(determining whether a text is subjective or objective).
The growing research interest is mainly due to the
practical applications of sentiment analysis.

c) Sentiment Lexicons
Sentiment lexicons are groupings of words into
emotion and content categories. We used two of them
in our system because we found they improved
performance. We used them by replacing the original
words with their sentiment lexicon category. The first
sentiment lexicon we used was Language Inquiry and
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Word Count (LIWC) (Pennebaker et al., 2007), a hand
engineered set of words and categories used by
psychologists to group words by similar emotional
and subject content. We also used features from the
Harvard Inquirer (Stone et al., 1966), which also
categorizes words by emotional and subject content.
Like LIWC, the Harvard Inquirer was also handengineered by psychologists for the purpose of
analyzing text. Both lexicons have been used in
previous work on sentiment analysis. [9]

repeat the algorithm on the same data multiple times,
and to report the best result.
The author has analyzed the sentiment of social
network comments. He used the comments on articles
from Digg as their text corpora. He evaluated the
fitness of different feature selection and learning
algorithms (supervised and unsupervised) on the
classification of comments according to their
subjectivity (subjective/objective) and their polarity
(positive/ negative). The results show that simple bagof-words model can perform relatively well, and it can
be further refined by the choice of features based on
syntactic and semantic information from the text. [10]

3. Kuat Yessenov in his paper “Sentiment
Analysis of Movie Review Comments” presents two
main approaches for classification: supervised and
unsupervised. In supervised classification, the
classifier is trained on labeled examples that are
similar to the test examples. Contrary, unsupervised
learning techniques assign labels based only on
internal differences (distances) between the data
points. In classification approach each sentence is
considered independent from other sentences. The
labels we are interested in this project are (1)
subjectivity of the sentence and (2) polarity of the
sentence.

4. Minqing Hu and Bing Liu in this paper “Mining
and summarizing customer reviews” proposed to build
a lexicon of words with known sentiment for
sentiment classification. Sentiment extraction
techniques are very similar (base on the adjectives
surrounding the feature term). They differ from each
other in the lexicon building process suggested using
Word Net to build bipolar clusters. Starting with a
head for each cluster, e.g. fast for positive and slow
for negative, synset of these words will be added to
the corresponding the clusters. It is based on the
assumption that words that share the same orientation
are synonyms and those having opposite orientations
are antonyms. By having an initial seed, the lexicon
can be expanded by following the synsets in WordNet.
[11]

The author considers three supervised – Naive Bayes,
Maximum Entropy and Decision Trees, and one
unsupervised classification approach – K-Means
clustering. All four algorithms are available in NLTK
framework.
Naive Bayes assumes that all features in the feature
vector are independent, and applies Bayes’ rule on the
sentence. Naive Bayes calculates the prior probability
frequency for each label in the training set. Each label
is given a likelihood estimate from the contributions
of all features, and the sentence is assigned the label
with highest likelihood estimate.
Maximum Entropy classifiers compute parameters
that maximize the likelihood of the training corpus.
They represent the generalization of Naive Bayes
classifiers.
The
classifier
apples
iterative
optimizations, that find local maximum. The start state
is initialized randomly. They are run multiple times
during the training to find the best set of parameters.
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Decision trees create a flowchart based classifier. At
each level it utilizes decision stumps, simple
classifiers that check for the presence of a single
feature. The label is assigned to the sentence at the
leaf nodes of the tree.
K-Means tries to find the natural clusters in the data,
by calculating the distance from the centers of the
clusters. The position of centers is iteratively changed
until the distances between all the points are minimal.
The centers are initially randomly assigned. K-Means
can find only local maximum, and the final label
assignment can be suboptimal. Common practice is to
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we surveyed existing techniques and
algorithms created for pos-tagging, semantic analysis
and sentiment analysis. To draw a general picture of
the feedback analysis, we first provide how existing
feedback system fails to express the sentiment of the
users and motivated for new feedback system. We
also presented a brief overview of problems
mentioned in existing system.
Then we turn to the discussion of various methods
used for pos-tagging, semantic analysis and sentiment
analysis and analyze their characteristics and
underlying ideas.

[3]

Feature-Rich Part-of-Speech Tagging with a Cyclic
Dependency Network Kristina Toutanova ,Dan Klein
Computer Science Stanford University Stanford, CA
94305-9040
kristina@cs.stanford.edu
,klein@cs.stanford.edu Manning (2011)

[4]

Extracting Product Features and Opinions from Reviews
Ana-Maria Popescu and Oren Etzioni Department of
Computer Science and Engineering University of
Washington
Seattle,
WA
98195-2350
{amp,
etzioni}@cs.washington.edu
Proceedings of Human
Language Technology Conference and Conference on
Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing
(HLT/EMNLP), pages 339–346, Vancouver, October 2005.
c 2005 Association for Computational Linguistics.

[5]

Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down? Semantic Orientation
Applied to Unsupervised Classification of Reviews Peter D.
Turney Institute for Information Technology National
Research Council of Canada Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, K1A
0R6 peter.turney@nrc.ca Computational Linguistics (ACL),
Philadelphia, July 2002, pp. 417-424.

[6]

Predicting the semantic orientation of adjectives. Vasileios
Hatzivassiloglou and Kathleen R.Mckeown published in
1997.

[7]

Semantic Indexing using WordNet Senses Rada Mihalcea
and Dan Moldovan department of computer science and
engineering southern Methodist university dallas texas
75275-0122 in 2000.

[8]

A Hybrid Approach to Emotional Sentence Polarity and
Intensity Classification Jorge Carrillo de Albornoz, Laura
Plaza, Pablo Gervás Universidad Complutense de Madrid
Madrid,
Spain
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pgervas@sip.ucm.es Proceedings of the Fourteenth
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At last we have derived that we should create
organization ontology and semantically map it and use
the training method for sentiment analysis.
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Abstract- Search engine spamming is a practice of misleading the search engine and increasing the page rank of
undeserving websites. The black hat search engine optimization (SEO) techniques leads to untrustworthy results for search
engines. In this paper, we have characterized some commonly used black hat techniques, and we have proposed a new way
to counter those techniques using link based spam detection combined with the page rank algorithm. This technique helps us
to discover target page and trace down the entire graph responsible for spreading spam.
Keywords- spam detection, black hat techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION
With increasing dependencies on World Wide Web
(WWW), we rely on search engines to provide us
right information at the right time. Search Engine
Optimization (SEO) is the practice of building a web
site search engine friendly, so that it can be found
easily on the search engine with its relevant
keywords. There are many free lancing SEO
companies, which provide such facilities. The main
role of these companies is to list the websites on
search engine. Some of those small SEO providers or
other people also use some automated tools and/or
other unethical techniques commonly known as black
hat techniques to increase the traffic on website [1].
These kinds of people, which use black hat
techniques to increase the page rank of an
undeserving websites, are known as spammers giving
rise to spam [2]. Due to their regular spamming, the
search
engine
result
becomes
unreliable,
untrustworthy and annoying.

Figure 1: Boosting Techniques

Link building or the off-page SEO are the other
measures on which the search engine relies to
measure the importance of a website. The various
factors affecting search engine results are:

The spam technique is mainly classified into two
basic categories, namely; boosting technique and the
hiding technique [3]. The boosting technique is the
technique, which is used to make the page look more
relevant to the search engine. The boosting
techniques are further classified as keyword stuffing
and link building as shown in Fig. 1. Keyword
stuffing is also known as on page technique. During
the on page, the target keyword is stuffed into the
web pages i.e. the HTML page, PHP page or any
other available source page on the web server.

• Trusted links: Some websites such as DMOS or
Yahoo are considered as trusted sites, which are
trusted source for the search engines. And the in-bond
links from such sources have greater impact as
compared to the other inbound links. This can be
achieved by directory submission or directory
cloning.
• Link Population: The total number of in-bound
links also adds to the search engine result. This can
achieved by blog or forum posting or through digital
marketing.

These keywords are stuffed into HTML tag i.e.
META tag, H1 tag, HEADER tag etc. Each tag is
rated explicitly by the search engine and the
summation of all the ratings provides the total
keyword density for the particular page. Even the sub
directory, URLs and contents are rated and included
in calculating the keyword density for the website.

• Traffic: Traffic can be achieved via honey pot i.e.
by submitted the links of our target page in some
relevant discussion on some blog or forum sites in
order generate the traffic by attracting people.
Another way is through link farming i.e. creating
many pages targeting the target pages.
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• Converging graphs is also deciding factor
responsible for the page rank of a particular site.
Hiding techniques are the techniques that are used to
hide the boosting techniques [3]. These techniques
are responsible for generating traffic from the user
and misguiding the crawlers as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3: Evolving techniques

The following picture in Fig. 4 shows an example of
Spamming technique used with the facebook. Here,
the data is taken from some application owner of the
facebook and the target site is camouflage with the
facebook basic appearance [7] [10]. This is an easy
way to gain a child attention and increase the traffic
on target site.

Figure 2: The hiding techniques

Through hidden links a lot of anonymous traffic is
generated. This can also be done by redirecting the
domain to other domain. Redirecting can be done
directly or through scripting but cloaking is specially
used to show the search engine the different content
from the user’s browsers content [4]. These
techniques have become old and the crawlers grew
advance enough to counter most of those techniques.
However, there are various recently introduced
techniques, which are advance enough to hide
themselves from the crawlers and give rise to
Spamdexing. These techniques use the attractive
platform, where it’s easy to conceal and generate
some heavy traffic by camouflaging with the website.
These techniques fool the website user to generate
traffic. These techniques are discussed in detail in the
subsequent sections. We have identified various stateof-the-art spamming techniques and we have also
introduced a method to counter some of those
techniques.

Figure 4: Example of spam on facebook.com

• Throwaway Domains: Create new domains with
short term that are very popular keywords such as
obamainindia.com, i.e Obama in India. These
domains are used to practice some black hat
techniques such as redirecting or clocking and are
short life domain used to redirect to the target page
[8].

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART SPAMMING
TECHNIQUES

• Cloaking with the flash: Cloaking with the scripts,
that are not read by the search engines such as flash.
When an flash embedded website is visited by the
crawler, the crawler view its texts field only, like the
header tag, Meta tag etc. but unable to predict, where
it’s flash will redirect the user. So such websites may
lead user to some other domain whereas the crawler
may not pursue the target. Some of the flash
advertisements are also embedded into sites, which
leads to the target site.

With increasing age of search engine spammers, a
variety of new techniques have been evolved, some
of the commonly identified techniques are shown in
Fig 3.

• Automatically Generated Keyword Pages: It has
been found that many product selling websites create
pages automatically according to the keywords
applied on the search engines.

• Social sites: Many social sites such as the twitter
and facebook are targeted by the spammers.
According to the spam analytical report in 2009, the
3% of the message on the twitter are spam [5]. The
links are scattered so as to increase the traffic on the
webpage. This technique is the finest way to increase
the traffic on the website.

• Blog Spam: They use content management system
(CMS) and install it in their websites with the spam
protection on. Now, all they need to wait for someone
to spam on them, then they parse the keyword on it,
remove the link, and then they append their own links
on it. It has proven as one of the most legitimate
looking spamming technique.
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• No follow: This tag is default for the blogs and
forum sites, when a link is pasted on the websites.
The human browsers only can follow it but not the
search engine crawlers [6].

and then label them as spam. Let us consider the
previously identified spamming link as the root link.
A. Spam Detection
1) Starting with the root link: Since the crawlers
are cloaked to the different results, we can use a real
browser to search and manipulate the result. First, we
use the link to visit the target URL from the spam
link with a real browser. Then, we can use target
URL and the root URL to find different guest books,
blogs, and forums etc. containing link. By querying
links: target (Query for the search engine to find the
inbound links), we can acquire inbound links for
target link. Thereafter, we will have new URLs,
which can be used to find inbound links for them and
so on. The iterative process can be automated until
the graph converges as shown in Fig. 6. Now, we
have a list of all such links in the graph.

For example: <a href=http://www.exampleabc.com
rel=”nofollow”>your solution</a> In this way, the
search engines can stop creating low valued
backlinks. The backlinks are the inbound links, which
are considered relevant according to the search
engine. Now a days, automated tools are used to
comment and blog links, which is not followed by the
crawlers but generates a lot of traffic for the target
page.
• Spam Blog (Other Way): They create many blogs
which have irrelevant data as compared to the target
page. The spammers comment their various blog
links on blogs, forums, message boards, guestbook
etc. Further, it is searched by users from the search
engine but on clicking on their links they are
redirected to the target page as shown in Fig. 5[9].

Figure 6: Converging Node

2) Refining the Result: The generated list may
contain the false positive results too that can either be
the good links posted on the same website or the
spam links. Since the spam result is cloaked, we can
use an automated program that will use a real browser
to visit all the primary provided URL and then record
the secondary URL. Now, the software result can be
associated with crawlers result. If both ends to the
same page then it may be a good page else it may be
the spammed page. Further, the result is transferred to
the human expert i.e. the manual investigation to
confirm its spamming URL.

Figure 5: Spam Blog technique

III. PROPOSED SPAM DETECTION
TECHNIQUE
Many websites use the no follow, cloaking, spam
blogs, social sites etc. methods to spam, where the
crawler fails to detect the spamming. As already
discussed the spamming websites detect and serve the
crawlers and the browsers differently. So, it is not
possible to detect the spamming through the crawlers
alone. Spammed pages are linked with non-spammed
pages i.e. good sites making complex graph structures
with the spammed ones and making it almost
impossible to detect it by complete automated process
[5]. Therefore, human interference is required. We
have already some older data i.e. links of previously
detected spam sites detected by the users of social
networking websites or other spam detecting data
sources.

3) Labeling the spammed site: Since it takes time
for the spammed site to take effect on the search
engine result, we have sufficient time to mark the
URLs and related doorway URLs. These now can be
banned from the search result along with its target
page.
B. Combining Spam detection with page rank
Page rank is always being an important constituent in
manipulating the search engine result. We propose
architecture to combine the detected spamming
webpage with page rank as shown in Fig. 7. A new
spam detection aspect is introduced in the
architecture, which involves database of social sites,

We propose a spam detection technique, which uses
identified link from the social sites, refine the result
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root and link based techniques. It uses online result to
calculate the inbound links of target website and its
targeting websites. With this cumulative process, we
can identify the whole graph. The page rank affects
the whole graph and if the page is back linked by
some higher page rank website then it also acquires
page rank from the same site [11]. With the concept
of page rank algorithm, if one can charge the penalty
i.e. negative page rank to the page detected as the
spam then it will decrease the page rank of all the
links associated with the web page. In this way, it will
turn spammer’s technique against spammers. Result
from our detection method is marked with some
negative page rank. The same page rank can then be
used with the page rank algorithm to find the page
rank of the targeting node or the reference node. This
cumulative process continues until all referred pages
have the negative page rank impact. In this way, the
page rank of the spammers graph decreases and
thereafter it results in lowering website’s position in
the search engine result.

discard the result of the targeted site and to mark the
negative page rank to the targeted website as depicted
in Fig.7. The negative page affects the whole graph of
the spammers. With this technique, the more the
spammer spams, more are the chances for spammers
getting caught. This technique will be very useful in
countering against the evolving search engine
spamming techniques.
IV. CONCLUSION
With changing WWW, various new web spamming
techniques are evolving. We should always keep
guards on in order to fight against spamming. Search
engines are not merely an example of Web mining in
the current scenario; today’s search engine should be
an intelligent enough to know right data to mine
upon. We are required to make use of knowledge
over knowledge to capture and counter the new minds
creating the untrusted web search engine results. The
proposed technique can be used to identify the target
websites and their graph patterns. We can improve
our search engine result and can also intimate the
social sites, blogs and forum about the identified
spams.
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Abstract- Driver drowsiness is among the leading causal factors in traffic accidents occurring worldwide. Our aim is to
describe a method to monitor driver safety by analyzing information related to fatigue using two distinct methods: Eye
movement monitoring and Nose tip. The sensors applied include a video sensor to capture the driver image and an alarm
system to alert driver. Our basic strategy for detection is by Fast extraction of face candidates with a Six-Segmented
Rectangular (SSR) filter and Face verification by a Support Vector Machine (SVM). When the conditions for driver
drowsiness are met, an audio alarm (text to speech conversion) goes off warning the driver.

I.INTRODUCTION

A.ALGORITHMS USED:
SSR Algorithm

The growth of sensor technology and network-based
information technology. Use of sensor networks healthcare ,remote control, wildlife habitat
monitoring, military explosive detection. The recent
increase in traffic accidents due to driver distraction
and low attention during driving. . In our studies, the
information used is mainly the facial expression of
the driver. The final output of the system defining the
driver status at a specific time is estimated with a
dynamic detection system. Nose tip position provides
a coarse indication of gaze, and one that can be
estimated in situations where the eyes of a person are
not visible (such as low-resolution imagery, or in the
presence of eye occluding objects like sunglasses).

SSR Filter stands for: Six Segmented Rectangular
filter. Each block represents a sector and the sum of
the pixels of that sector is represented by Si. At first
we calculate the integral image by making a one pass
over the video frame using these equations
S(x,y) = S(x,y-1) + ii(x,y) ……… (1)
ii(x,y) = ii(x-1,y) + s(x,y)…………(2)
Where s(x, y) is the cumulative row sum, s(x,-1) = 0,
and ii(- 1, y) = 0.
We notice that the ideal position in which the eyes
fall is sectors S1 and S3, while the nose falls in sector
S5. Since the eyes and eye brows are darker than the
BTE and the cheek bones,we deduce:
S1 < S2 && S2 > S3
S1 < S4 && S3 < S6

In video frame capturing get the current image from
frame Image Operation. After receiving the image,
that image pixels are extracted and converted into
Gray pixels and other format for further
operations.Find candidate set by applying SRR filter
algorithm (Six Segmented Rectangular filters), and
check for each segment values with the other to
satisfy the condition.Check the current pixel is skin
pixel or not by applying algorithm.Then apply cluster
algorithm on the previously pixels and find pupil
candidate set. Extract the BTE (Between The Eyes)
template that is going to check the standard distance
between the eyes and also between pupils.

(x, y) is the location of the filter (upper left corner).
For each location (x, y) we check equations (3,4); if
the conditions are fulfilled then the center of the filter
will be considered
as a face candidate..
SVM Algorithm
K-SV Means that clusters datasets with
heterogeneous similarity characteristics.K-Means
optimizes the objective function iteratively by
following two steps:

Classify the template using SVM algorithm
(Supprt Vector Machine) into positive and negative.
Positive classification means true faces, and negative
classification means false faces.After that find the
nose pixel,nose tip is brighter that the other features.
Using this property calculate the pixel of the nose.
Face tracker which is used to track the face. After that
detect the blinking of the eyes, so depending on the
rate of blinking the Drowsy state is detected and
output will be displayed (alarm or message system).
Also if the nose tip value abruptly decreases then that
is also drowsy state of the user, then user gets the
alarm from our system.

1.A cluster assignment step, where each data object is
assigned to a cluster with the closest centroid,
followed by a cluster centroid update step .
2.The algorithm terminates when the change in the
the objective function value between two successive
iterations is below a given threshold. Upon the
termination of the algorithm, each data object belongs
to one of the k clusters.This partitioning, however, is
done on a single dimension.
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out of the car or any other person can switch to drive
the car.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

V. DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
Assumption and Dependencies:
1. Camera should be RGB format and for detection of
face and tracking to be accurate the light condition
must be set in a way that will spread evenly on face,
because side light may detect the false face detection.
2. The best distance between camera and user is
35cm, if the distance is far then application may
detect the false positive especially when background
is crowded.
Following are the applications of Driver Alertness
Monitoring
System:In
combination
with
environmental sensors, cars can be designed with the
ability to supplement the drivers awareness to
preempt and prevent hazardous situations.Text to
Speech conversion for passing audio messages to the
driver to alert him about his drowsy state. The future
works may focus on the utilization of outer factors
such as vehicle states, sleeping hours, weather
conditions, mechanical data, and etc. for fatigue
measurement.

III. SCOPE
The final output of the system defining the driver
status at a specific time is estimated with a dynamic
detection system. The studies revealed that adoption
of more information in fatigue detection; the higher
degree of performance can be achieved instead of
performing statistical analysis based on single
information. In our studies, the information used is
mainly the facial expression and physiological data of
the driver. The future works may focus on the
utilization of outer factors such as vehicle states,
sleeping hours, weather conditions, mechanical data,
etc. for fatigue measurement. Nose tip position
provides a coarse indication of gaze, and one that can
be estimated in situations where the eyes of a person
are not visible (such as low-resolution imagery, or in
the presence of eye occluding objects like
sunglasses). The feedback from the volunteers was
promising and encouragement was given for further
improvement in the future. Signal changes for person
in different conditions such as illness will be studied
and considered in our future works as well.

Modules:1. In this module the GUI design of the application
and camera initialization process.
2. Detection of the eyes of human face.
3. Detection of the nose tip and tracking of the face.
4. Find out the state of the human face and gives the
audio message to user.
VI. CONCLUSION
Thus, we have proposed and built a fatigue
monitoring system focused on information fusion of
facial features like eyes and nose tip detection and
motion. Due to the recent increase in traffic accidents
caused by driver distraction and low attention during
driving we have attempted to reduce the number of
traffic accidents by by integrating the sensor
technology into the transport to measure the driver
alertness level.

IV. PERFORMANCE
REFERENCES
The RGB format camera will capture the images of
the driver and detect the eyes part and nose tip of the
driver. This will help us to determine or detect the
drowsy state of the driver and passing him an alert
message instantly. This will help in alerting the driver
about his unconscious state of mind or drowsy state
and avoiding minor or major accidents. Even the
passengers or colleagues of the driver will hear the
alert message and can take a quick decision of getting
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Chung, Member, IEEE, IEEE SENSORS JOURNAL, VOL.
12, NO. 7, JULY 2012

2.

Head Pose Estimation for Driver Assistance Systems:A
Robust
Algorithm
and
Experimental
Evaluation
Proceedings of the 2007 IEEEIntelligent Transportation
Systems Conference Seattle, WA, USA, Sept. 30 - Oct. 3,
2007
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Fig. Flow of the project
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TEXT CLUSTERING IN CONCEPT BASED MINING
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Abstract- In text mining most techniques depends on statistical analysis of terms. Statistical analysis trances important terms
within document only. However this concept based mining model analyses terms in sentence, document and corpus level.
This mining model consist of sentence based concept analysis, document based and corpus based concept analysis and
concept based similarity measure. Experimental result enhances text clustering quality by using sentence, document, corpus
and combined approach of concept analysis.
Keywords- Text Mining, Concept Based Mining, Text Clustering.

I. INTRODUCTION
Text mining mostly used to find out unknown
information from natural language processing and
data mining by applying various techniques.

gEMADS these two algorithms are used based on
Gaussian mixture model. Both resumes data into
subcluster and after that generate Gaussian mixture.
These two algorithms run several orders of magnitude
faster than maximum with little loss of accuracy [3].
This paper shows solutions by weights on the
instance points, making clustering as hardest. Here
we can find out the best knowledge about
formalization. Weight modifications depend on local
variation. To get best result resembling algorithms
and weighted version of clustering algorithms like kmeans,
fuzzy
c-means,
Expectation
Maximization(EM) and k-harmonic [4].

In this technique for discovering the importance of
term in document, term frequency of term is
calculated. Sometime we can notice that two terms
having same frequency in document but one term
leads more meaning than other, for this concept based
mining model is intended. In proposed model three
measures are evaluated for analyzing concept in
sentence, document and corpus levels. Semantic role
labeler is mostly associated with semantic terms. The
term which has more semantic role in sentence, it’s
known as Concept. And that Concept may be either
word or phrase depending on sentence of semantic
structure. When we put new document in system, the
proposed model discover concept match by scanning
all new documents and take out matching concept.
Similarity measure used for concept analysis on
sentence, document and corpus level that exceeds
similarity measures depending on the term analysis
model of document. The results are measured by
using F- measure and Entropy. This model we are
going to used for web documents.

Natural language processing play role like
information extraction, question answering and
summarization. Support vector machine improves
performance over earlier classifier. Here task is
reformulated as combined chunking and classification
problem for which statistical syntactic parser may not
be available. For the task of classification, head word
and predicate were the most salient features, but may
be difficult to estimate because of data sparsity. The
portability of the system to new genres of data, we
found a significant drop in performance for a text
source different than the one the system was trained
on [5].

II. PREVIOUS WORK
Text mining based on statistical analysis terms. The
term frequency of statistical analysis discovers the
important terms within document only. This model
efficiently search substantial concept within
document based on new concept based similarity
measure. This allows concept matching and similarity
calculations in document by a robust and accurate
way. Improves text clustering quality surpasses
traditional single term approach. And this work
extends to improve accuracy of similarity measure of
document. And another way of extending this work to
web document clustering [2]. Data mining contains
methods for handling huge databases with resources
such as memory and computation time. bEMADS and

III. PROPOSED WORK
The techniques prescribed in the previous work are
used for document clustering. But it is only for
documents present on system. In the proposed system
we are going to use web documents and we will get
the clustered output and that have shown in fig.1.
This concept-based mining model consists of
sentence-based concept analysis, document-based
concept analysis, corpus-based concept-analysis, and
concept-based similarity measure, as depicted in
Figure 1. A web document is given as the input to the
proposed model. Each document has well-defined
sentence boundaries. Each sentence in the document
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is labeled automatically based on the Prop Bank
notations. After running the semantic role labeler,
labeled verb argument structures, the output of the
role labeling task, are captured and analyzed by the
concept-based mining model on sentence, document,
and corpus level. In the concept-based mining model,
a labeled terms either word or phrase is considered as
concept.

Ctf is the number of occurrences of concept c in verb
structure of sentence s. If concept c frequently
appears in structure of sentence s then it has principal
role of s.
b) Calculating ctf in document d
A concept c can have many ctf values in different
sentences in the same document d. Thus, the ctf value
of concept c in document d is calculated by:

Where sn: total number of sentences containing
concepts in document d
2) Document Based Concept Analysis
For analyzing concepts at document level term
frequency tf in original document is calculated. The tf
is a local measure on the document level.
3) Corpus Based Concept Analysis
To calculate concepts from documents, document
frequency df is used. Document Frequency df is the
global measure. With the help of Concept based
Analysis Algorithm we can calculate ctf, tf, df.

Figure 1. Text clustering in concept Based Mining

The proposed model contains the following modules
A. Web Document
Web document is given as Input to the given system.
Here user can give any query to the browser. Pure
HTML pages are selected by removing extra
scripting. Web pages contain data such as hyperlinks,
images, script. So it is necessary to remove such
unwanted script if any, during the time when a page
is selected for processing. The HTML code is then
transferred into XML code. On that document next
process is processed that is Text pre-processing or
data processing.

D. Similarity Approach
This module mainly contains three parts. Concept
based similarity, Singular Value Decomposition and
combined based similarity it contains. Here we get
that how many percentage of concept math with the
given web document.
E. Concept Based Similarity
A concept-based similarity measure depends on
matching concept at sentence, document, and corpus
instead of individual terms. This similarity measure
based on three main aspects. First is analyzed label
terms that capture semantic structure of each
sentence. Second is concept frequency that is used to
measure participation of concept in sentence as well
as document. Last is the concepts measured from
number of documents.

B. Data Processing
First step is separate sentences from the documents.
After this label the terms with the help of Prop Bank
Notation. With the help of Porter algorithm remove
the stem word and stop words from the terms.
C. Concept Based Analysis
This is important module of the proposed system.
Here we have to calculate the frequencies of the
terms.

Concept based similarity between two document is
calculated by:

Conceptual term frequency (ctf), Term frequency (tf)
and Document frequency (df) are calculated. The
objective behind the concept-based analysis task is to
achieve an accurate analysis of concepts on the
sentence, document, and corpus levels rather than
document only.

Term frequency is calculated by following formula:

1) Sentence based concept analysis
For analyzing every concept at sentence level,
concept based frequency measure; called conceptual
term frequency is used.

F. Clustering Techniques
This module used three main basic techniques like
Single pass, Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering,
and K-Nearest Neighbor. With the help of these
techniques we can get that which cluster is having
highest priority.

a) Calculating ctf in sentence s
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G. Output Cluster
Last module is the output Cluster. After applying the
clustering techniques we get clustered document.
That will help to find out main concepts from the web
document.

VI. OBSERVATION AND FUTURE WORK
Concept based mining model is composed of four
components and that improves text clustering quality.
The first component is the sentence-based concept
analysis which analyzes the semantic structure of
each sentence to capture the sentence concepts using
the proposed conceptual term frequency ctf measure.
Then, the second component, document-based
concept analysis, analyzes each concept at the
document level using the concept-based term
frequency tf. The third component analyzes concepts
on the corpus level using the document frequency df
global measure. The fourth component is the conceptbased similarity measure which allows measuring the
importance of each concept with respect to the
semantics of the sentence, the topic of the document,
and the discrimination among documents in a corpus.
There are many ways to extend this work. We can
apply the same model for the Text Classification.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed system model illustrates flow of
implementation. First, web document given input to
the system where, HTML pages are collected and
their XML conversion is carried out. In the second
module that is in Text Processing carried out separate
sentences, label terms, and removing stop words and
stem words. Third module Concept based analysis
measures conceptual term frequency (ctf), term
frequency (tf), and document frequency (df). Next
module concept based document similarity find out
how many percentage of concept is similar to the
given concept.
After this applying the clustering techniques like
single pass, HAC algorithm and KNN algorithm on
calculated frequencies. So finally we get clustered
output with matching concepts.
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Abstract- The proliferation of E-commerce sites has made web an excellent source of gathering customer reviews about
products; as there is no quality control anyone one can write anything which leads to review spam. This paper previews and
reviews the substantial research on Review Spam detection technique. Further it provides state of art depicting some
previous attempt to study review spam detection.
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I. INTRODUCTION



Today due to the popularity of Ecommerce sites it
became a target for spammers apart from well-known
email and web spam. Review spam refers to the fraud
spam written by spammer to hype the product features
or defame them. Most of the E-commerce sites
provide review section for users so that they can post
reviews of products at merchant site and express their
views. Such content contributed by web is called as
user-generated content. This content forms valuable
information for merchants other customers, product
manufacturers. Though these reviews are important
source of information there is no quality control on
this user generated data, anyone can write anything on
web which leads to many low quality reviews still
worse review spam which mislead customers affecting
their buying decisions. Though this is the case in past
few years there is growing interest in mining opinion
from these reviews by academicians and industries;
but not much reported study regarding important issue
related to trustworthiness of online reviews.
Depending upon the approach used for spam detection
it can be classified as:

Type 3 (non-reviews): Those that are nonreviews, which have two main sub-types: (1)
advertisements and (2) other irrelevant reviews
containing no opinions (e.g., questions, answers,
and random texts).

Based on these types different techniques are used to
detect different review spams.
B. (Reviewer centric approach)
Techniques included in this section identify several
characteristics behaviors so as to detect the spammers.
In view of above consideration, this paper defines this
paper previews and reviews the substantial research
on Review Spam detection technique. Further it
provides state of art depicting some previous attempt
to study review spam detection. Remainder of this
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers survey
of different Review spam detection techniques.
Section 3 provides comparison among methods
discussed in section 2. Section 4 concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK

A. (Review centric approach)
Techniques included in this section depend upon the
content of review Fake Reviews are classified for first
time by [5] in three categories:
 Type 1 (untruthful opinions): Those that
deliberately mislead readers or opinion mining
systems by giving undeserving
positive
reviews to some target objects in order to promote
the objects (which we call hyper spam) and/or by
giving unjust or malicious negative reviews to
some other objects in order to damage their
reputation (which we call defaming spam).
 Type 2 (reviews on brands only): Those that do
not comment on the products in reviews
specifically for the products but only the brands,
the manufacturers or the sellers of the products.
Although they may be useful, we consider them
as spam because they are not targeted at the
specific products and are often biased.

Moreover work has been done in detecting two types
of spam which are web spam and email spam. Web
spam refers to the action of misleading search engines
to rank some web pages higher than they deserve
[2,3].Web spam can be classified as content spam
(adding irrelevant word to the document to rank it
high) and link spam (spam on hyperlink [1]).review
spam is similar to that of web spam in some respect
but hyper links which are sparsely used in reviews and
adding irrelevant words to web page also doesn’t help
much in review spam; it’s make it different from web
spam.
Another type of spam is email spam which may be
defined as “Email spam is unsolicited, unwanted
email that was sent indiscriminately, directly or
indirectly, by a sender having no current relationship
with the user" [4]. Spam emails generally contents
advertisements which are very rarely used in review
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spam and if used can be detected easily by customers
which makes it less harmful.[5] has defined problem
of review spam as “to classify review into two
categories as spam and non spam”. In the direction of
solving this problem some attempts have been made
;this section is further discuss two different
approaches for review spam detection as mention in
earlier section .

curve) is employed .Also lift curve are used to
visualize the performance of TYPE1 spam detecting
logistic regression model to predict outlier reviews.
A state of art method proposed by [6] is based on
conceptual level similarity. It mainly concentrates on
different review format used on web which is
mentioned in [6].
 Format1: pros and cons
-pros and cons are separately mentioned by the
reviewer.
 Format2: pros, cons and detailed review
-along with pros and cons detailed review is asked to
the reviewer.
 Format3: free format
-there is no separation of pros and cons in the review.

A. Review centric spam detection
Different types [5] of spam require different
treatment for detecting them. Type 2 and 3 are easily
recognizable manually, so for automatic detection
machine learning approach can be used by using
labeled data as its input. Most difficult is to detect
Type 1 spam (untruthful spams) as they are difficult
to label manually. We can classify them using the
concept of duplicate or near duplicate reviews.

In [6] they have used product features that have been
commented by the reviewers in their reviews.
Different review format require different spam
detection techniques. Type 1and 2 did not need
special extraction of features while in type 3 format
features have to be identified first.
Proposed Method

Duplicate Review can be defined as exactly similar
reviews while near duplicate review refer to partially
similar reviews (similarity percentage under
consideration varies).This section further previews
existing research detecting all such type of reviews
concentrating on the content of review as main source
of spam. Each paper preview is described as proposed
method in paper followed by evaluation method used
for evaluating the proposed system.

This method makes use of duplicate and near
duplicate reviews considering them as spam while
partially relate and unique reviews as non spam.

The task of detecting fake reviews and reviewers was
first proposed by Nitin and Liu in [1], which they call
opinion spam detection. This paper proposed a
supervised machine learning method for detecting
TYPE1, 2, 3 spams.

It has three steps
1. Feature extraction-It involves feature extraction
from reviews and storing them in feature
database. Sample feature extracted stored in
database is shown below:

Proposed Method
Method is divided into three steps 1)to detect type 2,3
spam
using
supervised
machine
learning
2)identifying duplicates and near duplicates
3)identify type 1 spam. For type 2, 3 spam detection
logistic regression was used. Large set of features
were defined which were grouped under three
categories
1. Review centric features
2. Reviewer centric features
3. Product centric features

2.

f1

f2

f3

f4

.....

fn

price

lcd

zoom

speed

.....

Size

Feature matrix construction-features extracted in
step 1 are used to construct feature matrix.
Sample matrix s as shown below

Featu Pric lc zoo spee siz Tot
re
e
d
m
d
e
al
matri
x
Revie f1
f2 f3
f4
fn
w No
R1
0
1
1
0
0
2
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
Rm
1
0
0
1
1
3
3. Matching feature calculation between reviewsBy calculating similarity score of different
review pairs they are categorised as spam
(duplicate/ near duplicate) or non-spam (partially
related /unique) based on threshold value T.
sim (Ri,Rk) =NC –DH(Ri,Rk)
where NC=total number of feature in each review Ri
DH(Ri,Rk)=Hamming distance between review

Duplicate and near duplicate reviews were detected
using shingle method which use 2-gram based review
content comparison.
Finally type 1 spam was detected using duplicate and
near duplicate review as positive sample and unique
review as negative sample for supervised machine
learning which also use logistic regression model.
This model also identifies outlier reviews to great
extent.
Evaluation Method
For evaluation purpose in [1] AUC (Area under ROC
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vector Ri and Rk
Evaluation Method
For evaluation purpose confusion matrix is created
for pros and con s separately.

iii. Personal concerns: Any references to work,
leisure, money, religion, etc.
iv. Spoken categories: Primarily filler and
agreement words.
3. Text categorization
Text categorization approach use to model both
content and context with n-gram features. Following
three n-gram feature sets were considered, with the
corresponding features lowercased and unstemmed:
UNIGRAMS, BIGRAMS+, TRIGRAMS+, where the
superscript + indicates that the feature set subsumes
the preceding feature set.

Similar to the method proposed by [6] was proposed
by [7] but with some refinements in the method .Main
idea of this paper was also resemblance calculation of
reviews based on their features.
Proposed Method
In this paper a novel technique named as shingling
technique is used for detecting spam reviews based
on the product features that have been commented in
reviews. Steps involved in spam detection are
1. Review pre-processing
2. Feature extraction
3. Shingle’s creation
4. Resemblance ratio calculation of the created
shingles between the reviews.

Features from the three approaches just introduced
are used to train Naive Bayes and support Vector
Machine classifiers.
Evaluation Method
Three Meta judges were appointed to annote the
dataset samples as deceptive (imaginative) or
informative. This result is compared with the
automated approach.

Evaluation Method
For evaluation purpose same method was used as [6],
confusion matrix is created for pros and con s
separately.

A state of art method was introduced in [9] which
include supervised machine learning as well as two
view co-training algorithm is used for semi
supervised machine learning.
Proposed method

Integrating work from psychology and computational
linguistics a new method was proposed by [8] of
finding deceptive opinion spam. In this paper three
automated approaches were used to detect deceptive
opinion spam trained on the dataset (with gold
standard deceptive opinions) which was specially
developed for the technique used.

With labeled review spam dataset a supervised
method is designed to identify review spam. Naive
Bayesis used as classifier with basic assumption that
features are conditionally independent given the
reviews category. A co-training algorithm was given
with two views of feature set (review and reviewer
based) for semi-supervised machine learning which
are outlined below:

Proposed method
Feature used for three automated approach used for
deception detection as described in [8] are outlined
here.

Review based features:
1. content feature
2. sentiment features
3. product features
4. meta-data features
Reviewer based features:
1. profile features
2. Behavior features

1. Genre identification
Work in computational linguistics has shown that the
frequency distribution of part-of-speech POS) tags in
a text is often dependent on the genre of the text
(Biber et al., 1999; Rayson et al., 2001). In this
approach feature is constructed for each review based
on the frequencies of each POS tag for testing
relationship this feature and truthful and deceptive
reviews.
2. Psycholinguistic deception detection
The Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)
software output is used to derive features. One feature
for each of the 80 LIWC dimensions is created, which
can be summarized broadly under the following four
categories:
i. Linguistic processes: Functional aspects of text
ii. Psychological processes: Includes all social,
emotional, cognitive, perceptual and biological
processes, as well as anything related to time or
space.

Co-training Algorithm
Require: two views of feature sets for each review:
review features
Fr and reviewer features Fu; a small set of labeled
reviews L; a
large set of unlabeled reviews U.
Ensure: Loop for I iterations
1: Learn the first view classifier Cr from L based on
review features Fr;
2: Use Cr to label reviews from U based on Fr;
3: Choose p positive and n negative most confidently
predicted reviews Treview from U.
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4: Learn the second view classifier Cu from L based
on reviewer features Fu;
5: Use Cu to label reviews from U based on reviewer
features Fu;
6: Choose p positive and n negative most confidently
predicted reviews T’reviewer from U.
7: Extract the reviews T’review authored by
T’reviewer
8: Move Reviews Treview U T’review from U to L
with their predicted labels.
Evaluation Method

manual evaluation.
In [12] a novel method is used which make use of a
heterogeneous graph to detect the relationship
between reviewer, review and store. This relationship
is used to identify trustiness of reviewers, honesty of
reviews and reliability of reviews.
Proposed Method
[12] had proposed an iterative algorithm whose
inputs are set of stores, review and reviewers
producing set of reliability ,honesty ,and trustiness as
output.

A10 fold cross validation was conducted by randomly
splitting data set into ten folds ,where nine folds are
selected for training and tenth fold is selected for test.

Evaluation method
In this paper IR-based evaluation strategy is used.

[10] Introduces a method of spam detection identical
to [1] but revised feature set which improve accuracy
to 88.3%.

III.COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
In section II we had discuss various methods to detect
review spam. There comparative analysis based on
accuracy to determine review spam is given in table
1.

B. Reviewer centric spam detection
Although multiple reviews posted by a same reviewer
seem suspicious it is not always the case that they are
spam, they may be the result of multiple purchasing
experience or may be the improvement in the same
review. So it became necessary to take into
consideration reviewer behavior while detecting
review spam. This section discusses two papers
related to this approach of spam detection.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we surveyed existing techniques and
algorithms created for Review centric and Reviewer
centric spam detection. To draw a general picture of
the review spam detection, we first provide proposed
work in each paper. We also presented a brief
overview of evaluation method used to determine
accuracy.

[11] has introduced a user centric and user behavior
driven approach for review spam detection .A user
centric approach is preferred over review centric
approach as gathering behavioral evidence of
spammers is easier than that of spam reviews[11].this
paper basically dealt with four different spamming
model:
Target Based
1. Targeting Product(TP)
2. Targeting Group(TG)
Deviation Based
1. General rating Deviation(GD)
2. Early rating Deviation(ED)
Proposed method

At last we had provided a comparative study about
different spam detection techniques depending upon
their accuracy.
Tabe1: comparative analysis
Sr
Method
no
Review centric methods
1
Opinion Spam and
Analysis[1]
2
Conceptual level
Similarity Measure
Based Review Spam
Detection[6]
3
Spam Detection of
customer Reviews from
Web Pages[7]
4
Deceptive Opinion Spam
by Any Stretch of
Imagination[8]
5
A Method for sorting out
the Spam from Chinese
Product Reviews.[10]
Reviewer centric methods
6
Detecting product review
spammers using rating
behaviors[11]

Data is preprocessed using 4 preprocessing steps
listed below before use for spam detection.
1. Removal of anonymous users
2. Removal of duplicate products
3. Removal of inactive users and unpopular
products
4. Resolution of brand name synonyms
After preprocessing spam detection is done for three
spamming behaviors involving targeted products and
product groups and derives their respective spam
scores for each reviewer representing the ex-tent to
which he practices the behaviors.
Evaluation Method
Review spam detection software is used to facilitate

Precision

85%
43.64%

75.04%

83.3%

88.3%

78%
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7

Review Graph based
Online Store Review
Spammer Detection[12]

49%
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Abstract- Now a day the usage of credit cards has dramatically increased. As credit card becomes the most popular mode of
payment for both online and regular purchase, cases of fraud associated with it are also increases. The various fraudulent
transaction are scattered with genuine transaction and simple pattern matching technique not sufficient to detect these
fraudulent transaction. Implementation of accurate fraud detection systems has thus become imperative for all credit card
issuing banks to minimize their losses. This paper shows, how neural network and Genetic algorithm combined to determine
transaction is genuine or not. Neural network is depends on working principle of human brain. Neural network are train on
information about the card holder like occupation, income and information about the large amount of purchased that are
placed, frequencies of large purchase, location where these kind of purchase are taken place etc. within a fixed time period.
Fraud detection system check for pattern used by the card holder and matches with original pattern of card holder on which
neural network is trained if the pattern matches neural network declared transaction is ok. Genetic algorithm is optimization
technique used to generate the test data and used to detect fraudulent transaction.
Keywords- Credit Card Fraud, Neural Networks, E-Commerce, ANN

I. INTRODUCTION

II. TYPES OF CARD FRAUD

Credit card fraud is a form of identity theft that
involves an unauthorized taking of another’s credit
card information for the purpose of charging
purchases to the account or removing funds from it.

Lost and stolen fraud - A card is physically stolen
from your wallet or home, or you lost the card. A
criminal then poses as you to obtain goods and
services. Most of this type of fraud takes place before
you have reported the loss.

Credit card fraud schemes generally fall into one of
two categories of fraud: application fraud and account
takeover. Application fraud refers to the unauthorized
opening of credit card accounts in another person's
name. This may occur if a Perpetrator can obtain
enough personal information about the victim to
completely fill out the credit card application, or is
able to create convincing counterfeit documents.
Application fraud schemes are serious because a
victim may learn about the fraud too late, if ever.
Account takeovers typically involve the criminal
hijacking of an existing credit card account, a practice
by which a perpetrator obtains enough personal
information about a victim to change the
account's billing address. The perpetrator then
subsequently reports the card lost or stolen in order to
obtain a new card and make fraudulent purchases
with it. Another common method used to achieve an
account takeover is called “skimming.” Skimming
schemes occur when businesses' employees illicitly
access to customers’ credit card information. These
employees then either sell the information to identity
thieves or hijack the victim's identities themselves.
Technological advances have also created avenues for
credit card fraud. With online purchasing now
common, perpetrators need no physical card to make
an unauthorized purchase. Additionally, electronic
databases containing credit card data may be hacked
or crash on their own, releasing customers' credit card
information, putting the security of many accounts at
risk at once.

Counterfeit card fraud (skimming) - A counterfeit,
cloned or skimmed card is one that has been printed,
embossed or encoded without permission from the
card company, or one that has been validly issued and
then altered or recoded. Skimming can occur at retail
outlets – particularly bars, restaurants and petrol
stations – where a corrupt employee puts your card
through a device, without your knowledge, that
electronically copies the data from your card's
magnetic stripe. Sometimes skimming takes place at
cash machines where tampering has occurred and a
skimming device has been fitted.
Card-not-present (CNP) fraud – This includes fraud
conducted over the Internet, by telephone, fax and
mail order. It is perpetrated when criminals obtain
card details through the theft of your card details
from discarded receipts or by copying down your
details during a transaction.
Non-receipt card fraud – This type of fraud involves
your card being stolen in transit, once it has been sent
out to you from your bank or building society. At
particular risk for this type of fraud are properties
with communal letterboxes, such as flats and student
residence halls Identity theft on cards – this occurs
when a criminal uses your fraudulently-obtained
personal information to open or access card accounts
in your name.
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advantage of artificial neural networks is their ability
to represent both linear and nonlinear relationships
and to learn these relationships directly from the data
being modelled. Through the use of a variety of
learning techniques, the multilayer representation of a
problem domain enables the neural network to derive
patterns of use directly from the data model that
exists and generalize these to detect some new and
changing patterns of money laundering and fraud.
Neural networks are perfect solutions in
environments where concise rules cannot be
formulated due to a large number of variables or
where scenarios cannot easily be expressed in rules.
Neural networks are expert at handling large numbers
of variables and encoding obscure patterns of
behaviour, and they can generalize behaviour
patterns. For example, the neural network might say,
“this pattern is not the same as the patterns I know,
but it is similar to known suspicious patterns, so it is
suspicious.” In this way, a neural network provides a
powerful detection tool.

III. OTHER TECHNIQUES
Traditional Technique
The first type of credit card fraud to be identified by
this paper is Application Fraud, where an individual
will falsify an application to acquire a credit card.
Application fraud can be split into assumed identity,
where an individual pretends to be someone else; and
financial fraud, where an individual gives false
information about his or her financial status to
acquire credit. This investigation then goes on to look
at Intercept Fraud, where a card is applied for
legitimately, but is stolen from the post service before
it reaches its final destination. There is also the illegal
use of Lost and Stolen Cards, which makes up a
significant area of credit card fraud.
Modern Techniques
There are then the more sophisticated credit card
fraudsters, starting with those who produce Fake and
Doctored Cards, there are also those who use
Skimming to commit fraud. This is where the
information held on either the magnetic strip on the
back of the credit card, or the data stored on the smart
chip is copied from one card to another.

Applying Neural Networks to Fraud Detection
because neural networks can remember and learn
patterns of behaviour, as well as detect changes in
patterns, they are useful tools to detect fraud in a
payment card environment. Fraudulent use of a
payment card generally does not follow the
cardholder’s normal pattern of spending. A neural
system can identify characteristics of a cardholder’s
spending behaviour, such as where they shop, in
which country, with what merchants, usual purchase
amounts and frequency, and the type of purchase.
Over time the neural model builds up a profile of
each customer based on these patterns. Importantly,
most neural models also incorporate customer
demographic features, such as zip/post code, account
open date, etc. to gain a more specific profile of each
individual. This profile can easily be extended to
cover transaction activity on any account type; the
neural network finds the data relevant to identify
fraudulent activity. Each customer transaction is
compared against the profile compiled by the neural,
which is continually updated to reflect changes in
spending patterns. A score between 1 and 999 is
generated and shows to what degree the neural profile
fits. The lower the score, the greater the correlation
between the transaction and a customer’s normal
spending behaviour. Thus, a low score indicates the
transaction was probably conducted by the genuine
account holder, whereas a high score indicates
deviation from the customer’s typical behaviour and
can be a good indicator that the transaction is
fraudulent.

Site Cloning and False Merchant Sites on the Internet
are becoming a popular method of fraud for many
criminals with a competent ability for hacking. Such
sites are designed to get people to hand over their
credit card details without realising they have been
scammed.
Triangulation is
also
a
new phenomenon.
Triangulation is when a merchant offers a product at
a very cheap price through a web-site. When a
customer seeks to buy the product the merchant tells
to customer to pay via email once the item is
delivered. The merchant uses a fraudulent card
number to purchase the product from a Web site and
sends the product to the consumer, who then sends
the merchant his or her credit card details via email.
The merchant goes on operating in this way using the
credit card numbers that have been sent from the
consumers to purchase products, appearing for a short
time to be a legitimate merchant before he or she
closes the Web site and starts a new one. There is also
the more sophisticated fraudsters, who use Credit
Card Generators; computer emulation software that
creates valid credit card numbers and expiry dates.
These generators are highly reliable at creating valid
credit card details and are available for free download
off the internet, making them available to many
individuals who run fraudulent operations.

Neural components, however, are not scheme-based;
a neural is not dependent on a prior knowledge of
fraud schemes. The neural component is primarily
concerned with individual behaviour patterns and
changes in these patterns, which may signal

IV. USE OF NEURAL NETWORK
Most artificial neural networks use training rules that
adjust the weights of connections between the neural
components on the basis of presented patterns. The
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fraudulent use. The neural network looks for
behaviour changes that may imply fraud, not fraud
schemes per se.

and the fitness function are defined, a GA proceeds to
initialize a population of solutions and then to
improve it through repetitive application of the
mutation, crossover, inversion and selection
operators.

Figure 1. Neural Network

Even new fraud schemes reflect some behaviour
changes; therefore, the neural network can detect new
schemes as well as schemes it already knows. Along
with the alert, neural models also provide indicators
about why the neural scored the transaction the way it
did, which assists investigators in their analysis. The
goal of any neural model should be to detect the
maximum number of fraudulent transactions and save
the most money but at reasonable false positive rates.
To ensure Neural Networks this, neural models need
to be optimized along several axes, such as providing
false-positive rates that are matched to the
organization’s resources and alert capacity. Score
generation allows users to easily tune the system to
identify which transactions it should investigate to
achieve the optimization.

Figure 2. Principle structure of genetic algorithm

Initialization: Initially many individual solutions are
randomly generated to form an initial population.
Selection: During each successive generation, a
proportion of the existing population is selected to
breed a new generation. Individual solutions are
selected through a fitness-based process, where fitter
solutions are typically more likely to be selected.
Genetic operators: The next step is to generate a
second generation population of solutions from those
selected through genetic operators: crossover (also
called recombination), and/or mutation.
For each new solution to be produced, a pair of
"parent" solutions is selected for breeding from the
pool selected previously. By producing a "child"
solution using the above methods of crossover and
mutation, a new solution is created which typically
shares many of the characteristics of its "parents".
New parents are selected for each new child, and the
process continues until a new population of solutions
of appropriate size is generated. Although
reproduction methods that are based on the use of two
parents are more "biology inspired", some research
suggests that more than two "parents" generate higher
quality chromosomes

V. GENETIC ALGORITHMS OVERVIEW
Genetic algorithm is adaptive heuristic search
algorithm based on evolutionary ideas of natural
selection and genetics. This algorithm are good at
taking large, potentially huge search spaces and
navigating them, looking for optimal combinations of
things, the solutions one might not otherwise find in
a lifetime.
A typical genetic algorithm requires:
1. a genetic representation of the solution
domain,
2. a fitness function to evaluate the solution
domain.
A standard representation of the solution is as an
array of bits. Arrays of other types and structures can
be used in essentially the same way. The main
property that makes these genetic representations
convenient is that their parts are easily aligned due to
their fixed size, which facilitates simple crossover
operations The fitness function is defined over the
genetic representation and measures the quality of the
represented solution. Once the genetic representation

G e n e t i c a l g o r i t h m operates according to the
following steps:
1. Choose the initial population of individuals
2. Evaluate the fitness of each individual in
that population
3. Repeat on this generation until termination
(time limit, sufficient fitness achieved, etc.):
1. Select the
reproduction

best-fit

individuals
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2.

3.
4.

Breed new individuals through crossover
and mutation operations to give birth to
offspring
Evaluate the individual fitness of new
individuals
Replace least-fit population with new
individuals

P2->O(-0.0625,1.3)=1.69
P3->O(-0.4375,1.7)=3.08
.
.
.
.
Pn->O(0.375,1.6)=2.70
Assigning probabilities:
Based on the objective function values, a probability
is assigned to make it into the next generation

Generic program flow of a genetic algorithm:
The general structure is the same for all genetic
algorithms. Individual steps can be done in a variety
of ways. We will only discuss the most basic
operators .
Genetic algorithm step by step
A hand calculated example
Encoding the Parameters:
X=(1.2,3.4….100)=(0101110011….10011)
For each parameter a minimum value, step size and
encoding length has to be specified.
For example two parameter x1,x2:
x1 = [-1…1] and x2 = [0…3.1]

P(pj)=f(o(xi)). In our example
P(pj)=
1
(max{o(xj)}-o(xi))
∑I max{O(xi)}-O(xi)
In our case: ∑I max{O(xi)}-O(xi)=12.45 this gives:
P(p1) = 6.64-6.64
=0.
12.45
P(p2) = 6.64-1.69
=0.40
12.45
P(p3) = 6.64-3.08
=0.28
12.45
P(p4) = 6.64-2.70
=0.32
12.45
Now we generate a new population of the same size.
Each model’s chance to mate is determined by their
probability.
The offspring’s undergo two steps: crossover and
mutation
Mating cand.
M1
M2
M3
M4

Old pos.
P2
P3
P4
P2

Prob.
0.4
0.28
0.32
0.4

Crossover:
With probability pc two members of the population
exchange
Their genes after a randomly chosen point.
Generating a population
At the start a population of N random models is
generated.

(000111)

(000001)
3

(110001)
(110111)
Typically 0.2<= pc <=0.

P1=(0101110011)->(01011)=-1+26*0.0625=0.0625
(10011)=0+25*0.1=2.5

VI. CONCLUSION:

P2=(1111010110)->(11110)=-1+15*0.0625=-0.0625
(10110)=0+13*0.1=1.3
p2=(1001010001)->(10010)=-1+9*0.0625=-1.4375
(10001)=0+17*0.1=1.7
.
.
.
.
.
.
pN=(0110100001)->(01101)=-1+22*0.0625=0.325
(00001)=0+16*0.1=1.6
Calculating the objective function values
For each member of population calculate the value of
the objective function:

In this paper we found that good results can be
achieved by applying ANN and genetic algorithm to
fraud detection. As compared to other techniques our
proposed system can achieve better result using
genetic algorithm which calculates probability for
fraud detection. For better results related to fraud
detection process is considerably faster with ANNs
and their training period is shorter.
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Abstract- Cued click points is a click-based graphical password scheme, a cued-recall graphical password technique. Users
Click on one point per image for a sequence of images. The next image is based on the previous click-point. Users preferred
CCP to Pass Point, saying that selecting and remembering only one point per image was easier.CCP also provides greater
security than Pass Points because the number of images increases the workload for attackers. We propose a new click-based
graphical password scheme called Cued Click Points (CCP). It can be viewed as a combination of Pass Points, Pass faces,
and Story. A password consists of one click-point per image for a sequence of images. The next image displayed is based on
the previous click-point so users receive immediate implicit feedback as to whether they are on the correct path when
logging in.
Keywords- Authentication, graphical password, cued-recall

I. INTRODUCTION
provided by the system. In pass point user should
select different 5 clicks on single image only. At the
time of login user repeats the correct sequence of
points entered for the first time. Pass point provides
weak password because hacker can easily guess the
points if he gets some clue about the 1st point since
all 5 points are present in one image only. According
to the click points given by the user next image will
be given and so on till 5 images (i.e. 5 click points).
These click points together will be the password set
by the user for login to the system. If user is clicking
some different points he will not get any error instead
he will get some another image, so the selection of
wrong click points will lead to login failure. This
process is mentioned in below figure.

Normally, Passwords are used for
1) Authentication: Establishes that the user is who
they say they are;
2) Authorization: The process used to decide if the
authenticated person is allowed to access specific
information or functions and;
3) Access Control: Restriction of access-includes
authentication & authorization.
Here a graphical password system with a supportive
sound signature to increase the remembrance of the
password is discussed. The problems of knowledgebased authentication, typically text-based passwords,
are well known. Users often create memorable
passwords that are easy for attackers to guess, but
strong system-assigned passwords are difficult for
users to remember [1].
Now-a-days different systems are providing
passwords but those are difficult to remember. In
some systems password provided are easy to
remember and easy to hack. Our system provides
strong passwords which are easy to remember and
difficult to hack i.e. both features are covered.
II. BACKGROUND
We know that text passwords are popular but they
have security problems which are going to hammer
the user’s usability. Due to lack of efficiency in text
password we will focus more on graphical passwords,
it is better alternative to text password; as the humans
have tendency to remember the graphical images
more quickly than any text.

Figure1. Selection of click points in CCP

B. Persuasive Technology
Persuasive technology is broadly defined as
technology that is designed to change attitudes or
behaviors of the users through persuasion. Such
technology used in any area of human-human or
human-computer interaction.
An authentication
system which applies persuasive technology should

A. Click Based Graphical Password
In graphical password the user clicks on image for
selecting the location of points on one or more
different images. User need to click on one image
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guide and encourage users to select stronger
passwords.

Various graphical password schemes have been
proposed as alternatives to text-based passwords. It
can be used as password for folder lock, web-driven
applications, desktop lock etc.

1) The Eight-Step Design Process: The eight steps in
the process of designing persuasive technology
described below and outlined in Figure 2.
a) Step1: Choose a simple behavior to target
b) Step2: Choose a receptive audience
c) Step3: Find what prevents the target behavior
d) Step4: Choose a familiar technology channel
e) Step5: Find relevant examples of persuasive
Technology
f) Step6: Imitate successful examples
g) Step7: Test and iterate quickly
h) Step8: Expand on success

Various graphical password schemes have been
proposed as alternatives to text-based passwords.
Research and experience have shown that text-based
passwords are fraught with both usability and security
problems that make them less than desirable
solutions. Psychology studies have revealed that the
human brain is better at recognizing and recalling
images than text.
IV. SCOPE
In proposed work a click-based graphical password
scheme called Cued Click Points (CCP) is presented.
In this system a password consists of sequence of
some images in which user can select one click-point
per image. System showed very good Performance in
terms of speed, accuracy, and ease of use. Users
preferred CCP to Pass Points, saying that selecting
and remembering only one point per image was easier
and sound signature helps considerably in recalling
the click points. In the proposed work we have
integrated sound signature to help in recalling the
password. No system has been devolved so far which
uses sound signature in graphical password
authentication.
V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
This proposed system also provides protection against
key logger spy ware. Since, computer mouse is used
rather than that people are better at memorizing
graphical passwords than text-based passwords.
Online password guessing attacks on password-only
systems have been observed for decade’s .Presentday attackers targeting such systems are empowered
by having control of thousand to million node
bonnets.

Figure2. Eight steps in early-stage persuasive design

C. Persuasive Cued-Click Points
We are adding persuasive feature to ccp , PCCP
encourages users to select less predictable passwords,
and makes it more difficult to select passwords where
all five click-points are hotspots. Persuasive Cued
Click-Points graphical password scheme, including
usability
and
security
evaluations,
and
implementation considerations. An important
usability goal for knowledge-based authentication
systems is to support users in selecting passwords of
higher security. We use persuasion to influence user
choice in click-based graphical passwords,
encouraging users to select more random, and hence
more difficult to guess, click-points.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Click cued points is a click-based graphical password
scheme, a cued-recall graphical password technique.

Figure3. Architecture of PCCP
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a corresponding click-point. Remembering the order
of the click-points is no longer a requirement on
users, as the system presents the images on eat a time.
CCP also provides implicit feedback claimed to be
useful only to legitimate users. When logging on,
seeing an image they do not recognize alerts users
that their previous click-point was incorrect and
users may restart password entry. Explicit indication
of authentication failure is only provided after the
final click-point, to protect against incremental
guessing attacks.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of this concept has basically
four modules: Registration, Viewport creation, CCP
management, and Authentication.
A. Registration
In Pass Points, passwords consist of a sequence of
five click-points on a given image. Users may select
any pixels in the image as click-points for their
password. To log in, they repeat the sequence of
clicks in the correct order, within a system-defined
tolerance square of the original click-points.

VII. CONCLUSION
B. Viewport creation
By adding a persuasive feature to CCP encourages
users to select less predictable passwords, and makes
it more difficult to select passwords where all five
click-points are hotspots. Specifically, when users
create a password, the images are slightly shaded
except for a viewport. The viewport is positioned
randomly rather than specifically to avoid known
hotspots, since such
information might allow
attackers to improve guesses and could lead to the
formation of new hotspots. The viewport’s size is
intended to offer a variety of distinct points but still
cover only an acceptably small fraction of all possible
points.

In this paper we have seen that the persuasive cued
click points are easier to remember and it’s difficult
to hack, this is better way of authentication compared
to earlier pass-points concept. so in our project we are
going to implement the persuasive cued click points
as the graphical password.
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Abstract- Late arrival of help in emergency situation like road accident can lead a person to death. Getting the help depends
on time required to alert the helper. There are many Location Based Services available in today’s smartphones that are
usually used for the applications like navigation, travelling and many of the commercial applications. Many of the location
based services are also in the field of emergency alert system, but each of them needs the human intervention. If the victim
gets in the emergency situation like road accident and no help is available, and at the same time if he is not able to make call
for help then the things get worst. In such situation the victim can only rely for help on the helper to whom he trusts, because
usually the nearby people do not take the responsibility of the situation like road accident which is known as “bystandereffect”. Smart Call System (SCS) is the intellectual call system which will automatically alert the user’s helper without the
user intervention. This will be made possible by using the Global Positioning System (GPS), Pull and Push services. Thus
the help can be provided to the victim through the SCS.
Keywords- Bystander-effect, Global Positioning System, Location Based Services,Pull and Push Services,Smart Call System.

I. INTRODUCTION
II. RELATED WORK
Use of mobile has become interleaved with the life
style of the modern society and this leads to the
increasing demand of various services; the location
based services are one of them. A number of studies
been done on location-based services (LBS) due to its
wide range of potential applications. LBS can be used
to provide useful information such as tourism guide
and roadside assistance to users according to the
current locations of them.

There are many researchesand work that has been
done in the field of LBS.
A. GPS
Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space based
satellite navigation system that provides location
information in all whether, anywhere on or near the
earth, where there is an unobstructed line of sight to
four or more GPS satellites. It uses global geocentric
co-ordinate system; and it comprises of 24 satellites.
It is maintained by United State Government and is
freely accessible to anyone with a GPS receiver [3].

It is consisted of mobile devices, communication
networks, service provider and data provider [1].LBS
on mobile devices are now be commonly used by
individual as well as many governmental bodies such
as police, defence, etc. LBS are those services which
work on users’ location.

B. JTAPI
Java Telephony Application Programming Interface
(JTAPI) was designed by a consortium of industryleading computer and telecommunications companies
in designing a portable object oriented API for
computer telephony integrated call control. It is
extensible API design to scale for use in range of
domains, form first-party call control in a consumer
device to third-party call control in large distributed
call centres [4].

However there are many location based services
available, still the services which have emphasis on
personal safety and emergency support are scarce.
Research has shown that especially in busy urban
district, help from fellow citizen is hard to receive
because of the so called as bystander-effect: Nearby
people often do not recognize or take responsibility
for ongoing emergency situations [2].

C. jSMS
jSMS is a Java API for sending and receiving short
messages (SMS) and multimedia messages (MMS).
The API supports a wide range of communication
protocols such as Global System for Mobile (GSM),
Universal Computing Protocol (UCP), and Short
message peer to peer (SMPP) etc. As well as wide
range of short message format such as plain text
messages (7-bit alphabet), Unicode messages (UCS2)
etc [5].

Therefore we propose our system which will enable
location based services for emergency cases that will
work automatically for the user’s help. The system
will make the use of pull and push services along
with GPS in intellectual and efficient manner. The
purpose of designing the system is to provide the
service which is simple, fast,and inconspicuous and
which will work for the user in critical situation.
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D. Pull Location Based Service
The Pull Location Based Architecture need or desire
triggers for the request of Location Based Advertising
and considered as favourable attitudes towards
marketer [1].

emergency road accident situations. The system will
inform the helper automatically that will be
predefined by the user. The call to the helper with the
complete information about user will be made
without the user intervention. This system will work

E. Push location Based Service
Push Location Based Service is understood if the user
in certain location is pushed the information related to
their location currently [1].
F. Existing System
Currently, we observed that there are many systems
which work for handling the emergency case. Fig. 1
shows the work flow of the Police Emergency Case
Management System.

Fig. 2 Architecture of Emergency Accidental Services (EAS)
[2].

Fig. 1 The Mobile Conceptual Design for Mobile Pull LBS in
Police Emergency Case Management System [1].

In this system, the calls from caller will be received
by the 999 call centre agents. The call then will be
diverted to respective agencies like Police Call Centre
Agents or Fire Fighters. The information of the calls
too will be recorded directly into Telekom
Emergency Database and the Police Database [1].
After then the respective nearest officer will get alert
about the emergency situation. This system will work
only when the user will initiate the call.
Similarly,Fig. 2shows the Social Emergency Alert
Service [2] which also work for handling the
emergency situation, this system also need the human
intervention. In this system, the users’ mobile will
have a widget in a shape of simple button on the
home screen of the mobile phone. The user will
simply press this button and the respective nearby
helper will get the alert notification through the
Emergency Alert Server used by the system [2]. Alla.
of the above systems needs the human intervention in
b.
somehow manner.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
We propose Smart Call System (SCS) as intellectual
calling system which will work automatically in

when the user need help and is not able to make a call
for help. According to the Latane and Darley [6]
identified 5 steps of the process leading to help. In
their model the first four steps have to be passed
successfully before help is provided. A potential
helper must (1) notice that something is happening,
(2) interpret that event as an emergency, (3) take
responsibility for helping and (4) decide how to help.
Only then in step (5) providing help actually takes
place. Many obstacles disrupt the process so that no
help will be provided. That is what is called the
bystander effect [2]. Our proposed systemwill work
as per the above aspects by informing the helper in
emergency situation when the user is not able to
call.The calling process in our system comprises of
use of Global Positioning System (GPS), Pull and
Push Services, General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS), and Graphical User Interface (GUI) build by
using Eclipse IDE for Android Operating System.
Work flow of the system is as flow in Fig. 2
The system will comprise of flowing modules:
1) Client:
Client side will have following things:
a. GPS Tracker: Using GPS Tracker latitude and
longitude of the location of client is calculated.
b. Suspension or resumption of application: User can
suspend or resume the application as per the user’s
need. This will be made possible through GUI.
c. Server Connection: Client sends the latitude and
longitude co-ordinates continuously onto the server
by using push
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2) Server:
Server is a component that remains active throughout
the process and will have phonic modem connected to
it. Server will perform the following functions:
a.
a.Find Location:Latitude and longitude coordinates will be used by the server to find the
location of the user. For thispurpose the server will
check the different cases those are; (1) whether the
co-ordinates of user’s location are continuously
changing or not or (2) whether the server has not
receive any change in co-ordinate for longer period of
time. In first case if the server is receiving the change
in co-ordinate then there is no problem. But if there is
no change in position of user then the server will first
check whether the user has paused or suspend the
service intentionally which user can do as mentioned
in section III.1.b, but if the service is not suspended
by the user and still there is no change in location coordinates, then the server will first notify the user
about no change and will wait for the response from
the user. If no response is made from the client side
before the time limit, then the server will initiate the
calling procedure for the help and it will fetch the
current location of the user.
b.
b. Calling Procedure: After fetching the
location of user, the system will integrate the user’s
current location in voice message and that message
will be used for calling to user’s emergency contacts.
This message will be already stored at server
side.Making a call to the helper will be as per the
priorities,and according to the priorities the first call
for help will be made to the nearest helper which will
be calculated on the basis of the location of the user
that was tracked by the server; after that the call will
be made to the user’s home contact and if there is no
response from both the above cases then the call will
be made to the respective nearest police station as
mentioned in Fig. 3. In case if the user’s mobile got
damaged in accident then the server will make a call
by using the last location that was tracked by the
server.The calling procedure can be implemented by
using JTAPI. The purpose of following the above
calling approach is to eliminate the bystander effect
which is mentioned in Section I. Soon after the call is
made the server will create the Uniform Resource
Locator (URL) of the user’s last location and it will
be forwarded to the all helpers using jSMS
technology, so that the helper will come to know
about the exact location of the user. The graphical
overview of the proposed system which is mentioned
above is as in Fig. 4:
IV. FEATURES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
Fig.3 Work Flow of SCS: Smart Call System for Emergency
Road Accident Situations.

a)

c.services: Due to this server will get continuous
updates about user’s location.

SCS provide the provision of automatic calling
for help without human intervention which make
SCS as an intelligent calling system.
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b) Finding the nearest helper, helps in optimizing the
information flow which will help to optimize the
total work flow of handling the emergency cases.

guarantees about informing the correct location of the
user to the helper when the emergency help is needed.
In term of future work, the system can implemented
for other mobiles, working on different operating
system. More secure and accurate algorithm can be
implemented to deal withthe situation like lost of
network.
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Abstract- Area: Mobile Social Computing Domain: Social Engineering Mobile social networking is social networking
where one or more individuals of similar interests or commonalities converse and connect with one another using the mobile
phone. Much like web based social networking, mobile social networking occurs in virtual communities. Social networking
will soon become a predominantly mobile activity. The number of people accessing social networking sites on mobile
phones has increased to a great extent. Mobile phones have made communication easier, and mobile internet connectivity is
taking that communication to a whole new level. Now more and more users are coming aboard for whom mobile is the only
regular form of access to social networking. We can carry mobile anywhere anytime, thus accessing SNS on them will be an
easier job. This paper focuses on addition of some features to the existing features of SNS on mobile handsets. Also it has
tried to overcome the challenges faced nowadays in many of the social networking sites.
Keywords- Social computing, Communities, Social network, Web server, Information system.

4) Comments
5) Notifications

I. INTRODUCTION
Social networking sites (SNS) are an online platform
enabling people to communicate with one another.
They are a new medium of expression allowing users
to engage and maintain real relationship.

III. FEATURES TO BE ADDED
1) Environmental feed:Provides services like
nearest ATM , Hospital ,Schools , Colleges
and Hotels to the users based on the user
current location.
2) Always On:Notify
current location
information to the logged in user.This
service will notify recent content to the
people with similar interest. The data
mining tool will find the people with the
similar interest based on the attribute values
entered by the user in his / her profile and
will notify accordingly.
3) Vernacular language:This feature will
enable all users to use SNS. Due to inclusion
of languages like Hindi, Marathi, etc., there
will not be any problem of interpreting
among the users.

The aim of this document is to investigate the Mobile
Social Networks topic, such as which features are
commonly used in Social Network services available
on the Internet. Social Networking Sites are published
on computers, tablets and nowadays on mobiles. SNS
published on mobiles is called Mobile Social
Computing. SNS works effectively on mobiles as
well as desktops.
The current social networking site does not providing
services like information about the current location
where the user is.
The trend of mobile social networking is still
concentrated to urban areas. Due to infrastructure
limitations, signals are still poor in remote areas and
villages. Internet connectivity through GPRS is not
smooth, which is limiting the access to social
networking websites through mobile phones.
Majority of Indian population is dwelling life under
the poverty line and they cannot afford GPRS enabled
phone. Internet illiteracy is also a problem.
Unavailability of social networking websites in
different Indian regional languages and lack of
support for these languages in the mobile devices has
also restricted the penetration of mobile social
networking in non-English population.

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
S is the main system. It is a group of tuples. Tuples
are as follows:
X = {x| ’x’ is a user}
X= {x1, x2, x3, …….,xn }
P= {p| ’p’ is a profile of user}
P= {p1, p2, p3…., pn}
A= {a| ‘a’ is an uploaded photo}
A= {a1, a2, a3,…., an}
A⊆P
B = {b |’b’ is an updated status}
B= {b1, b2, b3…., bn}
B⊆P
L = {l| ’l’ is a location of the user}
L= {l1, l2, l3, …,ln}

II. EXISTING FEATURES
1) Messaging
2) Status uploading
3) Photo sharing

1) R=A ∩ P
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Where R={r|’r’ is a photo present in A but belonging
to P}

in the database. ETL process extracts, transforms and
loads information from other organisations and sends
to subscribed users. This is also stored in database.
Data flow model

2) T= B ∩P
Where T = {t|’t’ is status present in B but
elonging to P}

VI. NP COMPLETE
If two or more tasks are assigned to a processor, then
the given problem will be NP complete if all these
tasks are completed within polynomial time. The
tasks should be scheduled before deadline.
Mobile social computing comes into NP complete
because in particular time it will give the result for
the decision problem, so that it will give the solution
for the problem within polynomial time.

3) S can be shown as follows:

VII. APPLICATIONS
• Anyone can use this system to get information about
current location and nearest location
• Student can create their own trusted group and send
colleges, notes, lecture updates and other update to
each other instead of using spending money on SMS.
• The travel agency can use this application to track
their bus and send notification each other about any
emergency cases.
• Farmer can use the Always on features to get latest
information about whether forecasting.

V. ARCHITECTURE

VIII. CONCLUSION
Social networking applications have emerged as the
platform of choice for carrying out a number of
different activities online. In addition to their primary
target of social interaction, we can employ
applications to search for information online or to
share multimedia content with our friends and

The architecture shows information process engine
which plays an important role in the whole system. It
processes the information given by users and stored
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and Content-based Clustering in Multimedia Collaborative
Tagging Systems", In Proc. 2nd IEEE International
Conference on Semantic Computing (ICSC' 2008),
IEEEComputer Society, 2008 Santa Clara, CA, USA,
August 2008.

families. Mobile computing systems have different
constraints and hence different solutions. They are
wireless, portable, easy to access and saves time.
Mobile computers, in the form of mobile phones,
with a long battery life, input/output capabilities and
wireless connectivity are now in the pockets of
millions of people throughout the world.
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Abstract- This is a system aiming to enable family member with mobile phone to share files with other family members
with a PC at home no matter whether the mobile phone user is outside the home environment or inside the home
environment. We adopt IMS network in our system in the case that mobile phone user is outside the home environment and
deploy a Storage Server to forward files when the PC user is offline. We design the family members to use Wi-Fi and FTP
protocol to share files when the mobile phone user and the PC user are both inside the home environment. The users of this
System can be of heterogeneous type i.e. they may have operating system Linux, Ubunto, Android, Symbian.

Keywords: Operating Systems, Programming Languages, Java/J2ME/Android

I. INTRODUCTION

III. PROPOSED WORK/SCOPE:
 Load-sharing in wireless multihomed systems
 Simulative performance evaluation of
a mobile peer-to-peer file-sharing
system
 Modeling Analysis and Improvement
for Free-Riding

In this we can also do simulative performance
evaluation of a mobile peer-to-peer file-sharing
system, load-sharing in wireless multi-homed
systems. The availability of unlicensed spectrum
coupled with the increasing popularity of wireless
communication has given rise to a diverse range of
wireless technologies that compete for spectrum. In
particular, devices face a host of problems such as
interference with other devices (hidden terminals) as
well as with technologies like Bluetooth and ZigBee.
Understanding how the medium is utilized and
inferring the cause of interference, based on
observations from a single wireless node, is hard. Past
work has used monitoring infrastructures to detect
interference between nodes in enterprise networks. In
this paper, we try to answer the question: "how can
we enable users to reason about wireless performance
variations without requiring elaborate instrumentation
and infrastructure support?".

IV. USEFULNESS:
1) Fast Tracking Of Files
2) Effective Searching of Important Services
3) Aid In Emergency
4) Locating
5) Shortest Route to assist during Emergency
V. MODULES TO BE DEVELOPED:
1) User Registration
2) FTP Design
3) Android FTP Client
4) Symbian FTP Client
5) Multi OS Support
6) File Sharing
7) Offline Sharing

We propose WiMed, a tool that uses only local
measurements from commodity NICs (at the node
being diagnosed) to construct a time map of how the
medium is utilized. We have implemented a WiMed
prototype using the MadWifi driver for Atheros
NICs. Early results show that WiMed is useful and
can characterize non-interference better than existing
systems.
Problem definition: To prepare an effective
application for Heterogeneous File Sharing System in
Wireless Home Environment

VI. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS:
 Operating
System:
Windows
XP
Professional/ Windows 2007.
 Application Libraries: Base class libraries.
 Language: J2EE
 Java
 JDBC
 J2ME

II. PRESENT THEORY AND PRACTICES:
There are not many projects that are carried out in
this field. This is because this type of application was
somehow exclusive for mobile service providers
because they use mobile cells information to get the
location of the mobile and then provide a service to
get it. And there are few problems that have identified
with the current mobile application.

VII. HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:
 Processor: Pentium IV, V/laptop iCore
 Memory (RAM): 2 GB.
 HDD: 80GB
 Input Device: Mobile
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Abstract- We are introducing the method for duplicate video detection in a large database using video finger-prints which
is very effective and accurate. We use this method to produce software, useful for detecting video Duplicates. The purpose
is to let computers determine the duplicate files by comparing their contents. The software will work on the video files on
the local drive. It can find duplicates even if video files are same. Vector quantization (VQ) is used for encoding. Using
number videos we perform experiments with a database. We use non-metric distance measure to obtain the similarity
between the query and a database video fingerprint. We will work on up to 500 videos. Length of the video will be 40 hrs.
Database contains about 500 videos. We consider avi, mp4 etc. formats of the video.
Keywords- Duplicate detection, Non-metric distance, Vector Quantization (VQ), Video Fingerprinting.

I. INTRODUCTION
For online video repositories copyright infringements
and data piracy is a serious problem. On commercial
sites Videos are textually tagged. These are help to
monitor the content and prevent copyright
infringements. Approaches like CBCD (contentbased copy detection) and watermarking have been
used to detect such infringements [7], [8].

best matching video Vi∗ for it uses quantized features
(Xi) for the top-K NN videos. Whether the query is a
duplicate derived from Vi∗ is decided by final
module.
We are introducing a non metric distance function.
When the query is a noisy subset of a single model
video this method is used for duplicate video
detection. Its performance is better.

To decide copyrighted videos the watermarking
approach detects the presence of a respective
watermark in a video and CBCD, detects the
duplicate video by comparing the fingerprint of the
query video with the fingerprints of the copy righted
videos.

By using suitable pre computed distance tables and
discarding many non candidates using just the
partially computed distance from these model video
signatures to the query, we reduce the search time for
the top- K candidates for the VQ-based model
signatures retained after dataset pruning.

A fingerprint is a compact signature of a video.
Fingerprint is robust against the modifications of the
individual frames and good enough to differentiate
between videos.

We have shown a dataset pruning approach, which is
based on our distance measure in the space of VQencoded signatures. This helps to get the top-K NN
even after pruning. We achieve significantly higher
pruning.

The watermarking schemes are not ensured in general
for the noise robustness of [8], whereas the
fingerprinting features generally ensured the best
match in the signature space. Even after various noise
attacks it is remains unchanged. Therefore, the
fingerprinting approach has been successful. To
retrieve the best matching model video fingerprint for
a given query fingerprint is the duplicate detection
task.

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
We provide easy interface to user for duplicate video
detection. User can input query video through user
interface. Model videos which are nothing but videos
stored in database are used for detection of duplicate
videos. Sampling of query video and model videos is
done then feature extraction phase come in which
features will be extracted.

We implement methods for fast and accurate retrieval
of duplicate videos. For performing effective and
efficient search, we use two phase procedure.

Then clustering is done and cluster centers are stored
as video fingerprint. We will get Top K neighbors
after VQ based searching. This will become input for
further searching to get best matches. Then finally
decided that whether the best match is duplicated or
not.

The first phase includes a search to return the top-K
nearest neighbors (NN). On the individual vectors in
the model (or query) fingerprint Xi we do vector
quantization (VQ). The second phase is to find the
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B. Representative color selection:
After the image partitioning stage, a single
representative color is selected from each block. Any
method to select the representative color can be
applied, but the standard recommends the use of the
average of the pixel colors in a block as the
corresponding representative color, since it is simpler
and the description accuracy is sufficient in general.
The selection results in a tiny image icon of size 8x8.
The next figure shows this process. Note that in the
image of the figure, the resolution of the original
image has been maintained only in order to facilitate
its representation.
C.Discrete Cosine Transformation:
The luminance (Y) and the blue and red chrominance
(Cb and Cr) are transformed by 8x8 DCT, so three
sets of 64 DCT coefficients are obtained. To calculate
the DCT in a 2D array, the formulas below are used.
D.ZigZag Scanning and weighting: A zigzag
scanning is performed with these three sets of 64
DCT coefficients, following the schema presented in
the figure. The purpose of the zigzag scan is to group
the low frequency coefficients of the 8x8 matrix.
Duplicate
modules:

Fig.1.Block Diagram of Duplicate Detection

III. DUPLICATE VIDEO DETECTION

video

detection

involves

following

A .Feature Set Extractions:
Large numbers of videos which are present in
database are to be extracted. ith model video in the
dataset ( Vi), sub-sampling of the decoded frames at
a factor of 5 to get (Ti) frames and a feature vector
computed per video frame ( p) dimensional feature is
extracted per frame.

COLOR LAYOUT DESCRIPTOR:

B. Clustering feature Set:
K-means clustering is a method of cluster analysis.
This aims to partition n observations into k clusters
in which each observation belongs to the cluster with
the nearest mean. This gives a partitioning of the data
space into Voronoi cells.
A model video Vi is transformed into a Ti×p matrix
Zi. we perform
k-means based clustering to
summarize Zi, and store the cluster centroids {Xi
j}Fi j=1 as its fingerprint. At a certain fraction of Ti
the number of clusters Fi is fixed.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of CLD

A. Partitioning:
In the image partitioning stage, the input picture (on
RGBcolor space) is divided into 64 blocks to
guarantee the invariance to resolution or scale.
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of a model video and key frame-based signatures are
used. We tried to reduce the computational
complexity of our distance measure. In the future
work, we can try to explore the scalability of our
approach to very large-sized datasets.
REFERENCES

Fig.3.Clustering

C. Video Fingerprint generation & signature creation:
Then calculated cluster centroids are stored as
fingerprint. For Example, a fingerprint size of 5×
means that Fi = (5/100)Ti. So, the fingerprint size
varies with the video length. Compact video
signatures are produced by k-means based clustering
which are comparable to those generated by
sophisticated summarization techniques. These are
called partial distance-based pruning, and the dataset
pruning.
D. Duplicate Video Detection:
A new non-metric distance functions for duplicate
video detection when the query is a noisy subset of a
single model video. It performs better than other
conventional methods.
IV. CONCLUSION
Using a suite of efficient algorithms the problem of
fast and real-time duplicate detection in a large video
database is investigated. We implement a new non
metric distance measure. This method is effective for
shorter queries as long as the query is a noisy subset
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Abstract- As the technology advances, more and more systems are introduced which will look after the users comfort. Few
years before hard switches were used as keys. Traditional QWERTY keyboards are bulky and offer very little in terms of
enhancements. Now-a-days soft touch keypads are much popular in the market. These keypads give an elegant look and a
better feel. Currently keyboards are static and their interactivity and usability would increase if they were made dynamic and
adaptable. Various on-screen virtual keyboards are available but it is difficult to accommodate full sized keyboard on the
screen as it creates hindrance to see the documents being typed. Virtual Keyboard has no physical appearance. Although
other forms of Virtual Keyboards exist; they provide solutions using specialized devices such as 3D cameras. Due to this, a
practical implementation of such keyboards is not feasible. The Virtual Keyboard that we propose uses only a standard web
camera, with no additional hardware. Thus we see that the new technology always has more benefits and is more userfriendly.

I. INTRODUCTION

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

As the demand for computing environment evolves,
new human-computer interfaces have been
implemented to provide multiform interactions
between users and machines. Nevertheless, the basis
for most human-to-computer interactions remains the
binomial keyboard/mouse.

The proposed system would have an application front
end which would help initialize the keyboard to the
new environment. Any image projected/surface can be
a reference and a photo of the same is stored in
memory as a reference image. This reference image
would be segmented using thresholding technique. On
running the program we would be able to detect any
change in this image by comparing it with the original
image stored. After detection of the segment where the
change occurs, a virtual key press would be initiated.
The current function of each key would be displayed
for user convenience and can be changed according to
user preference.

We are presenting here a next generation technology,
which is the Virtual Keypad. As the name suggests the
virtual keypad has no physical appearance. Virtual
keyboard is an application which virtualizes hardware
keyboard with different layouts hence allowing user to
change the layout based on application. E.g. user can
select different language for editor or select a
specialized layout for gaming applications. User can
even design his own layout in hardware version.
II. RELATED WORK
The Virtual Keyboard has been implemented in a
number of different forms, as described by Adajania,
Gosalia, Kanade, H. Mehta, Prof. N. Shekokar[1]
,Kölsch, M. and Turk, M [2] of these, the ones based
on 3-D optical ranging [3] and CCD cameras [4] are
most significant as they are based primarily on image
processing. The elaborate research done by Kölsch,
M. and Turk, M.[2] highlights a variety of virtual
keyboards in different forms, such as gloves, rings,
hand gestures based and projection based devices. In
[3], a special 3-D camera, or two 2-D cameras are
used. Additionally a pattern projector is used for
projecting the keyboard. The VK designed in [4]
makes use of a single CCD camera. Even more
significant is the work presented in [1], where a
shadow based analysis is used to acquire depth
information from a 2-D image. We use the novel
technique of using image processing using a web
camera.

1. Video Input
A constant video feed is obtained from the webcam
connected to the PC. A webcam interface control /
API is used for this.
2. Frame Grab
At regular intervals (about 10 to 15 times every
second), the current frame from video is copied as
image to some other image control where in we can
read or manipulate pixels from that image.
3. Pre-Processing
An image processing filter is applied the input image
to improve it for further processing. Here we either
blur the image in case it’s too sharp. Else we sharpen
the image in case the video feed is too blurred. Hence
either sharpening or Gaussian blur filter is used based
on quality of feed.
4. Selective RGB
The image pixels are filtered based on their colour
components (R, G and B values). The threshold ranges
for these colours are specified by used initially. The
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ranges have to be specified based on the colour of the
symbols.
5. RGB to HSV conversion
HSV model stands Hue, Value, and Saturation. Hue
represents colour type. It can be described in term of
angle on the above circle. Saturation represents
vibrancy of colour. Value represents brightness of
colour.
6. Segmentation
Thresholding is the simplest method of segmentation.
It is usually used for feature extraction where required
features of the image are converted to white and
everything else to black or vice-versa.
7. Histogram
A binary histogram for individual characters is
constructed. Histogram is the frequency count for the
pixels (which will be either completely black or
completely white after thresholding).
8. Pattern Matching Pattern Recognition
A number of steps are applied to match the pattern
being stored and recognize the exact pattern with the
input given by user.

IV. FUTURE WORK
The true application of this idea would be in
developing virtual keyboards for mobile devices,
which would enable us to use a full sized QWERTY
keyboard without the need for additional physical
space or hardware. Moreover, the VK can find
applications in gaming, 3d modelling etc.
In a country like India, which has a rich repository of
languages, a Virtual Keyboard can be used to generate
multilingual keyboards, by just changing the internal
mapping of characters, with no change in hardware.
This can make multilingual keyboards economically
feasible. Finally, such a keyboard creates the
possibility of developing specialized keyboards
especially for the blind, without additional
expenditure.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a practical implementation of a
Virtual Keyboard and demonstrates the future of
human computer
and human-mobile devices interaction lies in the
creation of Virtual Human Interface Devices.
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Abstract- In this paper, a Control Area Network (CAN) based motion control system is controlled using Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The FPGA is connected to a CAN controller which acts as the bus master, while the
CAN based motion control system acts as the slave. The FPGA communicates with the CAN controller using Serial
Peripheral Interface (SPI) protocol. The transfer of data between FPGA and Motion control system takes place in real time.
This data is further processed to control and monitor the position parameters of the motor. The data is also analyzed for CAN
based error and Motor driver based error. Coding of the system is done in FPGA using VHDL coding method.
Keywords- FPGA, CAN controller, CAN Transceiver, SPI

I. INTRODUCTION
paper are as follows, first, the CAN protocol and the
CAN controller are explained, then we explain the
setup of the experiment and finally, experimental
result.

Motion control is a sub-field of automation, in which
the position or velocity of machines are controlled
using some type of device such as a hydraulic pump,
linear actuator, or electric motor, generally a servo.
Motion control is an important part of robotics and
CNC machine tools, however it is more complex
than in the use of specialized machines, where the
kinematics are usually simpler.

II. CAN PROTOCOL
1.1 Controller Area Network
The
The Controller Area Network (CAN) is a
serial communications protocol which efficiently
supports distributed real time control with a very high
level of security. Its domain of application ranges
from high speed networks to low cost multiplex
wiring. In automotive electronics, engine control
units, sensors are connected using CAN with bit rate
up to 1M bit/s. The CAN protocol is based on the socalled broadcast communication mechanism. This
broadcast communication is achieved by using a
message oriented transmission protocol. Thus it only
defines messages, and does not define devices. These
messages are identified by using a message identifier,
which has to be unique within the whole network, and
it defines not only the content but also the priority of
the message. This is important when several stations
compete for bus access. It is very easy to add devices
to an existing CAN without making much hardware or
software modifications to the existing devices as long
as the new devices are only CAN receivers.

Motion controllers are used to achieve some desired
benefits which includes: improved efficiency,
increased position and speed accuracy, higher speeds,
faster reaction time, increased production, smoother
movements, reduction in costs, integration with
other automation, integration with other processes,
ability to convert desired specifications into motion
required to produce a product, increased information
and ability diagnose and troubleshoot, increased
consistency. Controller Area Network (CAN) was
initially created by German automotive system
supplier for automotive applications as a method for
enabling robust serial communication in harsh EMI
interference environment.
It comes from the automotive industry and up to now
it is widely used for communication among various
Electronic Control Units (ECUs) in vehicles. CAN
has the following properties: prioritization of
messages, guarantee of latency times, configuration
flexibility,
multicast
reception
with
time
synchronization, system wide data consistency, multimaster, error detection and signaling, automatic
retransmission of corrupted messages as soon as
the bus is idle again, distinction between temporary
errors and permanent failures of nodes and
autonomous switching off of defective nodes. Such
characteristics are very attractive to make CAN a
suitable communication protocol for Motion
Control. In this paper the communication between the
motor and FPGA is established. The contents of this

The CAN protocol supports two message frame
formats, the only essential difference being the length
of the identifier. The CAN protocol version 2.0A can
have 1l bit identifiers and create 2032 different
messages in total, and version 2.0B can have 29bit
identifiers and create 536,870,912 different messages
Fig.1 shows the CAN message frame format.
The CAN automatically transmits messages again
when messages encounter a bus error. Error detection
mechanisms, such as a 15-bit Cyclical Redundancy
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Check (CRC), frame check and ACK errors, provide a
high level of data integrity.

complex combinational functions such as decoders
and simple mathematical functions.

Figure 2: Function of CAN Transceiver

III. MOTION CONTROL SYSTEM
The Motion control system is a digital positioning
system suitable for DC and EC (brushless) motors
with incremental encoders in a modular and
automation systems. The performance range of these
compact positioning controllers ranges from a few
watts up to 700 watts. These drive use typical
commanding sequences for different operating modes.
They are based on writing/reading commands to
access the object dictionary. A wide variety of
operating modes permit flexible configuration of drive
and automation systems by using positioning, speed
and current regulation. The built-in CAN open
interface allows networking of multiple drives as well
as online commanding by CAN bus master units. In
this paper motion control is achieved by position
profile operation mode. The encoder checks the motor
position. The motor position data is transferred to the
system back.

Figure 1: CAN message frame format

1.2 CAN controller
IC MPC 2510 is the CAN controller CAN
transmission. MCP2510 is a Full Controller Area
Network (CAN) protocol controller implementing
CAN specification. It supports CAN1.2, CAN 2.0A,
CAN 2.0B Passive, and CAN 2.0B Active versions of
the protocol, and is capable of transmitting and
receiving standard and extended messages at bit-rates
up to1Mbit/s. It is also capable of both acceptance
filtering and message management. It includes three
transmit buffers and two receive buffers that reduce
the amount of FPGA management required. The
FPGA communication is implemented via an industry
standard Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) with data
rates up to 5 Mb/s.

IV. SPI PROTOCOL
The MCP2510 is designed to interface directly with
the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) port available on
many microcontrollers and supports Mode 0,0 and
Mode 1,1. Commands and data are sent to the device
via the SI pin, with data being clocked in on the rising
edge of SCK. Data is driven out by the MCP2510, on
the SO line, on the falling edge of SCK. The CS pin
must be held low while any operation is performed on
the timing diagrams.

1.3 CAN Transceiver MCP2551
In this CAN controller, a CAN transceiver is needed
to convert, CAN Tx and CAN Rx to CAN_H and
CAN_L and vice versa. CAN transceiver used as an
interface between the CAN controller and the physical
CAN bus for providing differential receive and
transmit capabilities. Its can supports high-speed
applications of up to 1Mbit. Fig. 2 shows output of
can transceiver.
I. FPGA
A FPGA is a semiconductor device containing
programmable logic components called "logic
blocks", and programmable interconnects. Logic
blocks can be programmed to perform the function of
basic logic gates such as AND, and XOR, more

Figure 3: SPI Bus Interface
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VII. XPERIMENTAL RESULT
Fig. 8 shows part of the block diagram of VHDL
coding done in FPGA chip. Fig. 9 shows the
simulated results of the code in ModelSIM. Fig. 10
show the position versus time plot obtained from
the Motion controller by the FPGA.

Figure 5: CAN frames obtained on the scope

Figure 4: SPI Timing Diagram

V. MOTION CONTROL SYSTEM
The motion controller receives the command data via
CAN network. The following describes the operation
of the motion controller. First, the FPGA initializes
the CAN controller, thereby setting the registers that
decide the CAN bit timing parameters. The setting of
these register in the CAN controller is done in the
CONFIGURATION mode. Once all the CAN
parameter are set, the CAN controller is activated to
NORMAL mode and is ready for Transmitting and
receiving CAN frames. Then the FPGA initializes the
Motion controller by setting the position profile mode,
max acceleration, max deceleration and max velocity
of the drive. These all parameters are sent via the
CAN bus. The Motion controller compares the
received Frame node ID with its own ID number
before accepting the data. This data is stored in the
Object Dictionary (OD) and then is acted upon. The
FPGA queries the motion controller for real time
motion updates and checks for error status of the
drive.

Figure 6: Experimental Setup

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The FPGA communicates to the motion controller via
the CAN controller. Its sends command to the
motion controller depending on the inputs. In this
experiment four movements of the motor are
controlled That is forward motion, backward motion,
quick stop and stop. The Fig.7 shows the complete
flow of the experiment. This data on the CAN bus can
be checked using an Agilent oscilloscope. This is
shown in the Fig. 5.

Figure 7: Block Diagram of FPGA Code
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Figure 8: Block Diagram of CAN Control Initialization

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we designed a motion controller using
a CAN, and implemented it by FPGA which
contains many functions for motion control. The
FPGA is connected to a CAN controller which acts
as CAN bus master and it is very easy to add
another motion system in the CAN bus without
much change in hardware or software. In the
experiment, the FPGA controls and monitor the
motor using the CAN.

Figure 9: Simulated ModelSIM Results
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Abstract- In this paper, a miniature bandpass filter with center frequency 5.81 GHz has been proposed. The filter has square
shaped ‘Dumbbell and Slot’ Defected Ground Structure. The addition of slots to the conventional Dumbbell helps in further
reducing the filter size as compared to the standard Dumbbell DGS alone. A conventional parallel edge coupled bandpass
filter has also been designed at the same center frequency. The proposed technique achieves 86% size reduction. The 3 dB
bandwidth of the proposed filter is 100 MHz as compared to 260 MHz of the conventional filter. An improvement in
insertion loss from -2.4 dB to -1 dB is obtained. The Q factor of the proposed filter increases to 58.1 as compared to 22 for
the conventional filter.
Keywords- Band Pass Filter(BPF), Defected Ground Structure (DGS), Closed Loop Resonator, Slow Wave Structure.

I. INTRODUCTION
The proposed filter is designed using the closed loop
resonator placed between the 50 ohm input and output
lines. Resonance occurs when standing waves are set
up in the resonator. This happens when the perimeter
(P) of the resonator is an integral multiple of the
guided wavelength (λg) [1]:

structure and hence the same characteristics. This is
how DGS technique leads to reduced component size.

(1)
(2)
Here, n is an integer, c is the velocity of light, f is the
frequency of operation and εeff is the effective
dielectric constant of the substrate. The signal builds
up in intensity over multiple round trips due to
constructive interference at the guided wavelength.
The gaps in the conducting strip lead to gap coupling
which provides bandpass characteristics [2].

Figure 1. Reduction in structure size due to DGS

(3)
(4)

Defected Ground Structure (DGS) is a technique in
which a defect is intentionally introduced in the
ground plane of the microstrip. Introduction of a gap
in the ground plane disturbs the current distribution.
Due to the defect, effective inductance and
capacitance increase. This increase in turn increases
the effective dielectric constant. The increase in
dielectric constant produces a slow wave effect. This
leads to larger electrical length (EL2) for DGS as
shown in Fig. 1(b) when compared to standard
microstrip electrical length (EL1) with the same
physical length. To achieve the same electrical length
as before, the physical size has to be reduced [3] as
shown in Fig. 1(c) The electrical length EL3 will then
be same as EL1 Thus the miniaturized structure has
same electrical length as that of the conventional

(5)

(6)
In (3), L represents the inductance and C represents
capacitance. As L and C increase, the phase velocity
Vp decreases; thus demonstrating the ‘Slow Wave
Effect’. As Vp decreases, the guide wavelength λg
decreases too as shown in (4). As λg decreases, the
effective permittivity ε increases as in (5). Here, λ is
the free space wavelength. This increase in ε leads to
miniaturization of the device. The idea of DGS
structure formulation is to increase the L and C such
that the phase velocity Vp is lowered while
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maintaining the ratio L/C so that the characteristic
impedance Zo as represented by (6) is not disturbed.
II.

CONVENTIONAL
EDGE
BANDPASS FILTER

COUPLED

A conventional Edge Coupled Bandpass Filter of
order 4 was designed using the same design
parameters for the sake of comparison. The substrate
used is Taconic TLC™ with dielectric constant 3.2
and height 1.58mm. The strips are arranged in parallel
fashion with different gap, length and width to achieve
the desired coupling factor for each coupled line. The
combined effect of these coupled lines results in
bandpass characteristics of the filter. The formulae
used for this design can be found in [4]. The
calculated values were optimized to obtain the desired
bandpass characteristics. The conventional filter size
as shown in Fig. 2 is 47.3mm x 53.9mm = 2550 mm2.

Figure 4. Bottom view of the proposed filter (m = 3mm, n =
1.9mm, h = 0.4 mm, e = 4.7 mm, f = 0.3mm)

Figure 5. Equivalent Circuit Model of the proposed structure

The size of the proposed filter is 15.9mm x 22 mm =
350 mm2. Thus there is 86% size reduction as
compared to the conventional filter. The electrical
model of the proposed structure developed using
Advanced Design System (ADS) is shown in Fig. 5.
Cgap represents the capacitance introduced due to gaps
(g) in the conducting strip. Cslot represents the
capacitance introduced due to the square slots etched
in the ground plane on the either side of the Dumbbell
DGS arm.

Figure 2. Conventional Edge Coupled Bandpass Filter

III. PROPOSED COUPLED RESONATOR DGS
FILTER

IV. RESULTS

The proposed filter has a closed loop resonator
between the input and output lines as shown in Fig. 3.
A square Dumbbell shaped DGS is etched in the
ground plane. In addition to the Dumbbell shaped
DGS, two square slots centered horizontally and at
the either side of the dumbbell arm are also created as
shown in Fig. 4. These square slots introduce
capacitance in series with the Dumbbell DGS and
facilitate further reduction of the component size.

Fig. 6 shows the simulated S parameters of the
conventional filter. Ansoft High Frequency Structure
Simulator (HFSS) was used for simulation. The
insertion loss of the designed filter is -2.4 dB and the
return loss is -30.8 dB at 5.81 GHz. The 3 dB
bandwidth is 260 MHz. The Q factor of this filter is
22.

Figure 6. Simulated S parameters of Conventional Bandpass
Filter

Fig. 7 shows the simulated S parameters of the
proposed filter. The proposed design meets all the
specifications with the reduced component size. The
insertion loss of the designed filter is -1dB and the

Figure 3. Top view of the proposed filter (a = 15.9mm, b =
22mm, p1 = 8 mm, p2 = 5.4 mm, p3 = 4.7mm, g = 0.3mm, w =
1mm, c = 2.1 mm, d = 2.8mm)
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return loss is -19.1 dB at 5.81 GHz. The 3
bandwidth is 100 MHz. The Q factor of
miniaturized filter is 58.1. Thus the filter
improved insertion loss, bandwidth, Q factor
reduced size.

dB
the
has
and

TABLE II. VARIATION OF CENTER FREQUENCY
WITH CHANGE IN DUMBBELL SQUARE
DIMENSION

Dumbbell Square
Dimension (m) (mm)
Equivalent
Inductance(nH)
Center Frequency
(GHz)

Increasing the arm width of the Dumbbell structure in
the ground plane shifts the resonating frequency to the
higher side. Increasing the dimensions of the square
slots shifts the resonating frequency further to the
higher side. Increasing the size of the dumbbell
square shifts the resonant frequency towards the lower
side. This change in physical size has been electrically
modeled, simulated, analyzed and tabulated in Table
1-4.

2

3

4

5

56

79.58

110

135

6.9

5.81

4.94

4.47

The center frequency shifts towards the higher when
the slot dimension (n) is increased as shown in Table
III. This is because the capacitance Cslot (shown in the
electrical model) decreases with increase in ‘n’.
Variation of Cslot from 20 pF to 0.4 pF shifts the center
frequency towards the higher side from, 5.81 GHz to
5.95 GHz.
TABLE III.
VARIATION OF CENTER FREQUENCY
WITH CHANGE IN DGS SQAURE SLOT DIMENSION

Figure 7. Simulated S parameters of the Proposed Bandpass
Filter

Equivalent Capacitance
(pF)

0.55

0.275

0.075

Center Frequency
(GHz)

5.81

5.68

6.1

0.6

2.5

2.9

Cslot(pF)

20

0.7

0.4

Center Frequency
(GHz)

5.81

5.89

5.95

TABLE IV.
VARIATION OF CENTER FREQUENCY AND
BANDWIDTH WITH CHANGE IN TRACE GAP

TABLE I. VARIATION OF CENTER FREQUENCY WITH
CHANGE IN DUMBBELL ARM WIDTH

0.4

1.9

A shift in center frequency and reduction in bandwidth
is observed when the trace gap (g) is increased. This
can be attributed to the decrease in capacitance Cgap
(shown in the electrical model) with increasing value
of ‘g’ as shown in Table IV. Varying Cgap from
0.0275 pF to 0.0192 pF shifts the center frequency
from 4.88 GHz to 5.81 GHz and reduces the
bandwidth from 830 MHz to 100 MHz.

The center frequency shifts towards the higher side
when width (h) of the dumbbell arm is increased as
shown in Table I. This is because, with increasing h,
the capacitance of the structure decreases. As the
capacitance is varied from 0.55 pF to 0.075 pF, the
resonating frequency gets shifted towards the higher
side, from 5.81 GHz to 6.1 GHz.

Dumbbell arm width
(h) (mm)

DGS Square Slot
Dimension (n) (mm)

Trace Gap (g) (mm)

0.1

0.2

0.4

Cgap (pF)

0.0275

0.0227

0.0192

Center Frequency
(GHz)

4.88

5.36

5.81

3 dB Bandwidth
(MHz)

830

380

100

0.8

Thus, by varying the above values, bandpass filters
with different center frequencies and bandwidth can
be designed using the proposed structure. Fig. 8 shows
the simulated response of the electrical model of the
proposed filter using ADS at center frequency 5.81
GHz. The response of the electrical model is well in
agreement with that obtained using the structure
simulation in HFSS.

The center frequency shifts towards the lower side
when the dumbbell square dimension (m) is increased
as seen in Table II. This shift in frequency is due to
increase in inductance of the structure [2]. When the
equivalent inductance of the Dumbbell structure in
increased from 56 nH to 135 nH, the center frequency
shifts towards the lower side, from 6.9 GHz to 4.47
GHz.
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electrical model and the results obtained using
structure simulation in HFSS are well in agreement
with each other.
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Abstract- In this paper, we propose an Intelligent Home Navigation System (IHNS) which comprises of a wheelchair, voice
module and navigation module. It can be used by an elderly or physically challenged person to move inside the home
without any difficulty. The voice of the person is detected by voice capture module which will be compared by voice
recognition module with predefined voices loaded in to the system. According to the received voice, the direction is
automatically understood and the wheelchair moves according to the route which is predefined. It is also equipped with
obstacle avoidance technique, where the person may not be able to provide proper voices at the right time. The wheel chair
can automatically navigate from one point to the other in the home as per predefined route based on the voice received. Thus
the above proposed system can be used by elderly and physically challenged people in day to day life even if they are alone
at home. This wheelchair is basically used by quadriplegic patients who cannot move their body parts but can
move their head completely or upto certain extent and can also speak clearly.
Keywords- wheelchair, elderly, physically challenged, voice, obstacle avoidance, quadriplegic.

I. INTRODUCTION
The most common image of disability is the people in
wheelchairs. Wheelchairs are used by people who
find themselves unequipped to move without external
aid. The special needs of the elderly may differ from
that of a physically challenged person or a large
individual but they all have “special needs” and often
require some assistance to perform their daily routine.
The required assistance may be due to ageing,
physical limitations, medical conditions or other
issues. The physically challenged people who use a
normal wheelchair for navigation, usually requires an
external person to move around. In this busy world,
the elderly people may be left alone at home and also
may not find an apt person for external help. Here
comes the need of an automated home navigation
system, which consists of a wheelchair which can be
used by the elderly and the physically challenged
people without the help of an external person. The
proposed system can be operated using voices which
is coded into it.

elderly and the physically challengedpeople. Also
these people find it tough to even navigate inside the
home without external aids. The elderly people find
automated wheelchairs as an easy way for
locomotion. Having known about these facts, our aim
was to bring an automated navigation system which
can be used by both – the elderly and the physically
challenged people in a user-friendly manner using
voices for operation.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The elderly and the physically challenged people find
it tough for locomotion without the help of external
aid. Studies have shown that until quite recently
disabled people were socially isolated. Whether their
condition was physical, emotional or mental, all met
the same attitudes. They were kept
off from social gatherings because they needed
special attention or people to take care of them. These
miserable conditions made us think of bringing out a
system which include personal security features and
can be used by these misfortunate people so that they
can navigate easily and without external aids.

This problem is also dealt in this system as it
navigates automatically. Another important feature is
that the personal security of the person who is using
the wheelchair is also taken care. If the person feels
uncomfortable or insecure, he can avail the
emergency service like police or hospital by making
use of the predefined voices to it.

IV. PROJECT SCOPE


II. MOTIVATION
Today’s world comprises of a large variety of people.
Some of them depend on others for their living. But
in today’s fast world, everyone is busy and there are
less people to care for the increasing number of



In this project, we propose an Intelligent
Home Navigation System which comprises
of a wheelchair, voice module and
navigation module. It can be used by an
elderly or physically challenged person to
move inside the home without any difficulty.
This paper presents the design of a
navigation system and its integration with a
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commercial powered wheelchair. The
navigation system provides the commercial
wheelchair with a set of functions which
increase the autonomy of elderly and people
with motor disabilities.
Our system comprises of integration of voice
processing and embedded technology.
Microcontroller unit is interface with the
wheelchair. The voice of the patient is
received by the microphone connected to the
PC. In PC voice is processed and the signal
is given to the microcontroller and the motor
is driven accordingly.

ST-status
f-function for comparison threshold-fixed input value
Status is used to detect change in motion of the object
with a particular fixed frame. The function compares
all the three values. If it returns true value then
change in motion of the object is detected.
Psuedo code:
P1=co-ordinates of registered input
P2=co-ordinates of current image
H=height of the object
W=width of the object
Initialise count=0
For(y=0 to h)
{
For (x=0 to w)
{
P1=i1[x][y];
P2=i2[x][y];
B1=brightness(p1);
B2=brightness(p2);
Diff=abs(B1-B2);
If(diff>threshold)
{
Count++;
}
}
}
Int per=(count/w*h)*100;

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

If(per>threshold)
{
Alarm=active;
}
SET THEORY
VI. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Mathematical model is described using motion
detection algorithm. Motion detection algorithm is
actually to compare the current frame with the
previous one. It's possible to compare the current
frame not with the previous one but with the first
frame in the video sequence. So, if there were no
objects in the initial frame, comparison of the current
frame with the first one will give us the whole
moving object independently of its motion speed. It's
useful in video compression when you need to
estimate changes and to write only the changes, not
the whole frame.
1. S={Ir,Icur,Iseq}
Where, Ir- registered input frame
Icur-current frame Iseq-sequence of frames fed in the
camera
Iseq={i1,i2,………..}

Our project automated vaice based home navigation
system consists of two sets S and ST.
S={Ir,Icur,Iseq}
Ir->it is the registered frame which is already
registered in the database.
Icur->it is the current frame which is to be compared.
Iseq->it is the set of incoming frames.
Iseq={i1,i2,i3,……….}

2. ST=f(Ir,Icur,threshold)
Where,
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ST={Ir,Icur,threshold}
Threshold=it is the fixed value.the comparision is to
be done with this value.
Here,
 S is the input set.
 ST is the output set



It has some special features integrated into it
like the personal security module and the
obstacle avoidance techniques.
This is very useful since the elders or the
physically challenged needs medical aid at
any time during the day.
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Abstract- In the past few years, a number of ideas have been proposed for indoor navigation systems. These ideas were not
as widely implemented as outdoor positioning systems like GPS(Global Positioning Systems). We propose an indoor
navigation assistance system using Bluetooth which is low cost and feasible to use in daily life. Our system enables users
with handheld mobile devices to steer with ease through the indoor premises using the short range radio frequencies of
Bluetooth. It also establishes user’s current location and the various paths leading to the destination. Dijkstra’s algorithm is
used to determine the shortest path from the source to the required destination.
Keywords- Bluetooth, Indoor Navigation, Mobile module.

I. INTRODUCTION



Low cost Bluetooth mobile positioning for
location based application: This system has
2 main components namely the Bluetooth
sensor system and Central Navigation System.
The Bluetooth Sensor System allows mobile
devices whose Bluetooth mode is set to
discoverable, to be scanned and detected, and
they receive customizable text message and
other relevant files (maps, sound files, video
clips) of their positioning information, e.g.
room identity. The positioning information is
also sent to the Central Navigation System
which in turn displays and updates the
navigation map. The system is also used to
track the movement of different BT mobile
devices within the implemented environment.
[3]



Research of Indoor Local Positioning Based
on Bluetooth Technology: Bluetooth is a
technology with low-power, short-distance,
wireless systems, can be used to construction a
wireless services of indoor. The development
of local positioning services based on the
Bluetooth technology is discussed in this
paper. An approach based on the positioning
information exchanged between the master and
slave devices within the Bluetooth network.[4]



Indoor Navigation Performance Analysis
EPFL: The computation of the best route is
based on a Dijkstra’s algorithm which is
specifically designed for a continuous and
oriented graph. The algorithm has to estimate
the shortest path between a start node and an
end node given by a user who has a specific
profile. The best route computed by the system
is used as input for the navigation process and
for providing guidance information to the user
[5].



Navizon I.T.S: This system locates Wi-Fi
enabled devices. No application is required on

The expedience and comfort provided by the existing
outdoor navigation systems has facilitated the
development of indoor navigation and location
tracking.GPS positioning provided by mobile
telephone operators are suitable for outside
environments where clear line-of-sight with respect to
the satellites or base stations is available. However,
they suffer from multi-path effects within buildings,
and therefore, in indoor they show poor performances
[1].
In recent times there has been a growth in huge
infrastructures like shopping malls, industrial
complexes along with existing structureslike hospitals
and college campuses. Moving around in such
premises can be difficult and finding the path to the
desired location can be time consuming and tiresome.
The ideal indoor navigation system should provide
easy guidance to navigate through such areas.
We decided to use Bluetooth technology to estimate
the location because of its main hardware features:
low power consumption, low cost and low
interference with devices that work on the same
frequency range and its widespread use in typical
mobile devices [2].Desktop software built on Java
platform would use Dijkstra’s algorithm to determine
the shortest path to the desired destination.
II. RELATED WORK


3D indoor location and navigation system
based on Bluetooth: This paper presents the
design and implementation on mobile device,
of a 3D positioning and navigation system for
indoor, based on the use of Bluetooth (BT)
radio technology and implemented using Java
and J2ME. This implementation is adaptable to
many indoor environment (commercial
centers, offices, museums, etc.) previously
modeled and loaded. J2ME and Bluetooth
technology are the main features used.[2]
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the tracking device but the Wi-Fi radios should
be on and within the coverage area of the
network of nodes. The I.T.S(Indoor
Triangulation system) site periodically reports
the details about the Wi-Fi enabled devices.
This system basically uses Wi-Fi to track
devices using Navizon’s proprietary algorithm
with the help information collected by the
nodes [6].

1) Firstly all the application work i.e. the creation of
the maps, managing all the paths, scaling of the
maps, adding the Bluetooth devices, and
managing the database is done by the
administrator on the desktop module.
2) This whole J2ME application is compiled and a
jar file is created and ready to transfer to the user
3) Whenever a user enters a premise with this
system it is necessary that his mobile’s Bluetooth
is enabled. The server i.e. the desktop module
will prompt the user a message through
Bluetooth whether the latter wants the
application or not, if yes the compiled J2ME
application is sent to the user through Bluetooth.
4) Now the user has the jar file of the application.
He has to run this application. The application
helps the user to easily navigate through the
premises. It shows the user his current position.
The user can also find all possible paths from any
source place to destination and out of all this he
can also find the shortest path to the destination.
5) The Bluetooth devices help the application to
find the users current position and also the
position is continuously updated as the user
moves.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Our proposed system works in 2 main modules:
desktop module and mobile module.
a. Desktop module: The desktop module that
will be used by administrator ideally be
doing the following:
 Set map information
 Save/Load map information to/from files
 Set Bluetooth device information
 Set paths
 Find optimum paths
 Auto compile mobile application.
 Upload mobile application to dedicated
website for public download access.

V. CONCLUSION

It will be developed on JDK platform.
b. Mobile module: The mobile application that
can be downloaded from internet by any
user on his phone will show the user overall
map of the premise. Apart from this the
application will allow the user to
 See his current location
 Select source point
 Select destination point
 Show all paths from source to destination
 Show shortest path from source to
destination
 Update current location at regular intervals
 Graphically show the path overlay on
premise map
 Navigate through premise map for additional
information.
A set of Bluetooth devices placed at the
various locations in the premises assist in
determining the current location of the user.

There is a growing need for assistance while
traversing complex establishments. Our proposed
system presents an uncomplicated and cost effective
approach for its users to navigate through indoor
infrastructures. We also determine the shortest path
using Dijkstra’s algorithm from source to destination
and use Bluetooth for navigating and determining the
user’s current location.
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Abstract- A Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of mobile nodes (hosts) which communicate with each other
via wireless links either directly or relying on other nodes as routers. The operation of MANETs does not depend on
preexisting infrastructure or base stations. Network nodes in MANETs are free to move randomly. Therefore, the network
topology of a MANET may change rapidly and unpredictably. All network activities, such as discovering the topology and
delivering data packets, have to be executed by the nodes themselves, either individually or collectively. Depending on its
application, the structure of a MANET may vary from a small, static network that is highly power-constrained to a largescale, mobile, highly dynamic network.
Index Terms— 2ACK, MANETs, routing misbehavior, selfish node.

I. INTRODUCTION

1. The watchdog technique:
A mobile ad-hoc network is a network of devices
which are connected wirelessly. Each device in
MANET is free to move independently. The structure
of MANET changes as the application changes. Since
the nodes in MANET are moving, the network
topology may change unpredictably. There are two
types of MANETs: closed and open. In closed
MANET all nodes operate to achieve the same goal.
In open MANET different nodes have their different
goals and operate independently. The nodes only
share the resources. In open MANET some nodes are
misbehaving such that they take benefits from other
nodes but they don’t share their own resources. This
type of misbehaving nodes is also called as selfish
node. Misbehaving nodes can be a significant
problem. If 10%-40% of the nodes in network
misbehave, the average throughput degrades by 16%
to 32%.

Identifies the misbehaving nodes by
overhearing on the wireless medium. The
pathrater technique, which is based on the
watchdog’s output, allows nodes to avoid the
use of the misbehaving nodes in any future
route selections. However, due to its reliance
on overhearing, the watchdog technique may
fail to detect misbehavior or raise false alarms
in the presence of ambiguous collisions,
receiver collisions, and limited transmission
power.

2. ACK and SACK schemes:
They are used to measure the usefulness of the
current route and to take appropriate action.
For example, congestion control is based on the
reception of the ACK and the SACK packets.
3. TWOACK Scheme:
The 2ACK and the TWOACK schemes have
the following major differences: 1) The
receiving node in the 2ACK scheme only sends
2ACK packets for a fraction of received data
packets, while, in the TWOACK scheme,
TWOACK packets are sent for every data
packet received. Acknowledging a fraction of
received data packets gives the 2ACK scheme
better performance with respect to routing
overhead.

There are different solutions for the misbehaving
nodes. Previously the misbehaving nodes are detected
by using the ‘watch-dog technique’, ’ACK and SACK scheme’, ‘TWO ACK scheme’.
Here we are using a new type of acknowledgement
packet termed 2ACK which is assigned a fixed route
of two hops in the opposite direction of data traffic
route. Here, security feature is also provided with
2ACK, where confidentiality of the message is
checked by verifying the original hash code with the
hash code generated at the destination.

4. Selective TWOACK (S-TWOACK) scheme:
Here each TWOACK packet in the STWOACK scheme acknowledges the receipt of
a number of data packets, but a 2ACK packet
in the 2ACK scheme only acknowledges one
data packet.

II. RELATED WORK
There are various other schemes to detect
misbehavior in MANETs which are as follows:
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Cpkts++ ;
Receive 2ACK packet;
if (2ACK time > WT) then
Cmiss++ ;
end
end
if (length < 48 bytes) then
Encode message using hash function;
Send message along with the hash key;
Cpkts++;
Receive 2ACK packet;
if (2ACK time > WT) then
Cmiss++;
end
end
end

With such a subtle change, the 2ACK scheme has
easier control over the trade-off between the
performance of the network and the cost as compared
to the S-TWOACK scheme.
1. Proposed Work
We simulate the 2ACK scheme for detection of
misbehavior in MANETs and evaluate the
performance. The main objective of the system is to
1. Produce a software system implementation a
2ACK scheme for detection of routing
misbehavior in MANETs using SDR.
2. Evaluate the performance of 2ACK scheme.
This can be carried out in 4 ways:
• If 2ACK time < wait time & contents
not altered----message is given to sender
that the link is working properly.
• If 2ACK time > wait time & contents
not altered ----message is given to
sender that the link is misbehaving.
• If 2ACK time > wait time & contents
altered----message is given to sender
that link is misbehaving and integrity is
lost.
• If 2ACK time < wait time & contents
altered----message is given to sender
message that the link is working &
integrity is lost.

B. At node N2
while (true) do
Read message from source N1
if (Alter) then
Add dummy bytes of characters;
Process it and forward to destination N3;
Receive 2ACK from N3 and send it to N1;
else if (Do not Alter) then
Process it and forward to destination N3;
Receive 2ACK from N3 and send it to N1;
end
end

2. Algorithms And System model

C. At node N3
while (true) do
Read message from N2;
Take out destination name and hash code;
Decode the message;
Send 2ACK packet to N2;
End
D. At N1 and N3 parallel
while (true) do
if ((Cmiss/Cpkts)>d and (hash code of source
msg) !
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Algorithms
A. At node N1
while (true) do
Read the destination address;
Read the message;
Find the length of the message.
Cmiss=0, Cpkts=0, WT=20 ms, d=0.2,
2ACK Time=Current Time (Acknowledgement
accepted time) – Start Time.
while (length > 48 bytes) do
Take out 48 message packet;
Length = length – 48;
Encode message using hash function;
Send message along with the hash key;

IV. CONCLUSION
MANETS, which has widespread application is
highly dependent on the co-operation of all its
members to perform the networking functions.
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Hence, misbehavior of some nodes is to be mitigated
using 2ACK scheme to increase the performance.
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Abstract- Secure environments protect their resources against unauthorized access by enforcing access control mechanisms.
So when increasing security is an issue text based passwords are not enough to counter such problems. The need for
something more secure along with being user friendly is required. This is where Image Based Authentication (IBA) comes
into play. This helps to eliminate tempest attack, shoulder attack, Brute-force attack. Using the instant messaging service
available in internet, user will obtain the One Time Password (OTP) after image authentication. This OTP then can be used
by user to access their personal accounts. The image based authentication method relies on the user’s ability to recognize
pre-chosen categories from a grid of pictures. This paper integrates Image based authentication and HMAC based one time
password to achieve high level of security in authenticating the user over the internet.
Keywords- Image Based Authentication System, Tempest Attack, Shoulder Attack, Brute-force Attack.

2.1 SCREENSHOTS OF SECOND-LEVEL

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Authentication plays a crucial role in protecting
resources
against unauthorized and illegal use.
Authentication processes may vary from simple
password based authentication system to costly and
computation intensified authentication systems.
Passwords are more than just a key. They serve
several purposes. They ensure our privacy, keeping
our sensitive information secure. Passwords
authenticate us to a machine to prove our identity-a
secret key that only we should know. They also
enforce non repudiation, preventing us from later
rejecting the validity of transactions authenticated
with our passwords.
Our username identifies us and the password
validates us. But passwords have some weaknesses:
more than one person can possess its knowledge at
one time. Moreover, there is a constant threat of
losing your password to someone else with venomous
intent.

Fig 1 : Registration Form

II. RELATED WORK
The main Objective of of 3-Level Security system is
a unique and an esoteric study of using images as
password and implementation of an extremely
secured system, employing 3 levels of security.
1) Level 1
Security at level 1 has been imposedby simple textbased password.
2) Level 2
Security at this level has been imposed by using
image based authentication(IBA) which helps to
eliminate shoulder attack ,tempest attack and bruteforce attack. User has to select three images from the
respective grid.

Fig 2. Login Form
th
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3) Level 3
After the successful clearance of the above two levels,
the 3-Level Security System will then generate a onetime numeric password that would be valid just for
that login session. The authentic user will be
informed of this one time password on his email-id.

a HMAC- SHA-1 algorithm is used. Since the output
of the HMAC-SHA-1 calculation is 160 bits, we have
to truncate this value
to a smaller digit so that it can be easily entered.
OTP(Key,T)=Truncate(ToHex(HMAC-SHA1(Key,T)))
Where –Truncate converts the value generated
through HMAC-SHA-1to an OTP value.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
3.1 HMAC-Based One-Time Password Algorithm
This paper describes an algorithm which is used to
generate Time-synchronized OTP values, based on
SHA-1 based Hash Message Authentication Code
(HMAC). This is called as the HMAC-Based OneTime Password because here OTP is generated based
on HMAC. One-Time Password is obviously one of
the easiest and most popular forms of two-factor
authentication that can be used for securing access to
accounts. One-Time Passwords are often referred to
as a secure and stronger forms of authentication, and
allowing them to installed across multiple machines
including home computers, mobile phones etc. When
the user selects the pre-selected images to login an
OTP is generated and sent to the corresponding
mobile phone. The user is then directed to next page
where the user is asked to enter the OTP. The user
gets the OTP using the e-mail account and enters it. If
the OTP is verified the user succeeds in logging in the
system.

3.3 Generation of OTP Value
The algorithm can be described in 3 steps:
Step 1: Generate the HMAC-SHA-1 value Let HMK
= HMAC-SHA-1(Key, T) // HMK is a 20-byte string
Step 2: Generate a hex code of the HMK.
HexHMK=ToHex (HMK)
Step 3: Extract the 8-digit OTP value from the string
OTP = Truncate (HexHMK) The Truncate function in
Step 3 does the dynamic truncation and reduces the
OTP to 8-digit.
IV. CONCLUSION
A new type authentication system, which is highly
secure has been proposed in these paper. This system,
is also more user friendly.This system will definitely
help thwarting Shoulder attack, Tempest attack and
Brute-force attack at the client side.Though 3-Level
Security system is a time consuming approach, it will
provide strong security where we need to store and
maintain crucial and confidential data secure. Such
systems provide a secure channel of communication
between the communicating entities. The ease of
using & remembering images as a password also
support the scope of
these systems.

3.2 Algorithm Requirements
A - The algorithm MUST be time synchronized.
B - The algorithm SHOULD be economical to
implement by reducing the amount of hardware
required.
C - The algorithm MUST work with any sort of code
generating tokens.
D - The value displayed on the token or any mail
message should be easy to read and entered by the
user. For this the OTP value should be of reasonable
length such as a 8-digit value. It is desirable for the
OTP value to be a numeric digit so that it can be
easily entered.
E - User-friendly mechanisms should be available to
resynchronize the time.
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Abstract- In today’s world, the role of remote access is changing dramatically. So accessing network remotely is an
important issue. The proposed system allows administrator to access network from anywhere at any time. Administrator user
can control and monitor the network using RFB (Remote FreameBuffer) protocol. Administrator User can run server side
commands using android mobile phones. Administrator User can access desktop within the Wi-Fi- rang. Virtual Network
Computing(VNC) is, in essence, a remote display system which allow to you to view a computing ‘desktop’ environment
not only on machine where it is running, but also from anywhere on the network. The system can extend the limit rang of
accessing organization.
Keywords- RFB, Wi-Fi, Monitor, Control, VNC, Remote Access, GSM modem.

I. INRODUCTION
It has the advantage of being fully cross-platform. We
propose a new approach which extend range limit of
networking organization by monitoring and
controlling desktop PC’s by using RFB(Remote
Frame-Buffer) protocol. Due to accessing network
remotely cost and time will be reduced. All the
communication between mobile and Windows system
will be secure. Communication between mobile and
system will be through WI-FI. Monitoring includes IP
change, Password change, Access desktop (Within
Wi-Fi range), Login user, Get system properties.
Controlling includes Access denied, Backup, Restore,
File transfer.

Many recent Internet applications have focused on
giving users access to resources locally in their
computing environments. VNC (Virtual Network
Computing) provides access to home computing
environments from anywhere in the world. Virtual
Network Computing is a promising technology in
distributed computing environment. As VNC
provides great flexibility and convenience in a mobile
computing environment a lot of attention is given to it
in recent years. One can use VNC to access his/her
personal PC desktop from any office on campus and
from around the world.
As an administrator you would like to control certain
aspects of machines sitting remotely. This project is
based on a concept of administrating remote machine
from a remote location. To help troubleshoot a
remote computer, or to access and administer server
machines without leaving his own computer VNC be
can used by a system administrator. By using this
application user will be able to view the screen on a
remote PC. System can get the access of remote
server by executing commands of the Remote
Windows system on mobile. One can be able to have
the Graphical access of the remote system on mobile.
User can control the Windows system by mobile
through WI-FI. He/she will be able to send the files
from mobile to Windows system.VNC are small and
simple.

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Allow to extend the range of network by using
mobile network. This network infrastructure enables
remote devices to communicate over large distance.
Secure data transmission using IMIE number for
preventing any third party access. Allowing
monitoring and controlling system remotely.
Components of Network Architecture:
Active server:
Active Server is present with GSM modem. In
network active server is important entity. Active
Server acts as host in network. It will be notified
whenever any activity done like changing IP address
or password change. Then through GSM modem
which is attached to server, server will communicate
with mobile. The message for file transfer or backup
which is send mobile is first received by active server
and then action will be performed. Administrator user
can Control and Monitor clients using android mobile
phones.
Agent
Clients present within the network are called as

Fig. 1 RFB Protocol
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Agents. Active server will monitor all the actions
performed by agent. Agents can make requests to
Active Server for performing its tasks like file
transfer, backup, restore.

Restore using single SMS system.
Monitoring the system
Within WI-FI range Administrator user can able to
access the Server or Client Desktop remotely using
Android phones.
IV. SYSYTEM FEATURES
Access the desktop of remote machine
Administrator can see activities being done on
machine, because he can access the remote machine
and can view process running on machine.
File Transfer
Administrator can transfer file by sending the
message to server which has modem connected to it if
file transfer is required between two clients,
Notification on mobile
Notification will be sent to mobile so that
administrator will be aware of changes to system if
any user changes password or changes ip address of
machine. Notifications can be send through GSM
modem. Notification will be sent to administrator
when user removes LAN cable of machine.

Fig. 2 Architecture of proposed system

WIFI Enabled Device
It is necessary for every Mobile device to register on
active server. Then within WI-FI network accessing
desktop of client can be done. Notifications can be
sent all over the world.

Controlling machine
Administrator can set shut down, restart or logoff the
machine with single message through registered
mobile. So that even if user forgot to switch off
machine administrator can easily manage. Controlling
also includes file transfer, backup, restore, accesses
deny.

System has many advantages like it extends the range
of network by using mobile network. This network
infrastructure enables remote devices to communicate
over large distance. There is secure data transmission
using IMIE number for preventing any third party
access. It allows monitoring and controlling system
remotely.
III.

CONTROLLING
PROCESS

AND

Monitoring machine
Administrator can monitor the clients processes
remotely. Administrator User can access the active
server’s and agents desktop using android mobile
phones. Monitoring also includes IP change,
password change, access desktop, login user, get
system properties.

MONITORING

Registration
The new clients have to register with server. They
will register themselves to the Active Server using
user name, password and Mobile Number.

Backup
Administrator takes backup of one machine to
another machine with single message through
registered mobile.

Login
All users have to be login using correct user name
and password to access the network.

V. CONCLUSION
Change in IP or Password
After successful login any client can change system
configurations like modification in IP or change in
password. This will be notified to the administration
user using SMS.

Proper authentication with user-id and password is
provided with proposed system. It has a secure IP
address system. It is able to monitor any changes into
client remotely. It can control and monitor certain
action performed by clients. This makes our proposed
system better, efficient, platform independent and
secured than existing system. By connecting at
different ports user can easily monitor one or many
systems. It will reduce memory cost since file can be
viewed at remote computer’s hard drive. File transfer
between the two or more remote computer is done

Controlling the system
Administrator can take corresponding actions when
he gets notification. By giving particular IP address
he can shut-down, log-off, make PC stand or deny
access. Administrator can also able to transfer file
from mobile to PC, can also able to take Backup,
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easily. Due to accessing network remotely cost and
time will be reduced. Administrator user can receive
notifications through SMS via GSM modem.
Administrator user can perform many tasks using
single SMS system like file transfer, taking backup,
restore, shut down, log of. Administrator user can
control and monitor the network remotely within WiFi range using android mobile phone.
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Abstract- This is an Android application for automatic profile switching as per location. There are many places like
Hospitals, Petrol pumps, Universities, Corporate offices etc. where it is clearly mentioned, “KEEP YOUR MOBILE
PHONES SILENT!!” Many times people forget to switch the mobile to the “Silent Mode” which is not feasible every time
like in an important meeting, lectures etc. This application provide near about completely automated profile switching
according to location. This application will enable the device to switch to the ‘Silent Mode’ in locations like Hospitals,
Major Corporate offices, Universities, Well known Educational Complexes, Petrol pumps, Government offices etc. by
default & there will be no need to set them manually. This application is also user friendly in that, when the device is also in
locations not belonging to any of above category, it can switch to ‘user defined profile mode’ by using user defined settings.
Keywords— Global Positioning System (GPS), Android, forward geocoding, reverse geocoding, profile mode switching,
SQLite database, GPS Server.

I. INTRODUCTION
provided by GPS Satellites for finding locations &
will also use the GPS Server Database for finding the
Default Switching Location which will termed as
Default Silent Zones. In profile switching operation
application actually switch the ringer mode of profile.
Here user can choose among Silent or Vibrate only
ringer mode for switching purpose. In default for
Petrol Pumps the profile will switch to flight mode &
user will not be able to make any changes in it.

There is an application for Android as well as
Windows Smart Phones named as “Phone Weaver”.
That application switches the profile to not only
ringer mode but the entire sound profile is auto
adjusted smartly according to the time or location
user sets. But still it has some limitations. In that
application user has to set the location first & then it
switches profile at that specified location. Which
means it is not completely automated. This new
application will provide near about completely
automated profile switching according to location.
This application will enable the device to switch to
the ‘Silent Mode’ in locations like Hospitals, Major
Corporate offices, Universities, Well known
Educational Complexes, Petrol pumps, Government
offices etc. by default & there will be no need to set
them manually. This application is also has UserDefined mode in that, when the device is in locations
not belonging to any of above category, it can use
‘User-Defined Switching mode’ for automatic
switching. Same like “Phone Weaver” in UserDefined Switching Mode user set location that does
not belongs to any of Default Switching Location as
User-Defined Switching Location e.g. User’s Home,
Gym etc. Here in User-Defined Switching Mode
SQLite database will be used which is already present
in Android Devices. Storage capacity of SQLite
database is depends on memory of device (i.e.
Whether SD Card is present or not). Considering for
lowest memory (i.e. there is no SD Card), so this
application can store only 20 entries in User-Defined
Switching Mode. As application provides such a large
range of Default Switching Locations, the storage
capacity for User-Defined Switching Locations,
termed as User-Defined Silent Zone is quite
enough.The application will use GPS Service

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture consists of the GPS System,
Android Device, and User components. The User can
interact with Android Device through User Interface.
The Android Device uses Location Manager Interface
and receives location data using Forward Geocoding
and also can get address of location using Reverse
Geocoding from GPS System.

Figure1. System Architecture
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As shown in figure, the GPS System consists of GPS
Satellite & GPS Server Database. The GPS Satellite
continuously transmits the signal containing
information about receiver’s location (i.e. Location of
GPS receiver with respect to GPS satellite, Current
time etc.). Using this information GPS receiver
calculates coordinates of location (i.e. Longitude,
Latitude, and Altitude). The GPS Server Database
stores the information of locations such as
coordinates of location (i.e. Longitude, Latitude, and
Altitude) and name and address of that location.

Manager Interface device sends the coordinates of
location to GPS Server as a key to find out the
address of that particular location.
If location entry is present in GPS Server Database,
GPS Server sends back the address for that location
in form of multi-line text (list). If location entry is not
present GPS Server sends the NULL value.
While finding the address of location device consider
an imaginary circle of radius r, and it finds out the
address of all the points lying inside that circle. The
value of radius r gets vary according to the type of
Default Silent Zone.

In the Android Device, the Location Manager is an
interface between Android Device and GPS System.
Using Forward Geocoding method Android System
will get the co-ordinates of Android Device from
GPS Satellite through Location manager. Then those
co-ordinates will send to GPS Server Database to get
name and address of location this method is known as
Reverse Geocoding. After getting name and address
of location, the Android System will check that
whether the received address is belongs to Default
Silent Zone or not. If device is in Default Silent Zone
then Android System will switch sound profile ringer
mode to Silent or Vibrate only as per settings.

3) Checking if location belongs to Silent Zone
After getting the response of GPS Server, if GPS
Server sends NULL value then it means the location
is not belong to Silent Zone else device will check for
substring in address such as School, College,
University, Hospital, Pvt. Ltd., Government of, Petrol
Pump etc. and none of above substring is followed by
‘Road’, e.g. ‘.....College Road’ or ‘....University
Road’ etc.
If above conditions are satisfied by the address get in
response from GPS Server then the location is belong
to Silent Zone.

If location does not belong to Default Silent Zone
then Android System will check for User-Defined
Silent Zone in SQLite Database which is already
present in Android Device. If location does not
belongs to either of Silent Zones then switching will
not takes place.

As discuss in previous point the value of radius r, of
the imaginary circle consider by the device, gets vary
according to the type of Default Silent Zone. Thus
value of radius r with respect to the type of Default
Silent Zone is shown in table below.

User can add location for automatic profile switching.
Using User Interface user can store location
information i.e. co-ordinates in the SQLite Database.
While storing the location user can give any name for
the particular location, also he will able to choose
switching mode i.e. Silent or Vibrate Only and
Activation status. User will also able to change
settings for User-Defined as well as Default
Switching and turn on/off the application through
Settings.

TABLE 1

TABLE OF RADIUS r WITH RESPECT
TO TYPE OF DEFAULT SILENT ZONE LOCATION

Type of Default
Silent Zone
Location

Radius
r
(in
Meters)

School

75

College

250

University

2000

Hospitals

100

Government
Offices

75

Corporate
Offices

150

Petrol Pumps

50

III. WORKING
A. Default Mode Switching
In Default Mode flow of processes will be as follows.
1) Finding coordinates of current location of
device
As mentioned above GPS receiver (i.e. our android
device) calculates the coordinates of current location
using Forward Geocoding method. A software
interface of Location Manager is used to get the
coordinates from GPS receiver in Android Mobile
Device
2) Getting address of location from GPS Server
Using Reverse Geocoding method, device finds out
the address of the location of device. Using Location

Switching
Mode
According to
User Setting
Silent / Vibrate
According to
User Setting
Silent / Vibrate
According to
User Setting
Silent / Vibrate
According to
User Setting
Silent / Vibrate
According to
User Setting
Silent / Vibrate
According to
User Setting
Silent / Vibrate
Flight Mode
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Theatres and
Multiplexes

75

whether it is activated or not. If it is activated
then device is in Activated Silent Zone else not.
3) Switching sound profile accordingly
If location is not belongs to the Activated
Silent Zone then maintain ringer mode as
‘General’ else switch ringer mode as per user
setting to Complete ‘Silent Mode’ or ‘Vibrate
Only Mode’.

(inaccessible to
user)
According to
User Setting
Silent / Vibrate

4) Switching sound profile accordingly
If location is not belongs to any of the Silent Zone
then maintain ringer mode as ‘General’ else switch
ringer mode as per setting to Complete ‘Silent Mode’
or ‘Vibrate Only Mode’ or ‘Flight Mode’ (in case of
Silent Zone is a Petrol Pump).
Diagrammatic representation of working
application in Default Mode is shown in figure2.

Accuracy for switching can also be controlled by user
at the time setting new location to User-Define Silent
Zone or updating existing location in User-Defined
Silent Zone.

of
Diagrammatic representation of working of device in
User-Defined Mode is shown in figure3.

Figure2. Diagrammatic representation of working of
application in Default Mode
Figure3. Diagrammatic representation of working of
application in User-Defined Mode

B. User-Defined Mode Switching
If current location is not belong to Default Silent
Zone then and then only device work in User-Defined
Mode. In User-Defined Mode flow of processes will
be as follows.

C. User Settings
User Settings helps user to control the switching
process in both Default Mode and User-Defined
Mode. It provides following functionalities.

1) Finding location in SQLite Database
Coordinates of current location find in Default
Mode will be used in User-Defined Mode also.
Using those coordinates device checks the
entry made by user for that coordinates in its
SQLite Database. If device founds entry in
SQLite Database then device is in Silent Zone
else not.
2) Checking status of location
If device is in Silent Zone then device checks
the status for that user-defined location,

1) Turn on / off Application
This function provides the facility to turning
on / off this application to the user. This
application is capable to run in background
process. After installation, if user don’t want to
use the application then he can turn off the
application and whenever he want he can turn
it on again.
2) Enable / Disable Default Mode
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3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

Using this function user can decide that in his
running application whether he wants Default
Mode to be activated or not.
Enable / Disable User-Defined Mode
Using this function user can decide that in his
running application whether he wants UserDefined Mode to be activated or not.
Silent / Vibrate/ Flight Default Mode
User can set switching mode (i.e. Complete
Silent or Vibrate only or Flight) for Default
Silent Zone using this function.
Silent / Vibrate all User-Defined Mode
User can set switching mode (i.e. Complete
Silent or Vibrate only) for User-Defined Silent
Zone using this function.
Set new User-Defined Mode
This function helps user to add new locations
(Not more than 20) in User-Defined Silent
Zone (i.e. in SQLite Database).
Update User-Defined Mode
This function helps user to update (i.e. edit or
delete) existing locations in User-Defined
Silent Zone (i.e. in SQLite Database).

profile switching. Android Smart Phone becomes
much smarter by this application.
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IV. FEATURES AND FUTURE SCOPE
A. Features
 Wide range of default locations, such as
educational complexes, medical complexes,
government and corporate offices etc.
 Provision for adding those locations in silent
zone which are not covered in Default Silent
Zone.
 User-defined accuracy setting for userdefined locations.
 User-defined locations are stored in device’s
SQLite database and not in GPS Server
Database hence GPS Server Database is not
get disturb for adding new user-defined
location or updating existing user-defined
locations.
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Abstract- The cloud computing methodology is a conceptual based technology which provides alternative views of its
application and significance in the general world of computing. Using cloud computing, customer gets an enhanced and
efficient way for storing of data. An enterprise usually use internal storage to store the data protects the data from other
unauthorized source. So to avoid the dependency on external security we use the concept of multi-channelling in which there
will be many service providers for storage of the data. The second important aspect of the paper is separating the encryption
and decryption services from data storage. A user interface model i.e. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is actually a
connecting application which connects user to any system. So we purposefully use ERP for user interface. This service
consists of three cloud systems, which are an encryption, and decryption system, a storage system, and an ERP Application
system. One service provider operates the encryption and decryption system while other providers operate the storage and
application for security and data integrity.
Keywords- Cloud computing, Encryption, Decryption, ERP, Service providers,

I. INTRODUCTION
then there is a possibility of accessing the keys and
original data by the internal staffs or administrator of
the service provider. So here we propose a model to
encrypt the data and store the data with different
service providers.

The term “cloud”, appears to have its origin in
network diagrams that represented the internet, or
various parts of it, as schematic clouds. “Cloud
Computing” was coined for what happens when
applications and services are moved into the internet
“cloud”. Cloud computing is not something that
suddenly appeared overnight, in some form it may
trace back to a time when computer systems remotely
time-shared computing resources and applications.
More currently though, cloud computing refers to the
many different types of services and application
being delivered in the internet cloud, and the fact that,
in many cases, the devices used to access these
services and applications do not require any special
applications.

Once the data is stored in the application then it gets
encrypted and encrypted data will be transferred to
storage provider and will be deleted from encryption
service provider, thus the administrators and staff will
have no access to it and data security and integrity is
preserved.
In our paper we propose a model that is based on
separating data storage from encryption and
decryption process. In this model, both process are
separated and provided as services by different
service providers. The storage service provider have
to store data in cipher text, it is first encrypted by
cryptographic process and then transferred via
secured channel to storage service provider. Also
once data is encrypted it will be deleted from the
encryption service. Operating example for this model
will be an ERP application.

Cloud computing is emerging technology in
industries these days. Cloud computing is the delivery
of computing as a service rather than a product,
whereby shared resources, software, and information
are provided to computers and other devices as
metered service over a network. Before the advent of
cloud era, crucial data was stored on storage media
inside the organisation itself. Various measures like
firewalls were installed to keep a check on flow of
data outside the organisation and regulate the access
internally as well. Hence, well framed security
measures must be practised by cloud service
providers to ensure that their client’s data is safe from
unauthorised access. But in this case use of firewalls
is not so reliable and secured. Service provider must
follow certain kinds of policies and regulations to
protect user’s data. In cloud computing data is stored
followed by encryption of data. But if the storage and
encryption are provided by same service provider

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The separation of authorities and suggests a
different service provider to take the responsibility
of encrypting and decrypting user data and holding
the keys for the same. Once, done with the data
it is transmitted to storage service for storage.
After the receipt of the successful completion, all
encrypted/decrypted or unencrypted data must be
deleted to ensure the security of data. So, three
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service providers are involved in the operation of
ensuring data security, hence comes the need for a
legal contract among all the stakeholders stating
the terms and responsibilities to imbibe and work
in a cooperative way to serve the client as a
whole.[1] The concept of multi-storage cloud helps
the customer to make an economical choice of
service providers. User data is chunked into data
pieces and based on the requirement of the storage
capacity and data retrieval speed customer makes a
decision of selecting the appropriate service
providers for different data pieces.With the help
of multi-storage cloud the customer has to pay
only for the amount of data they need to store for
a particular period of time, without any concerns
for
efficient
storage mechanisms and
maintainability issues with large amounts of data
storage.[5]

A. DATA STORAGE PROCESS
The data storage process takes place as follows:
Step 1: The user sends a data request to the ERP
cloud service
Step 2: The ERP cloud transmits data to encryption
service
Step 3: The encryption service executes the
encryption algorithm that generate keys, Random
numbers and encrypted files.
Step 4: The keys generated are send to service
selector and deleted from this service. The encrypted
files and random numbers are sent to storage cloud
service provider.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In our proposed model, initially the user sends a data
request to ERP system. Then the ERP system and
encryption/decryption services establishes the
security path to transmit UserID and data which is to
be stored. A request for encryption/decryption is send
to service selector, which then based on the cost and
Quality of service provided by the service provider
selects where to store the data. Once a user has
specified that a data to be encrypted, the actual
process of data encryption starts. The user is unaware
of how the process takes place. The data and the
service provider number are passed to the encryption
module where the data encryption takes place. Each
record has a unique file encryption key, which is later
used for decryption at the time of retrieval. The key
which is generated from algorithm is send to service
selector and deleted from the encryption module. The
encrypted data along with the random numbers
generated is send to different service providers as
provided by Service selector. Finally the data can be
stored successfully. Data retrieval is exactly reversed
process of Data Storage System.

Fig 2: Data Storage

B.DATA RETRIEVAL PROCESS
The data retrieval process takes place as follows:
Step 1: The user sends a data retrieval request to the
ERP cloud service.
Step 2: The ERP cloud then requests the decryption
service to decrypt the data
Step 3: The storage cloud transmits the encrypted
data and random numbers to the decryption service
Step 4: The decryption service executes the
decryption process by matching the keys and the data
is decrypted
Step 5: This data is then made available to the user.

Fig 3: Data Retrieval
IV. RSA ALGORITHM
The RSA algorithm was described in 1978 by Ron
Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman. The letter
RSA is abbreviating form by initials of their surname.
In this RSA algorithm, m is known as the modulus,
„E‟ is known as the encryption exponent or public
key exponent and „D‟ is known as the decryption
exponent or private key exponent.

Fig 1: System Model
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A.KEY GENERATION ALGORITHM
1. Choose a and b: two distinct prime numbers.
2. Compute m = a b, Where m is used as the modulus
for public and private keys.
3. Compute Φ (m) = (a-1) (b-1), Where Φ is totient
function.
4. Choose an integer E such that, 1 < E < Φ (m) and
common divisor of (E, Φ (m)) = 1.
5. Determine D = 1/E mod Φ (m).
6. All the above values of public key and private key
must be kept secret.
B.ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
1. Sender A transmits his public key (m, E) to
recipient B for the process of encryption data.
2. Represent the plaintext message as a positive
integer n.
3. Computes the cipher c = nE (mod m).
4. Sends the cipher text c to recipient B.
C.DECRYPTION ALGORITHM
1. Recipient B uses private key (m, D) to compute
n = cD (mod m).
2. Decrypt the plaintext from the message
representative n.

Now since, our objective function comprises of
multiple objectives, we use goal programming
phenomenon to statistically provide weights to each
of individual objectives and unite them into a single
objective. Hence, our simplified LP problem can be
described as bellow:

V. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Cost of storing the data If ai is the number of data
pieces stored on it ℎ SP which has a per unit cost of
storing the data as ci ,then the total cost the customer
has to pay is given in Eq :

In our model, we consider xi,j as a binary variable,
which is set to 1 if the jtℎ data piece on SPi becomes
a candidate in the current data retrieval. Since the
QoS factor depends on the physical location of
information retrieval as discussed earlier, the QoS
achieved in retrieving the data can be computed as
given in Eq:

Therefore our objective function for our proposed LP
Assignment is to minimize the total cost of storing
the distributed customer data on p number of service
provides, while maximizing the QoS achieved at the
time of retrieval. Our objective is given in Eq. 1 and
Eq. 2.

Example:
Table 1: List of Service Providers along with their
Cost and QoS
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various service providers on the basis of cost and
QoS. Also our method divides encryption/ decryption
as separate service which enhances the security of
information stored. Our method achieved the
availability, reliability and integrating throughout the
process. Even any unauthorized user trying to access
the confidential data, our method should not allow to
access within the cloud.
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Abstract- Discovery of association rules among the large number of item sets is considered as an important aspect of data
mining. The frequent pattern tree methods FP tree,COFI tree etc. is the most efficient and scalable approach but it generates
a massive number of conditional FP tree and complexity of COFI based algorithm is more. this paper proposed a more
efficient approach focusing the improved FP tree for mining along with genetic algorithm. major advantage of using Genetic
Algorithm is that it perform global search and the time complexity is less. first, GA is used to optimize the large dataset.
Second, the advanced frequent pattern tree is used to mine the frequent itemset.
Keywords: Data Mining; Association rule; FP-tree; frequent pattern; Genetic algorithm; MFI.

I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining is the process of discovering interesting
knowledge from large amounts of datastored either in
databases, data warehouses, or other information
repositories. Data mining as a synonym for another
popularly used term Knowledge Discovery in
Databases or KDD.Data mining functionalities are
used to specify the kind of patterns to be found in
data mining tasks[14].In general, data mining tasks
can be classified into two categories: descriptive and
predictive. Various data mining techniques such as,
decision trees, association rules and neural networks
are already proposed and become the point of
attention for several years.It means a process of
nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown
and potentially useful information (such as
knowledge rules, constraints, regularities) from data
in database [1].

{i1, i2, . . . , im} be a set of literals,called items.
The transaction in D has a unique transaction ID and
contains a subset of the items in I. An association rule
is an implication of the form X => Y , where X, Y⊆I
and X∩Y [2,3].For the rule X=>Y, X is called
antecedent (lefthand- side or LHS) and Y is called
consequent (right-hand-side or RHS) of rule
respectively. There are two important basic measures
for association rules, support(s) and confidence(c)
[14].Support(s) of an association rule is defined as the
percentage/fraction of records that contain X ∪ Y to
the total number of records in the database.
Confidence of an association rule is defined as the
percentage/fraction of the number of transactions that
contain X ∪ Y to the total number of records that
contain X.
The outline of this paper is as follows: we discuss
about some closely related work on association rule
mining in Section II. At Section III we described our
key idea improved FP-tree with Genetic Algorithm.
to calculate the frequent items with MFI algorithm.
Section IV shows comparison of Algorithms and
finally
Section
V
concludes
paper.

Association rule mining technique was first
introduced in 1993 by Agrawal.who developed
Apriori algorithm for solving the ARM based
problems. It provides information of type of “if-then”
statements. ARM techniques finds interesting
associations and correlations among data set.Let I =

2.1 FP-Tree [7]
A compact data structure for mining frequent item
sets, which moderates the multi scan problem and
improve the candidate item set generation. FP Tree is
an efficient algorithm based upon the tree Structure in
which each node represents a frequent pattern. FPGrowth algorithm is an efficient algorithm for
producing the frequent itemsets without generation of
candidate item sets. It based upon the divide and
conquers strategy. It needs a 2 database scan for
finding all frequent item sets. Two step approach
Step 1:FP-Tree Construction:-Build a compact data
structure called the FP-tree.

II. RELATED WORKS
Algorithms for mining association rules from
relational data have been implemented since long
before. After that many algorithms have been
proposed and developed- Apriori [6] ; FPgrowth [7]
etc.Apriori algorithm uses a bottom-up breadth-first
approach to find the large item set. As it was
proposed to grip the relational data this algorithm
cannot be applied directly to mine complex data.wellknown tree based algorithms used for finding
association rule in Large DB.
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Step2:Frequent Itemset Generation:-Extracts frequent
item sets directly from the FP-tree.

The idea of this Method is, to construct an efficient
FP-tree and mining frequent item set algorithm (MFI
algorithm) but first, GA is used to optimize the large
dataset. The major advantage of using Genetic
Algorithm is that it perform global search and the
time complexity is less compared to other algorithms.
In this paper, first, GA is used to optimize the large
dataset. Second, the advanced frequent pattern tree is
used to mine the frequent itemset without generating
conditional FP-tree.

Mining the FP-tree structure is done recursively by
building conditional trees that are of the same order
of magnitude in number as the frequent patterns. This
massive creation of conditional trees makes this
algorithm not scalable to mine large datasets beyond
few millions
2.2 COFI-Tree [13]
Co-Occurrence Frequent Item tree the main motivation
of using this algo is the pruning technique that reduces
the memory space needed. The presented algorithm is
done in two phases in which phase 1 requires two full
I/O scans of the transactional database to build the FPTree structure

3.1 Genetic Algorithm
This directed search algorithm based on the
mechanics of biological evolution. GA follows the
idea of Survival of the Fittest[9,11] It means that
better and better solutions evolve from previous
generations until a near optimal solution are obtained.
standard GA applies genetic operators such as
selection, crossover and mutation. It generates
solutions for successive generations. GA process
terminates when an optimum solution is found. The
operators of GA are as follows:-

phase 2 starts by building small Co-Occurrence
Frequent trees for each frequent item.
These trees are pruned first to eliminate any nonfrequent items with respect to the COFI-tree based
frequent item. Finally the mining process is executed.
A pruning technique is applied to remove all no
frequent items with respect to the main frequent item
of the tested COFI-tree. then we mine separately each
one of the trees as soon as they are built, minimizing
the candidacy generation and without building
conditional sub-trees recursively. The trees are
discarded as soon as mined. at any given time, only
one COFI-tree is present in main memory. but in this
approach not able to get all types of possible item set
which satisfy the minimum user defined support at
once and it is not providing the frequency of frequent
items, which is used to estimate the desired
association rules at once.
III. PROPOSED METHOD

Selection: According to Darwin's evolution theory,
the chromosomes with higher fitness ratings are
selected from the population to crossover that should
survive and create new offspring.
Crossover: It leads to effective combination of
schemata; it means choosing a random position in the
string and exchanging the segments either to the right
or to the left of this point with another string
partitioned similarly to produce two new offspring.
Mutation: After a crossover is performed, mutation
takes place. It is an arbitrary change in a situation.
The procedure changes a 1 to a 0, or 0 to a 1.
item has only one node. So it is simpler and efficient
for further processing.

First, the select operator to the current population and
create a new population has been applied. Then any
pair of chromosomes in new population are crossed
over at a probability to reproduce two offspring have
been selected. Each new chromosome mutates at a
mutate probability.

Create a Modified FP Tree
1) Let a descending ordered transaction is
represented by [p|Q].where p is the first item
and Q is rest of the items in transaction.
2) If p= the most frequent item, do the following
3) If the root R has a direct child node M, such
that M’s item_name = p’s item_name,
4) Increase the frequency of the item M, denoted
as G.M by 1 and Transfer the root from R to p.
5) For each item in Q do the following steps up to
Q is empty.
[a] Create a new node for each new item from
root. Increase the frequency of the new item,
G. new item by 1.Transfer the root to new
node.
[b] If an item, Qi has no single edge from the
current root to its node, Where Qi is an item in
Q and already exists in FP-tree. Then Qi is a

3.2 Construct Improved Frequent Pattern Tree
A frequent pattern tree algorithm is a method for
finding frequent itemset.While updating the pattern
tree, there was no need to rescan the entire new
database.An advanced FP-tree consists of two
elements: tree and table. The tree represents the
correlation among the items more specifically and
table is used to store the rare items. The proposed FPTree consists of mainly two elements- the tree and a
table. The tree represents the correlation among the
items more specifically and table is used to store the
spare items. In our proposed FP-tree every distinct
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spare item.Store Qi with frequency 1 in spare
table.
6) For each item in transaction [p|Q]; Store all
items in Stable with frequency 1.
7) Calculate the total frequency of each item in
stable, called Stable count(ref.
table 5)
.
8) Output the FP-tree, frequency of each item in
FP-tree and total frequency of Stable count
Example of forming improved FP tree (transactions
in Table1)
]The initial population was 18 and crossover was
chosen randomly. mutation probability was taken as
0.05%. The frequent itemsets with user-specified
minimum support is greater than 4 generated for the
given database. After GA Optimization the sample
data transaction will be as shown in Table 2.

the transaction items are sorted in the descending
order are shown in below table 4.
Table 4: Transaction items in descending order

The descending order list in table4 is {A, B, D, and
C}. The root of the tree is created and the value is
NULL. As “A” is the direct child node of the root.
Then its frequency is increased by 1. Other items are
in different nodes and the frequency of FP-tree is
given. The stable table or sparse table is empty
because the entire three items occurs for the first
time. The process repeats until for all the transaction.
Finally, the improved FP-tree is formed (ref fig.1). In
this tree, the frequency of the items is different from
the number of occurrence of transaction at table 3.
The tree signifies only the correlations among the
items. But all the items are considered with the help
of spare table (ref table 5). The number of nodes in
the tree is equal to the number of distinct items

Table 1: Example with Transactions

Table 2: Optimized Data

Fig 1:-Modified FP Tree

Table 3: Frequent Itemset generation steps
Table 5: Spare Table

Here the minimum support threshold value is 4. The
items that satisfy the minimum support are listed in
table3; According to the number of occurrence, all
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Mining Frequent Itemset Algorithm Consider the
MFI (mining frequent item set) algorithm to mine the
frequent item set. The proposed algorithm uses the
frequency of the proposed FP-tree and Stable count.
The user determined support is used to calculate the
frequency value of the frequent item sets. The
association rule mining have two steps frequent item
set generation and based on user defined support, find
the valid association rules. The MFI algorithm will
generate the frequent item set.
Frequency of the frequent item set is defined by the
MFI algorithm, which is calculated with respect to
user defined support count. One thing need to be
specified there, the FP-tree frequency (F) and the
frequent item set frequency (FF) is different.

sets. the procedure to get the frequent item set is
easily understandable. As In the case of Item D, the
frequency at FP tree is 5.That is greater than support.
So, the frequency is = frequency at FP tree So, the
frequency is 5; and and all possible combinations of
item and its parent node in FP-tree are B and A. So
the
frequent
item
sets
are
:{D:5};{D,B:5};{D,B,A:5};{D,A:5} as shown in table
6.

The FP –tree frequency (F) can consider here as an
input for the frequent item set frequency.
If the frequency of the item in FP-tree is equal to the
user defined support, then the frequency of frequent
item sets for that item is FP-tree frequency. And the
frequent items should be only those items, which
have greater or equal FP-tree frequency at FP-tree.
In the case where support is greater than the FP- tree
frequency, the frequency for the frequent item sets is
the total of the FP- tree frequency and the Stable
count. In the case where support is less than the FPtree frequency, the frequency value for frequent item
set is the frequency of the FP-tree. As the support is
less than the frequency, no need to add the frequency
of the Stable count. The frequent item sets are the
only immediate parent nodes of the FP-tree. Because
the entire parent node in proposed FP-tree have
greater frequency than the child node.
Consider the transaction data taken as example here
where The MFI algorithm, derives the frequent item
set and the respective frequency of the frequent item

C

Item

Table 6: Frequent Itemset
Frequent Item set

A

{A:7}

B

{B:5};{B,A:5}
{C:5}; {D,C:5}; {B,C:5}; {A,C:5};
{D,B,C:5}; {D,A,C:5}; {A,B,C:5};
{A,B,D,C:5}

D
E

{D:5};{D,B:5};{D,B,A:5};{D,A:5}
{E:5}
{A,E:5}
{B,E:5}
{D,E:5}{A,B,E:5}
{A,D,E:5}
{B,D,E:5}{A,B,D,E:5}

For Association rule mining let minimum confidence
threshold is 60%. The resulting association rules are
shown below
R1: D
A; Confidence=FF {D, A}/FF {D}
= 5/5 = 100% and R1 is selected.
R1: D
B; Confidence=FF {D, B}/FF {D}
=
5/5 = 100% and R2 is selected.
R3: D and B A Confidence=FF {D, B, A}/FF {D,
B} = 5/5 = 100 % and R3 is selected.
In this way, we have found three strong association
rules. likeway we can find strong association rules
for all other items.

IV. COMPARISION
PARAMETERS
APPROACH
DATA
STRUCTURE
DATABASE
SCAN

FP-Growth
algorithm
Recursive
simple tree based
structure
scans the original
database only twice

EFFICIAENCY

Avoids generating
explosive candidate
sets as in Apriorilike algorithms. So,
the
Mining
efficiency
is
improved sharply.

MEMORY
REQUIREMENT

FP-Growth
algorithm is that it
requires
recursive
construction of large
numbers
of

COFI-tree algorithm
Non-Recursive
bidirectional
tree
based
structure
scans the original database
only twice
Mine separately each one of
the trees as soon as they are
built,
minimizing
the
candidacy generation and
without building conditional
sub-trees recursively, The
trees are discarded as soon as
mined any given time.
Improved pruning technique
that reduces the memory
space needed

Improved FP- tree using
GA
Non-Recursive
compressed
FP-tree
structure
Scans
the
original
database only twice
Improved FP-tree has
distinct item as a single
node and so it is simpler
and efficient for further
processing

Improved FP-tree so it
needs a significantly
small memory
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intermediate
FPtrees during mining.

TIME

This
necessitates
storing intermediate
patterns and hence
consumes much time
and space.

only one COFI-tree is present
in main memory consumes
less time and space

New technique with
combination of a new
improved FP tree and a
corresponding algorithm
MFI to mine association
rules so reduces total
steps of the procedure
and Time.

DB SIZE

Efficiency of the FP
growth algorithm is
not reasonable for
large DB.

it needs a significantly smaller
memory and thus can mine
larger transactional databases
with smaller main memory
available but performance
degrades as data increases

GA+Improved FP-tree
concept so it needs a
significantly
small
memory and thus can
mine larger transactional
databases

V. CONCLUSION
Databases”.Proceedings of the 21st VLDB conference Zurich,
Swizerland, 1995.

The algorithm is going to use the GA to optimize the
database to get high quality results. Further, the
proposed new improved FP tree and a corresponding
algorithm MFI used to mine association rules which
reduces total step of the procedure. Our approach is
surely efficient than the existing Tree based
procedures for large Database. It has less complexity
and needs a significantly smaller memory.
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Abstract- The ad hoc network is a dynamic, wireless, decentralized network that has no external devices between the
communicating nodes where each device acts like an administrator. The communicating devices have an equal status is an
Ad hoc network. There are many challenges before the Ad hoc network due to decentralized administration. The Ad hoc
networks have their own characteristics which are also the reason for threats to the security for the networks; some of them
are dynamic topology, vulnerable wireless links, key management etc. Ad hoc networks can be classified into different types
one of the classification is the Mobile Ad hoc networks that make use of mobile agents for intrusion detection. MANET’s
are prone to intrusions as it is a wireless network which has lots of security issues. Many different methods of handling
intruders for wired networks have been designed and implemented on a large scale. There are very few techniques that are
designed for wireless networks. A system was proposed for three different internal attacks like Node isolation, Resource
consumption and Route disruption. The proposed system was a co-operative one where the individual node was considered.
Here in this paper we use the same proposed technique and design a new co-operative and distributed intrusion detection
system for another attack i.e. the node failure attack. The paper describes a co-operative and distributed system for intrusion
detection for internal attacks mentioned above.
Keywords- Ad hoc networks, Distributed Intrusion Detection System (DIDS), Intrusion Detection System (IDS), MANET’s,
Vulnerabilities.

I. INTRODUCTION
attacks on networks with the brief overview. The
paper also presents the design of new system that can
be used to detect and prevent four different internal
attacks.

Ad hoc networks typically refer to set of networks
that are free to communicate with any device and
have an equal status. The devices are free to roam and
communicate and exchange with the other devices in
their range. The decentralized nature facilitates their
use in various applications [2]. Their flexibility gives
rise to many security threats and many challenges to
working in different environments. Intrusion
detection is a part of security; it also faces many
problems due to dynamic nature of the Ad hoc
networks [1]. There are lot of advances and
enhancement in wireless devices such as Laptops,
mobiles, PDA’s, wireless telephone etc. A MANET is
an automated system with collection of mobile nodes
connected by wireless links. It does not require a base
station for communication so the mobile devices can
communicate easily with each other [4]. An intrusion
detection system (IDS) is a device or software
application that monitors network or system activities
for malicious activities or policy violations and
produces reports to a Host System [2]. A Cooperative The Distributed Intrusion detection System
(DIDS) consists of multiple IDS connected over a
large network which communicate with each other or
central server and sends monitoring reports, attack
data. The DIDS facilitate a better way of detecting
intrusion and are more reliable. The mobility of
wireless devices and dynamic nature requires more
flexibility and stronger defense system.

II. RELATED WORK
Many IDS have been designed and suggested for all
the type of ad hoc networks such as MANET’s,
Wireless ad hoc, Sensor networks etc. Some of them
are studied below.
Muhammad N Khan, Muhammad I Khatak and
Muhammad Faisal [18] suggested distributive local
IDS for ad hoc mobile networks. This system can be
used for low energy nodes like the sensor nodes
which have limited resources and design for some
special purpose, also for more power full modes with
more resources.
In a network node is distributed and cooperation is
required with other nodes for proper transfer if
packets. S.S.Chopade and N.N.Mhala [17] proposed
an “intrusion detection system” that works in a
cooperative manner to detect and remove some of the
attacks on the nodes.
Kachirski and Guha [14] proposed a multi-sensor
intrusion detection system based on the mobile agent
technology. The Modular architecture uses a
hierarchical based IDS concept where each module
performs monitoring and analysis.

This paper deals with the study of vulnerabilities in
Mobile ad hoc network that lead to intrusion and the -
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Animesh Trivedi, Rishi Kapoor, Arora and Sanyal
[15] proposed a combination of IDS with routing
protocol to increase the security in ad hoc networks.
Rajendra Prasad Mahapatra and Tanvir Ahmed
Abbasi [19] proposed a real time intelligent intrusion
detection system for wireless ad hoc networks.

types of networks. Defining of rules is the only
problem.
3) Specification Based detection:
The system defines a set of constraints that describe
the correct operation of a program or protocol. Then,
it monitors the execution of the program with respect
to the defined constraints [1].The constraints depend
on the area where intrusion detection is to be
performed.

III. CLASSIFICATION OF IDS
The IDS can be broadly classified into three main
Categories:
1. Network Intrusion detection System (NIDS)
2. Host-based Intrusion detection System (HIDS)
3. Stack-based Intrusion detection System (SIDS)

B. IDS Architectures
There are many different types of architecture design
that are used to design IDS they are as follows:
a. Standalone IDS
b. Hierarchical IDS
c. Distributed and Collaborative
d. Mobile Agent based

1) Network Intrusion detection System (NIDS)
NIDS is a detection system that monitors the traffic
and packets over the network and determines the
intrusions. The NIDS gains access to the network
traffic by connecting to the network devices like a
hub, switch that are configured for trapping the
network traffic. The NIDS is more compatible to
cross platform environments. The problem with
NIDS is that it has high false positive rate and it does
not update the host machines. It also has more
overhead utilizing more network bandwidth.

a. Standalone IDS
In this type, the IDS run on separate machine and
they are independent of other machines. There is no
co-operation no data exchange between two nodes
[4].The term itself says that it performs intrusion
detection independent of other machines/nodes best
suited for flat networks and then for multi layered
network.

2) Host-based Intrusion detection System (HIDS)
Host based IDS are installed on local host machines
making them more reliable and versatile. They
generate timely reports of intrusion and update the
clients with a central pattern file. They can be easily
updated through a centralized script. The reports are
used to secure the system or improve the methods of
security. It is economical and requires less training
for using HIDS.

b. Hierarchical IDS
This is an extended form of distributed and
collaborative IDS, where it follows a multilayered
architecture. This architecture proposes use of
multilayered infrastructure for designing where the
network is divided into clusters. The architecture has
cluster heads which in some sense, act as control
points which are similar to switches, routers, or gate
ways in wired networks [16].

3) Stack-based Intrusion detection System (SIDS)
This is the newest IDS technology that varies from
host to host so it’s an evolution of HIDS. Stack-Based
IDS works by integrating closely with the TCP/IP
stack [2]. This allows the packets to be monitored as
they traverse their way up the OSI Layer and work in
non-promiscuous mode. Monitoring the packets
allows the IDS to pull them from the stack before the
OS or application works on them. Working on both
the incoming and outgoing traffic of the system
defines completely the Stack based IDS.

c. Distributed and Collaborative IDS
The distributed and collaborative architecture in
which every node in the ad hoc network must
participate in intrusion detection and response by
having an IDS agent running on them [16].The IDS
agent is responsible for detecting and collecting local
events and data to identify possible intrusions, as well
as initiating a response independently.

A. DETECTION TECHNIQUES IN IDS
1) Signature or Misuse Based detection:
Signature based IDS monitors’ traffic over the
network and detects the malicious content based on
patterns or signatures from the database [1].

d. Mobile Agent Based
The mobile agent for IDS architecture uses mobile
agents to perform precise and clear task on a nodes
behalf the owner of the agents. This architecture
allows the distribution of the intrusion detection
tasks. There are several advantages using mobile
agents for intrusion detection [16].

2) Anomaly Based detection:
Anomaly detection is based on the network behavior
used widely to detect unknown attacks [1]. The
engine works on the rules defined for protocols at
each layer and detects the intrusions for different

C. Distributed Intrusion Detection System (DIDS)
The DIDS consists of multiple IDS connected over
the same network, in this the monitoring and analysis
functionality is divided among several components.
These components include central manager, a
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collection of host manager and at least one LAN
manager [5]. The DIDS has a centralized system
where the monitoring and analysis report is generated
and used for detection of attacks over the network.
The LAN and host manager are responsible for
detecting the attacks and intrusion in the network,
while the central manager analyses and generates
report from the events given by the two. The host
manager is a process of collection of processes
running in the background on an individual host [5].
The DIDS uses a rule based expert system; the
system is responsible for applying rules to the
evidence generated by the monitors [6].

the attack and technique implemented for the attack.
The attacks are broadly classified as active attacks
and passive attacks. Passive attacks involve no
disruption of the information but merely obtain
information and monitor the communication in the
network. Active attacks disrupt the communication
links and make changes to the network that result in
attack on the network. Passive Eavesdropping is one
of the passive attack implemented on the ad hoc
networks, active interference is an active attack [10].
There are attacks like Denial of service, flooding
attacks, Disruption attacks, resource consumption
attacks etc.

IV. VULNERABILITIES IN MOBILE AD HOC
NETWORKS

There are MAC layer attacks, Network layer attacks
which are part of active attacks, also many attacks are
performed on the transmission channels. Jamming
attack is a MAC layer attack; where in the wireless
communication is interfered by a jammer. .

Mobile Ad hoc networks are wireless, dynamic and
decentralized networks; that have mobile nodes for
communicating with each other. Apart from above
characteristics the routing protocols associated with
the ad hoc networks were also a source of intrusion
for the external malicious agents. There is no welldefined boundary to the ad hoc networks this result in
many
vulnerabilities adding to the network. Here
we discuss some vulnerabilities that are passive,
active and threats that are internal as well as external
[9].

Worm Hole attack is an example of network layer
attack where the route information of a node is stored
and its tunnel to another location rather than the
actual location [12] [10].
Black hole attack has two properties; one it exploits
the routing protocol like AODV to show that it has a
valid route and second it does not forward the
information to other nodes [12]. Modifying of the
header is another attack that is carried on routing
protocols.

1) No use of Infrastructure: Ad hoc networks operate
independently without involving any hardware
devices or external factors for communication [9].

The ad hoc routing protocols use the Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) as transport layer protocol, both of which use
Internet Protocol (IP).

2) Dynamic Topology: The constantly changing
nature of the topological structure interprets much
vulnerability in the ad hoc network creating security
issues. A simple examples says that incorrect routing
information can be generated by manipulating the
nodes.[8]

The IP contains the IP header, containing the source
and destination address and the Time to Live (TTL)
value. The malicious node could modify and reroute
the packet to a node leading to DOS attack on the
node.

3) Cooperativeness: The nodes in case of MANET
assume that all the nodes are cooperative and nonmalicious. Thus a malicious attacker can work on the
nodes and compromise them making them feasible to
attacks.

TTL is also vulnerable; node may not forward the
packets if the TTL received is 1 or less [13].

4) Vulnerability of nodes: The nodes do not reside in
some physically protected area so they are easily
accessible and prone to different types of attacks.
Thus open nodes are susceptible to many attacks and
are a part of vulnerability [8].

The stealth attack is based on the manipulation of
routing information, it
hijack the information
performs the attack with less efforts and hides its
existence from user [20].Rushing attack is an attack
that results in denial of service when used with on
demand ad hoc routing protocols [13].

5) Scalability: Due to dynamic nature of nodes the
nodes can be scaled to a large extent thus increasing
the area of working. The security mechanisms should
be capable of handling small networks as well large
networks [11].

This attack is damaging as it can be performed by a
weak attacker [12]. Packet replication is another
attack that is performed,
where the malicious node replicates stale packets
causing power consumption and additional bandwidth
utilization.

Attacks in MANET’s: Intrusion detection in ad hoc
networks requires the knowledge of both, the type of
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of IDS module at each node. There is also an intrusion
prevention system that prevents intrusions by isolating
the victim node.
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OPTIMAL BANDWIDTH ASSIGNMENT FOR MULTIPLE DESCRIPTION-CODED VIDEO
GANESH B.INGLE
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Abstract- Theme of this paper is to optimize the bandwidth for Multiple Description coded video in the wireless network.
The algorithm checks and investigates the different channel allocation for video transmission. Transmission of MPEG-7
format data over the network is the demand of the current multimedia application. The channel allocation issues are handled
by Genetic algorithm (GA).
Index Terms- Multiple-description-coded video (MDC), Dynamic bandwidth allocation, Genetic algorithm(GA).

I. INTRODUCTION
A genetic algorithm (GA) is a method for solving
both constrained and unconstrained optimization
problems based on a natural selection process that
mimics biological evolution. The algorithm
repeatedly modifies a population of individual
solutions. At each step, the genetic algorithm
randomly selects individuals from the current
population and uses them as parents to produce the
children for the next generation. Over successive
generations, the population "evolves" toward an
optimal solution.

With the penetration of broadband internet access
including 3G, 4G and advance in video compression
technique .There has been increase increasing interest
in both stored and live video services [1].
Nearly 2.5 billion user are using the internet for
various
applications
including
multimedia
application. Many new applications
such as
wireless sensors, Virtual navigation in shipping
industry, mobile communication and virtual class
room system. Revolution in the field of mobile
communication, palmtop, tablet computer indicates
the bright future for the wireless networks. Use of
3G,4 network will improve the baud rate of
transmission of videos ,simultaneously it will also
cause a problem of data loss. The main obstacle of
transmission of MDC to allocate channel dynamically
by optimizing the bandwidth .Dynamic channel
allocation will support user client to get video on
demand with optimal band width allocation.

We can apply the genetic algorithm to solve problems
that are not well suited for standard optimization
algorithms, including problems in which the objective
function is discontinuous, no differentiable,
stochastic, or highly nonlinear .
Optimization algorithm in two main ways, as
summarized in the following points.
 Generates a population of points at each
iteration. The best point in the population
approaches an optimal solution.
 Selects the next population by computation
which uses random number generators .
 Decoding each chromosome for the fitness
 Iterate point till stopping criterion satisfied.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
There are many algorithms and techniques for the
dynamic channel allocation. Gary Chan and Pengye
in their work discussed optimal band width allocation
using simulated annealing by proving the given
problem is NP hard ,But they have not provided the
bandwith optimization for MDC(IEEE VOL 13 No2
April 2011).Kevin C. Almeroth and Mostafa H.
Ammar in teir work discussed use of multicast
delivery to provide a scalable and interactive video on
demand service .
In their work they have not mentioned transfer of
video on heterogeneous network(IEEE VOl 14 No 6
August 2011) .Cyrus C.Y. and Mounir hamid in their
work discussed a scalable video on demand systems
using multiple batch buffering techniques, but they
have not mention the the delay caused in the the data
loss. To optimize a bandwidth Genetic algorithm is
the best solution .

The basic genetic algorithm works as follows
Formulate Initial population
Randomly initialize population
repeated
evaluate objective function
find fitness function
apply genetic operators
 Reproduction
 Crossover
 Mutation
Until Stopping Criteria
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The population is divided into individual strings and
the best fit individuals are slected as a parent
remaining portion of information is used to produce
their offspring’s.

2.
3.
4.

The following fig illustrates the GA

During Low hours 30% users are connected
to the networks.
Even in the peak hours not all the users are
downloading or uploading the videos.
There are gaps in the packet to be sent on the
network .That gap can be filled up with
other data.

The bandwidth allocation depends on the priority of
transmission and type of data. In a dynamic
assignment method, in contrast, all channels are
potentially available to all cells and are assigned to
cells dynamically as calls arrive. If this is done right,
it can take advantage of temporary changes in the
spatial and temporal distribution of channel in order
to serve more users. For example, when packets are
concentrated in a few cells, these cells can be
assigned more channels without increasing the
blocking rate in the lightly used cells. If a bandwidth
is more then the client can take more bandwidth to
achieve highest quality of service .Every multimedia
data is stream further partitioned into layers of
different priorities. Layers of lowest priorities are
discarded till minimum quality of service is achieved.
All the clients will get minimum bandwidth insuring
that minimum bandwidth is not exceeding the total
bandwidth limit. It means that most of the bandwidth
goes unused.

Fig 1. Genetic Algorithm illuration

The genetic algorithm based on following steps
 Natural Selection
 Cross over
 Mutation
III. CHANNEL ALLOCATION FOR MDC
DYNAMICALLY
Unlike the static channel,dynamic channel allocation
is efficient and is used in areas where the traffic is
nonuniform and heavy. Five main assumptions must
be considered in dynamic channel allocation.

Minimum Quality
Highest quality
Fig 2 Bandwidth assignment over the wireless network.

1. Station Model:
Stations are also called terminals. The number of
independent stations are N, with independent constant
arrival rates lambda, and probability of a frame being
generated in a time interval of (delta t) is (delta t x
lambda). Once a frame has been generated the station
does nothing until the frame has successfully been
transmitted.

There are different layers of band provided such as
audio and, video band which further classified into
low priority and high priority band .Low priority
band provides low quality video streaming . High
priority band provides high quality video streaming.
IV.

2. Single Channel Assumption:
From hardware point of view, all stations are equal. A
single channel is available for communication on
which all stations can transmit on it and all can
receive from it.

PROBLEM
FORMULATION
GENETIC ALGORITHM

USING

Assuming distributed network ,client requested for
the video to the server. Initially if sum of all the
request are not exceeding the total band with limit the
the channel will be allocated on first come first serve
basis. As the number of demand for the channel
allocation increase and surpasses the total bandwidth
then then the bandwidth allocation depends on the
priority of the demand from the client. If more
request comes then quality of video is reduced and
channel is reallocated based on the priority of the
client request. Genetic algorithm is applied including
reproduction, natural selection, cross over, mutation
on the binary binary encoded video string.The stop
criteria is as soon as the precision value is greater
than the difference between first best fit chromosome
and second best fit chromosome .

3. Collision Assumption:
If two frames are transmitted simultaneously, they
will collide resulting in a false signal. Each station
has the ability to detect collision and it must be kept
in mind that collided frame must be retransmitted
later.
DCA takes advantages different wireless networks
.During peak hours numbers of users are more where
as in low hours numbers of users are less.
1. During peak hours 97% user are connected
to the networks.
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12. Verify bandwidth can be reallocated to client
so that all the request will get satisfied. If
yes go to step 10.
13. Select two random string from the
population.
14. Perform cross over and mutation operation
perform step 12.
VI. DERIVATION FORMULATION
Suppose N number of video sources each jth source
is encoded into Li layer of video stream. The layers
are base layers and L2,L3,L4……Li are enhanced
layers .Let Pik and bik ,be quality and bit rate of kth
layers of jth source.K=1,2…Li
Cumulative quality ,Qij and bit rate ,Sij are reprented
by equation.
=

=

j = 1,2,3, … Li

j = 1,2,3, … Li

(1)

(2)

The quality of the jth source with L layers is
Vj={(qj1,sj1)(qj2,sj2)(qj3,sj3)………(qji,sji)}
Where i=1,2,3….L
Fig.3 Applying genetic algorithm to dynamic channel allocation
for MDC.

VII REPRESENTATION
The encoding scheme consists binary chromosome
that is binary main string where each chromosome
contains sun string of bits. Each binary string is
independent but are bounded together by means of
constraint shown below.

V. PROPOSED GENETIC ALGORITHM
The proposed system is used to apply the to obtain
optimum bandwidth for MDC. There for population
Po. and comparison set S is created along with the
comparison set to calibrate individual reproduced
through crossover and mutation give optimum
solution.
a. Steps Involved for proposed algorithm
1. Identify the video servers and sources
2. Enlist number of clients
3. Derive parameter of initial request
4. Create initial population with list requests
5. Derive the fitness value for quality
parameter
6. If sum of number of user bandwidth< total
allocated
bandwidth perform step 7
otherwise step 8
7. Assign bandwidth on first come first serve
basis.
8. Generate comparison set S from the
population
9. While fitness difference >Precision
Repeat step 10 to 14 else goto 14
(Fitness value=New fitness value-Old fitness
value)
10. Accept more request
11. Compare new request value with those of S.

Fig 4 Binary string in the form of chromosome

Here v1,v2,v3..VN in which v1 represent first video
and N represents total number of MDC video
sources. Video stream are encoded from each source
into layers , each jth source is encoded into Li layers.
Always the initial first layer provides the basic
quality not the enhanced quality.Layer L2,L3,….Li
are providing the enhanced quality as it refines the
base layer quality. Each source offers a set of Lj
quality /Bit rate choice. As Li=3 tere are 4 bit for
each vi.
X11=1 is selection of first layer .
X12=1 is selection of second layer
X13=1 is selection of third layer
X1i=1 is selection of ith layer
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In the given example first layer =v1 and base layer
=v2 is selected .The binary encoding scheme shown
is subjected to following conditions:
= 1,2,3, …

<

segment from one parent p1 and even segment for
other parent p2.and vice verse . For N=5 That is 5 is a
video source.m1 is applied to p1 by performing and
operation to extract the odd segment and m2 is
applied to derive even segment. Offspring’s are
reproduced
be
recombining
the
resultant
chromosome. Alternating these modes ensures the
algorithm is not going to stuck up.

(3)

(4)
X. MUTATION

Where Cij Is the bit rate of jth item of the ith video
and C is bandwidth constraint. Equation 3 implies
sum of quality of each source and equation 4 implies
whether solution is feasible or not. Each selected
choice is indicated by setting xij=1.Hence vi= xij
=(1,2….Li+1).The
fitness
chromosome
are
represented as
=
=

Mutation is applied to number of bits in binary string
of video source. The probability of inverting each bit
depends on mutation rate . Mutation rate is inversely
proportional to selective pressure that is if mutation
rate is high the selective pressure is low and vice
versa.

(5)
(∑

)

XI. CONCLUSION
The purpose of paper is to improve the bandwidth
allocation for the MDC in wireless networks. The
reserved bandwidth can be assigned properly using
genetic algorithm. The future scope is to highest
optimize the bandwidth in to the heterogeneous
networks.

(6)

VIII. GENERATING POPULATION
First step is to generate population of fisible solution
of size P. For each chromosome K ,which is video
source to produce random set of bit of each sub string
to select one layer of every source V. The fitness
values are calculated .Each chromosome is checked if
it is identical to the old or existing chromosome
population. Identical binary strings are discarded so
that the chromosome population should have unique
solutions. Once unique chromosome set is generated
we select two parent for generating offspring. Which
represent video source. Now we will partition the
initial population S into sub population T1 and T2.
Fittest individual is selected from each population.
Random portioning is better than always selecting the
two parents from the given population.
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Abstract- While touch sensing is a commonplace for single points of contact, multi-point touch sensing technology enables a
user to interact with a system with more than one fingers or hands simultaneously. As a result multiple users can interact with
the system at the same time and multiple operations can be performed. Our multipoint touch screen comes with some striking
features like scalability, economical with good graphical user interface .The smooth interface will replace the necessity of
input devices like keyboards and mouse in future. The technique relies on one of the latest and most reliable technologies used
for manufacturing touch screens-the infra red light waves. Several basic modifications in the standard IR Touch Screen and
some advanced programming architecture can enable us to device such low cost multipoint touch screens. The basic motive
behind using this technology is that the screen can be an add on to any other screen and is feasible and more transparent as
compared to resistive touch screens. The hardware system is based on ARM (Advanced RISC Machine) technology and the
software will be implemented using java as a platform. Multi-touch technology has many potential applications including a
whole new way of interfacing with computers using images, videos, animations, maps and multiplayer gaming. Thus we look
forward to develop a system that will be economical yet feasible and scalable implementation of multipoint touch screen. This
will in turn accommodate multiple users to work, play and interact with the system in parallel.
Index Terms- Multi touch, Infrared technology, Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and Multimedia.

I. INTRODUCTION
A multipoint touch screen is the electronic screen that
recognizes the presence and location of multiple touch
points within the display area. It has two basic features
that enables it, one to interact directly with what is
displayed on the screen and eliminating the use of the
traditional input devices. Secondly, these systems are
inherently also able to cater services to multiple users
at the same time. Touch screen interfaces are gaining
popularity in Industrial market though there are many
reasons for this, chief among them is the fact that this
technology is portable and offering a simple, direct
interaction with graphical icons specific to a task. This
helps keep plant-floor operators focused on their
application, and can be used by most operators
regardless of their computer skills.

area for research and has enormous potential for
advances in efficiency, usability, and intuitiveness.
Our technique is force sensitive, providing
unprecedented resolution and scalability. This helps us
to create sophisticated multi-point applications.
II. TYPES OF TOUCH SCREENS
When it comes to touch screen technology, the five
most prevalent types are Capacitive, Infrared,
Resistive, SAW (surface acoustic wave) and Guided
Wave with Resistive and Capacitive being the most
widely used types for Industrial Applications. All of
these technologies have their own distinct
characteristics, both advantageous and with
limitations. Our industrial CRT monitors and LCD flat
panel displays offer the following optional touch
screens to suit your specific application.

It has many potential applications including a whole
new way of interfacing with computers in general with
images, videos, animation, maps, and games. The
regular touch screens available in the market today
allow only a single user to access and perform
operations while interacting with the device. On the
other hand we propose a system which will incorporate
some striking features such as (1) It will allow multiple
users performing multiple operations at the same time.
(2) Cost effective solution (3) System that will be easy
to maintain and recover from failure (4) Reducing the
overhead of using input devices. (5) It can act as an
easy add on to any computer. Majorly, our proposed
idea revolves around Infrared technology which a rich

A. Capacitive Touch Screens
Capacitive touch screens operate using oscillator
circuits that are located in each corner of the glass
overlay and measure the capacitance of the area be
"touched". Depending on where the person touches the
overlay, the oscillators will vary in frequency. Then a
touch screen controller measures the
frequency
variations to ascertain the coordinates of the person's
touch. When used with flat panel displays, capacitive
offers drift-free stable performance that is not
susceptible to deterioration over time. A capacitive
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touch screen is impervious to grease, dirt and water,
which makes it ideal for frequent use.

sensor equipped telescope to penetrate dusty region of
space such as molecular cloud.
Infrared ray induces vibration mode in molecules by
changing dipole moment. This property helps in
studying energy states. Infrared spectroscopy evaluates
transmission and absorption of Infrared energy on the
basis of frequency and intensity.

B. Resistive Touch Screens
Resistive touch screens are anti-glare to reduce
reflective shine intensity, which will slightly diffuse
the light output throughout the screen. Resistive
technology offers tremendous versatility in that
activation can be initiated by; a gloved hand,
fingernail, mechanical stylus or an ungloved finger.
Resistive touch screens can be gasket sealed for NEMA
4 and NEMA 4X environments. Limitations include:
Low light output, diffused resolution images and a
plastic surface which can be scratched if improperly
touched.
C. Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW)
SAW touch screen technology is suggested for use in
ATMs, Amusement Parks, Banking and Financial
Applications, Gaming Environments, Industrial
Control Rooms, and KIOSK. SAW touch cannot be
used within NEMA environments, as the technology
cannot be gasket sealed. It has excellent durability that
allows it to continue working if scratched since the
overlay for the touch sensor is a solid glass display.
The disadvantage to this glass overlay is that is
breakable and won't work in wash down conditions.
The waves are spread across the screen by bouncing off
reflector arrays along the edges of the overlay. The
waves are detected by two "receivers". The acoustic
wave weakens when the user touches the glass with
their finger, gloved hand or soft stylus. The
coordinates are then determined by the controller
circuitry that measures the time at which the amplitude
declines. It is the only technology that can produce a
Z-coordinate axis response. SAW technology offers
drift-free stable performance that is always precise.
SAW offers superior image clarity, resolution, and
high light transmission.

Why Infrared touch Screen?
We are using Infrared touch screen because
1. Such touch screens can be an add on to any
old
computer screen making them touch sensitive and
thus, eliminating the use of conventional input devices
such as keyboard, touchpad.
2. It is quite economical. It uses cheap LED’s and
phototransistor detectors which surround the Photo
transistor.
3. Such screens are more transparent than resistive.
4. Safe to use. It does not harm finger tips while using.
5. Can be used by any screen and any operating system.
6. Excellent cursor stability.
7. No extra layers are involved.
8. Accessibility is excellent.
IV. HARDWARE INTERFACING

III. UNDERLYING TECHNOLOGY
2

Infrared light are the electromagnetic radiation that
have longer wavelength than visible light ranging
from 7nm to 1mm and frequency shorter than light
ranging from 405 THz to 300 GHz.
It lies below visible light in Electromagnetic Spectrum.
Human eyes can see only very small portion of
Electromagnetic spectrum which is called visible light.
Infrared rays are not visible to human eyes. Infrared
rays have longer wavelength with very low energy and
hence, are less harmful. Although humans cannot see
Infrared light but they can feel it in the form of heat.
Infrared imaging is largely used in military and
civilian purpose. It is widely used to determine thermal
efficiency and analysis and short range wireless
communication. Infrared astronomy make use of

Block Diagram

The main components in the hardware circuitary are :
1 .Frame
IR Frame consists of IR transmitter (LED’s) and IR
Receiver (Phototransistor). They are evenly placed on
border. Each transmitter and receiver is arranged in a
manner that single transmitter faces single receiver
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giving one to one mapping. Thus, making an invisible
IR matrix across the glass sheet.

Case 2: When the user touches the same area more
than once at the same time.
Thus, here A1 ∪ A2 = A
Where A1=A2=A
And A1 ∩A2 = A
Where A1=A2=A
Thus, for such a case the system must response just
once.

2. Transmitter circuitry
It consists of transmitters that generate supply voltage
that is provided to IR LEDs which in turn emit light.
The intensity of light depends upon frequency and
current flowing in IR LED. If the current intensity is
increased electron eject at a much faster rate thus
improving the performance of IR. Range and
frequency are directly related i.e. if frequency is
increased than there will be rapid alteration and hence
range also need to increase. IR LEDs are the source of
Infrared Light.
3. Receiver Circuitry
Phototransistor acts as IR detector. It receives IR light
emitted by transistor and converts it to corresponding
electrical signal (0’s and 1’s). Receiver circuitry also
amplifies the signal and gives to micro-controller.

Case 3: When there is some portion common between
the sensed touch points.
Then A1 ∩A2 = A3
Where A3 is the set of common touch points between
A1 and A2.
A1 ∪ A2 = A1 + A2 – A1 ∪ A2

4. Microcontroller and Serial Circuitry
Microcontroller scans the touch points and converts it
into standard 7- bit code. It then transmits to computer
serially with the help of serial communication
circuitry.
V. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
A. Set Theory
The set theory of our proposed system is demonstrated
as follows :
Let U be a universal set consisting of Valid (active) and
Invalid (inactive) touch points.
i.e U = {T1, T2,…Tn}
U

T1
T6

T2
T3
T4
T5
T7 …………………………… Tn

B. Complexities Involved:
1) Size - Fingers have a certain size. So, screen
elements have to have a minimum size, to ensure that a
touch screen can be operated with few errors
2) Strain - Keying in many numbers or letters by
pointing with the finger is also very straining and
tiring
3) Feedback - Touch screen users directly point on a
screen element. If they are lucky, they can withdraw
their finger if they touched the wrong
C. Why is M-Touch P-Complete?
Our Multipoint touch screen is susceptible of multiple
touch at a time. These touches can be represented as
nodes. Processor will proceed to respond to touches in
a sequence as per given by user ( level by level in
Breadth First Search tree) until whole of the given
inputs as touches have been responded by our screen.
Our touch screen percepts and store multiple points
given in a single time and respond to input through

To activate a touch point it must be processed
(touched) and that particular sensed point should be
recognized by the system.
Case 1: When user touches two different area’s of the
screen at a time.
Let us say area A1 and area A2.
The points that are touched are said to be active touch
points. Hence A1 ∪ A2 = A1 + A2
i.e Set of active touch points.
And A1 (intersection) A2 = {0}
i.e. no common touch points.
A1

A2
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actions sequentially in a breadth first search manner
after certain period of time, but this time is so small(in
nanoseconds) that it appears to our user that actions
are performed in parallel. Also, Multipoint touch
screen and BFS are inherently sequential which is a
major property of p-completeness. Thus, Multipoint
touch screen supports BFS and is therefore p-complete.

Touch
resolution
Touch
durability
Touch
Response
Time

Average Finger Size
Unlimited
Typical response time 7 - 13ms

Operating temperature: 0° C - 60°
C; Storage temperature: -40° C 85° C; Operating Humidity: 10%
Environment
to 90% RH, non-condensing;
Storage humidity: 10% to 90%RH,
non-condensing
Power supply +5V, - 5V 500 mA
Maintenance Requires simply changing IR Pair
Interface
Parallel
Operating
Windows 7/8, Vista, XP, Mac OS
Systems
X, Linux² . TUIO supported
Connection
Custom DB25 Parallel Port
options
Software
Java Platform
VII. ADVANTAGES
(1) It acts as an add on screen to any old computer
system, thereby making it touch sensitive.
(2) It eliminates the use of input devices such as
keyboard, mouse.
(3) Many people can play in parallel at the same
time as well as many applications can run
simultaneously.
(4) It is scalable.
(5) Dragging multiple images simultaneously.
(6) No damage to finger tissues as in case of
capacitive touch screen.
(7) It is quite economical.
(8) Maintenance is easy. Requires simply
changing IR pair.

The above figure shows a tree which visualizes the
operations that our proposed system would perform.
To prove P-Completeness the following assumptions
are made:
1) The system will always give a predefined
output for a particular input.
2) The operations will occur level wise that is
following a Breadth First Search approach.
Hence, using BFS we can easily prove that the system
is P-Complete executing operations in an orderly
manner.

VIII. LIMITATIONS

VI. SPECIFICATION TABLE
Description
Available
sizes
Number of
Touch Points
Frame
Dimension
Luminous
transmission
Touch
technology
Touch
Activation
force

(1)

40" 6-Touch display
All Monitor Screen Sizes
(2)
56 touch Points
(3)

For a 17” Flatron (13” X 10”)

The finger may be too large for accurate
pointing of small objects. Thus, it may
interrupt two or more coordinates giving an
incorrect output,
Keying in many numbers or letters by
pointing with the finger is also very straining
and tiring.
Dirt sensitive.

95-100% typical with clear glass
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